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Chris Sexton (left), chair of the Bright Ideas Committee, presents Janet Lundy,
studies skills lab, with a $100 savings bond for the idea she submitted to the
committee for the month of August. Lundy suggested placing humidifiers in rooms
where large amounts of paper are stored for copy machines to help keep the paper
from jamming. The committee will select the best idea submitted each month for a
bond award.

Workshop to provide information about grants
The research services office will conduct
a workshop Nov. 6 focusing on two
internal grant programs that have a Nov.
30 appfication deadline and are available
to faculty.
The internal grant programs are Faculty
Research Committee annual grants (basic
and major) and Graduate College
research assistantships directly to faculty.
The workshop will be held from 3:30-5
p.m. in the State Room on the third floor
of the University Union. Information will be
provided about the application and review
procedures, evaluation criteria and

elements of a competitive application for
each program.
Review panel representatives for each
program will be available to answer
questions. Application for any of the
programs will be available at the workshop, from the faculty member's department or from the research services office.
Persons interested in attending should
contact the office by Nov. 1 at 372-2481
to reserve a place in the workshop or
indicate an interest in receiving further

infonnation.

Directory information Seminar to start Oct. 31
The 1990-91 University telephone
directories have been cfistributed on
campus to offices and residence halls.
Some books have been bound incorrectly,
resulting in fnissiog or misplaced pages.
Recipients of these faulty cfirectories
should return them to the Telecommunications Office for replacement H faulty
books were thrown out. the Office of
Public Relations would like reports of the

quantities.
AlsO, it shOuld be noted that the
adcfrtional lines, which include a @
symbol, in the entries of faculty/staff
members are electronic mail addressses.

Classified
Employment

Opportunities
New Vac:ancies
POS1ing Expiration Date: noon, Friday.

Oct. 19.
10-19-1

Food Service Worker
Pay Range 1
Food operations
Academic year, part-time

The series of seminars on cor$ining
careers and families will begin Oct 31.
They will continue on Nov. 7, Nov. 14,
Nov. 28, Dec. 5 and Dec. 12. Each
session will be held from noon to 1 p.m. in
Room 1 of the College Park Office
Building.
The seminars are designed for parents
who are feeling stressed, wish they had
more time or are concerned about career
planning.
For more information or to register,
contact Karol Heckman at 372-2225 or
Ruth Milliron at 372-2237.

Publication seminar set
Publications 911, a seminar on prcxlucing publications, will be presented
Wednesday and Thursday (Oct. 17 and
18) in the State Room of the University
Union.
Sponsored by UniGraphics and the
Office of Pubfte Relations, the sessions
are at 2 p.m. Wednesday and 10:30 am.
Thursday. Any member of the University
community is welcome to attend and
cflSCOver the similarities and cflfferences
between the two offices' services and
capabilities.

Faculty I Staff positions
The following faculty positions are available:
Criminal Justice: Assistant professor (anticipated). Contact Steven Lab (2-2326). Deal:l"ine:

Oct. 15.
EDA: Assistant professor of education history and philosophy ol education. Contact Trevor
Phillips (2-7322). Dealtine: Dec. 15.
English: Assistant professor. Also, assistant or associate professor. Contact Richard Gebhardt
(2-2576).Deadline:Nov. 15.
.
Fi11a11ce: Assistantlassoce professor (anticipated}. Contact Paul Mueler {2-2520). Dea<line:
Dec. 1.
Interpersonal aid Public Communication (IPCO): Chair and professor. Contact M"IChael
Marsden (2-2823). Deadine: Dec. 1 or until position is filled.
.
School of HPER: Director and fuD professor. Contact Jat Sidwell (2-2876). Deadline: Jan. 7.
Technology Systems: Assistant professor, ainstrudion, management and tectuilogy. Contact John Erion (2-7581 ). Deatine: Nov. 15 or until filed.

Photography Exhibit, a one-man show by
Charles Corbeil Sr., black and white and color
photos depicting nature and architecture.
through Oct. 18, Firelands Art Gallery.
Firelands Campus. Gallery hours are 9 a,m.·8
p.m. Monday ttvough Thursday. and 9 a.m,-5
p.m. Friday. Free.
Hispanic Art Exhibit, opens with a
reception in the McFall Center Gallery. 7 p.m.
The exhibit will run through Oct. 27. Gallery
hours are 8 am,·5 p.m. weekdays.
Aerobics Classes, The ""30-minute Noon
WOfkout" is geared tor faculty and staff and wm
be held every Monday and Wednesday
ttvoughout the semester in the Cont>atives/
Dance Room, Student Recreation Center. To
obtain information about other classes al the
Center. pick up a schedule al the SRC.
lllnority Recruitment Workshop, "The
Recruitment and Retention of MlllOl'ities. - 1-3
p.m., Training Room 1, College Park Building.
Computer SerYlces Seminar, "Intro to
Convnunic:ations Packages." 3:30-5 p.m. Call
372-2102 for reservations or call Bob Fyfe al
372-2103 for more information.
WBGU Live Teleconference, "Substance
Abuse and Depressive Illness," 6:30-8 p.m.,
1SOA Jerome Library. The video wiD also be
shown on Oct. 22.
Men's Bowling League, 7 p.m., Buckeye
Room. can Jay al 372-8701 to reserve a spot
Alcohol Awareness Speakl!f, Lee
Wotherspoon. noted psychologist and author.
will conduct a "Natural High Party," 8-11 p.m..
Eppler CorJlllex.

Tuesday, Oct. 16
Computer Services Seminar, "Intro lo
Lotus 1-2-3 (IBM); introduces the basics of
creating and managing a Lotus 1-2-3 spread-

sheet. 1:30-3:30 p.m. can 372-2102 for

reservations and more information.
Library Computer Demo11Sballoc1, an
introduction lo ERIC, a mrahase indexing educalion journals since 1956, 3:30-5 p.m.,
Reference Area. Jerome Library.
Women's Tennis, vs. Ohio State. 3 p.m.,
Robert Keefe Courts (east side of Ice Arena).
Soccer, vs. University of Detroit. 3:30 p.m..
Cochrane Reid.
...ogr"""'•-m, "Ohio Business," with
WBGU-TV DPnJ
host George Howick. visits Findlay Industries ,
Automotive Interiors, 5:30 and 11 :30 p.m.•
WBGU-TV, channel 27.

Wednesday, Oct. 17
Aerobics Classes, The "30-minute Noon
Workout" is geared for faculty and staff and will
be held every Monday and Wednesday
throughout the semester in the Combativesf
Dance Room. Student Recreation Center. To
obtain information about other classes al the
Center, pick up a schedule at the SRC.
Publications 911, a seminar on producing
publicalions at the University, 2 p.m., State

Room, University Union.
Ph.D. Final Examination, Loma GonsalvesPinlo, Department of Sociology. will present
"The Status of Women and Fertility in India.
Regional Analysis of District Level Data.. 1 :303:30 p.m., Aidah Tomeh Library (second floor
Wdliams Han).
Computer Services Seminar, "Intro to PCFtle+ (IBM)," will introduce the database
operations, 1 :30-4:30 p.m. 312 Hayes Han.
CaD 372-2102 for reservations or more
information.
Library Computer Demonstrations, "Intro
lo PsycUT; the COfT1lU1erized equivalent of the
Psychological Abstracts. 3:30-5 p.m., Conference Room, Jerome Library.
WBGU-TV Program, "Art Beat," Host Becky
Laabs features the Black Swartll Players
Production of "The Male Animal," with the help
of the Senior Citizens Center. 5:30 and 11 :30
p.m., WBGU-TV, channel 27.
Alcohol Avareness Discussion, "Who's
Caling the Shots?" led by Jacqiieline Daley,
dredOr of the Prevention Center, 8 p.m., 115
Education Building.
University Theatre, "Royal Hunt of the
Sun; a play about the Spanish IXlOqUeSt of the
Incas. wil be presented at the BGSU Planetarium. 8 p.m. The show runs through Oct. 20.
Tickets are $2 at the door.

Thursday, Oct.18

BGSU Libl'alies and Future Technologies,
presented by Dr. William Saffa1y, a nationaly
known author and coosultant. 10 am..
English: Director of general studies writing. Contact Richard Gebhardt (2-2576). Deacline: Nov.
Conference Room. Jerome Library.
PubUcatlons 911, a seminar on producing
15 or until filed.
plbrlCations.at the Univer.;ity, 10:30 am., State
Fil•ICial Aid aid Sludent Employment: Assistant diredor. Contact Sam Ramirez (2-2558).
Room. University Union.
Deadline: Hai. 14.
"Cultural Day,w will be celebrated from
lnlercoleytale Athletics: Assistant sports infonnation director. Contact the chair of the search
11:30 am.-3:30 p.m. in the Amani, Commons.
and screening cui111itlee, do alhletic department (2-2401). Deadline: Oct 22. Also, lirector of
Singng. dancing and food wiD be on cisplay to
academic and regulal1lly affairs. Contact chair of search and scieening committee (2-2401).
- celebrate HispaJ lie Hetitage Month.
Extended deadline: Oct 8.
Aeroblcycle Challenge, as part of Alcohol
Perscllall!I Sei flc:es: Assistant to the manager of records (temporaly, full-time, 1B months).
Awareness week students and faculty can
Contact Sam Ramirez (2-2558). Deadline: Oct 19.
challenge each other to see who can ride the
Reglsbalion aid Records: Diredor of systems implementation and support. Contact Ju<ith
most miles between 3 and 6 pm., Student
8lren (2-8441). De<Kline: Nov. 2.
Social Philosophy and Polk:y Center: Managing editor. Contact Kory Tilgner (2-2536).
Recreation Center.
College of ArtsatdScie91Ces Fal Forum
Deailine: Dec. 31.

The following adminisbative positions are available:

·ean

Leclure,
We Ad'Veve Authentic Reform in
General Education?." by Curtis w. Ellison,
dean, School of Interdisciplinary Studies. Miami
Universily. 3:30 p.m., Carl1lUS Room.
University Union. Co-sponsored by the Office
of Academic Affairs and the Center for
Academic Options.
Ph.D. Anal Examination, Jerome Mcl<ibben, Department of Sociology. presents "The
Myth ot the Rural Renaissance: Nonmetropoli·
tan Population Turnaround in Indiana. 1960·
1985," 4 p.m .. 207 Williams Hall.
WBGU-TV Program, -.1ourna11990.- host
Judy Paschalis discusses school issues with
Lima and Lake local residents, 5 :30 and 11 :30
p.m .• WBGU-TV, channel 27.
Hockey, vs. University of Michigan. 7:30
p.m., Ice Arena
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Friday, Oct. 19
Hispanic Uleralure Conference, 10 am.· 4
p.m., Amani Room, Commons.
Falcon Club Luncheon, noon, Ice Arena
Lounge.
Computer Services Seminar, an introduction to Microsoft Wor11s and database (Mac),
1 :30-3:30 p.m., Technology Building COl'f'1Uler
lab. Gall 372·2102 for reservations and more
information.
Joint Colloquium, Economics and
Mathematics and S1atistics present Dr. Donald
G. Saari, from Nor1hwestem University
speaking on "Dynamics and Symmetry:
Characterization of Some Paradoxes from
Mathematical Economics." 3:45 p.m., 459 Math
Science Buiking.
Soccer, vs. DePaul, 4 p.m., Cochrane Field.
WBGU-TV Program, "The University
Forum.· explores the world of ideas with experts from BGSU's faculty and other spr....:ial
guests, 5:30 p.m., WBGU-TV, channel 27.
Concert. "An Evening with Romanovsky and
Phi9ips- and Lym L.avner." 8 p.m., Bryan
Recital Hall, Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.
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Saturday, Oct. 20
WGSU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking" Host
Marcia Adams prepares yellow tomato
preserves and aockpol butter, noon, WBGUTV, channel 27.
VoDeyball, vs. Louisville, 4 p.m., Anderson

Arena
Falcon Football, vs. Eastern Michigan, 7
p.m., Perry Stacium.

Sunday, Oct. 21
Faculty Soloist, Richard s. James, College
ot Musical Arts, wiD perform with the Sandusky
Fine Arts Chamber Orchestra,. 3 p.m., Adams
Junior High School, Sandlsky.
Bryan Chamber Series, prasents a rnxed
program featuring faculty of the College of
Musical Arts, 8 p.m., Bryan Recital Hall, Moore
Musical Arts Center.
Planetarium Show, "The Voyager Encounters," B p.m. Tuesdays and Fridays and 7:30
p.m. Sundays, BGSU Planetarium. The show
runs through Nov. 18.

Monday, Oct. 22
Ph.D. Fmal Examination, Cynthia Beck.
Department ot Educational Administration and
Supervision, wiU present "A Study of the Status
of Preschool Programs for the Handicapped in
Ohic>"s Public School Districts Prior lo the
Mandated lfllllementalion of Public Law 99457," 10 am.-noon. 444 Education Building.
Ph.D. Final Examination, Angelia Tejada
Yanguela, Department of Sociology, will
present 'Women. Work and Fertility: the
Dominican ease; 1-3 p.m., Aidah Tomeh
library (serond floor WiDiams HaD)
Hockey, vs. Western Ontario (exhi>ition), 7
p.m~ Ice Arena
lntl!matlonal Rim Series, "Germany, Pale
Mother." 7~ pm.• Gish Film Theater.

Coverage to continue
for reservists families
Health care coverage for eligible
dependents of University staff members
who are involuntarily called to active duty
due to the Persian Guff Crisis will be
continued for up to nine months on the
same basis that coverage is provided to
dependents of active fuD-time staff
members.
Further information regarding the
maintenance of coverage for dependents
of staff members called to active duty can
be obtained by contacting the benefits
office at 372-2112..

For sale
The cooperative education program has
an adjustable height (40 inches up to 56
inches) rolfmg television table with a
three-outlet. 20-foot power cord for sale.
Anyone interested should call 372-2~1.

A touch of Hollywood was present at the rededication of the Dorothy and Lillian
Gish Rim Theater Oct. 14 when Academy and Emmy award-winning actress Eva
Marie Saint returned to her alma mater. Above, she and her early mentor, Dr. Elden
Smith, a former member of the theatre department, look at memorabilia in University
Hall.

Saint receives a rose from members of the Sigma Chi fraternity after they serenaded her prior to her lunch with her sorority sisters at the Delta Gamma house.
Also during her visit on campus, the actress attended the theatre department's
season opening producDon of "Barefoot in the ~·at the campus theatre which
bears her name. Saint is a 1946 graduate of the University.

Ethnic studies Pre-recruitment is es5ential to be successful
necessary for survival in '90s
conference to Minority recruitment
and staff
are
ones
to
a
week
Knowing
many
When
opens,
note 20th year the same concern:
minority
minorities
the
who
all had
recruitment

The University faculty
gathered for workshop last

Dr. Niara Sudarkasa, internationally
recognized for her research and study of
African women
and the roots of
African American
families, will
highlight the
Seventh Annual
Ethnic Studies
Conference Nov.

8-9.
Currently the
president of Lincoln University in

Lincoln, Pa,

And they signed up for the seminar
conducted by John Moore, exeaJtive
director of personnel services, because
they were looking for some answers to a
problem that is plaguing many institutions

across the country.
Bowrmg Green is making some
progress in the recruitment of minofity
faculty. President Olscamp has established a pool of monies to help with
recruitment efforts and this year nine
blacks, two hispanics and three ASartJ
Pacific lslanders joined the University's

Niara Sudarkasa

Sudarkasa will
help celebrate the 20th anniversary of
the creation of ethnic stucfies at Bowling
Green by giving the conference's
keynote address. She will speak on the
impact of ethnic studies on higher
education at 8 p.m., Nov. 8 in Kobacker
Hall. President Olscamp will introduce
the keynote speaker.
The two-day conference will focus on
ethnic studies issues concerning the
history and evolution of ethnic studies,
the challenge for change, the graduates
and policy implicatioos in the 21st
century. Distinguished educators from
various universities will be included in
four panel disa rssions addl essil ig these

topics beginning at 9:30 am. in
Kobacker Hall
Al sessions are free and open to the
pubrlC.
Sudarkasa has had a career fiBed with
many "firsts.· In 1986, She was named
the first woman presider:t of Lincoln University, an historic black university. At
the University of M"lchigan, she was the
first African American woman to receive
tenure, the first to become a full professor in arts and sciences, the first to head
Continued on page 3

there is only a small pool draw from for
particular jobs;
a position
few if any
apply. The question
becomes, what attracts minorities to

jobs?
"We need people with experience, but it
seems that the only applicants we get are
people fresh out of school,· one participant said. ·tt we do find a minority
applicant with experience, we can't afford

him.ft
Other members of the audience said
they were attending the workshop
because they frequently find themselves

staff.

on search committees or they were
concerned about retaining minofity staff
members in current positions at the

But attracting minorities to campus positions is still a difficult process.
Workshop participants voiced some of
tt-.e problems they are having with
reauiting: Sometimes it is hard to identify
minorities through their resumes, and

University.
Moore offered a strong warning_ "If you
think it is difficult now to recruit minorities,
wait until the year 2000, • he said "The
pool is shrinking. Those individuals today
who make the workplace attractive to

Hebein appointed to examine
BGSU's need for ombudsman
Or. Richard Hebein, romance languages, will <X>Oduct a study to determine
the feasibility of aeating a University
ombudsman, President Olscamp has
announced.
An ombudsman investigales and

attefll>IS to resolve problems and
concerns of employees Olscamp said
that if such an office were created. tenure
and promotion qiiestions would not be
part of the ormudsman's duties. He
added that Hebein wil also make a
reaxnmendation as to whether the
position should be applicable to faculty,
administrators and staff or jusl faculty.
In his c:onsultantship Hebein will be researching al aspects of the ombudsman
position, includng the experiences other
unive1sities have had with an ombuds-

man. -

Olscamp said that he woukf reach a
decision on whether to add an ombudsman position no later than the end of the
fiscal year.
The president noted that it was a faculty
menber's siiggestion during a forum
earlier this month that persuaded twn to
investigale the idea.
Hebein has for several years been a
member of the Faa.Jlry Personnel and
Conciiation Committee and is also on a
COIT• 1ittee to make U!CXll 1111e11datio11s on
the FPCC process. He also served on the
Academic Honesty Co11111ittee, which
during his tenure, revised portions of the
student code.
A certified master artJibatur, he has
been doing wen since 1984 for the
Toledo Better Business Bureau hearing
product liabiity dispdeS

minorities

the
that

concerned about

who will survive.·
institutions are

recruitment

process, Moore put together his own
program on the topiC and has presented
it as a day-long worXshop across the
country. "But if you look around, you11
notice there's a lot of programs out there
on minority reauitment, which shows no
one knows the answers: he said.
Before an institution can have a
sua:essful minority recruitment program,
it has to have support from the top management Moore said Bowfmg Green has
received that support from Olscamp, but
too many other people think the responsibility of hiring and recruiting then falls
on the human resource departments. •If
we are going to be SI iccesstul and
survive in the '905, minority reauitment
is going to be up to aD of us, - he said.
Continued on page 3

IInside:

Results of the
UCLA Survey:
In the fall of 1989, the University
participated in a national survey of
coDege faculty in cooperation with

the Higher Education Research
Institute based at UCLA The study
was desigl led to give special
attention to faculty attitudes, the
campus ctimate, job satisfaction,
pofessiooial goals and interests

and personal values.
A special insert in this issue of
Monitor includes careful examination of the findings. general
conclusions and supporu.ig
explanations as compiled by institutional st11dies
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Discuss release time, wage survey

Council talks to new administrators

Officers of Administrative Staff Council, Classified Staff Couna7 and Faculty Senate
met for a brown bag lunch recently to discuss shared issues of concem between the
three constituency groups. Ta/king about issues on child care, the effectiveness of
University committees, benefit packages and budgets are (from left) Donna Beam,
vice chair of CSC, Joshua Kaplan, vice chair of ASC, Gregg DeCrane, chair of ASC,
Harold Lunde, chair of Faculty Senate, Kathy Eninger, chair of CSC, Meagon
Shaffer, secretary of CSC, and Leigh Chiarelott. vice chair of the senate.

Classified Staff Council invited three
members of the University community
who recently have been appointed to new
posts to attend its Oct. 16 meeting. Kathy
Eninger, council chair, said she thought it
would be a good idea to meet Dr. Lester
Barber, executive assistant to the
president; Marshall Rose. affirmative
action director and Roger Denner11.
director of public safety, for future interaction between them and the council.
In his remarks to CSC, Barber said he is
-very interested in furthering the goals of
the council. One of the most positive
things that has happened on campus in
the past 22 years I have been here is the
creation of this group and Administrative
Staff Council and the work they have
done," he said.
Formerly the chair of the English
department, Barber was named to his
new post in June.
One of his duties is to serve as a liaison
between csc and the president, he said.
But since the council already works
closely with the vice presideot for operations, Barber said he thinks he can better
serve the group in their communications

Education program honored with prestigious award
The University is one of 11 national winners of the 1990 Christa McAuliffe
Showcase for Excellence Awards. The
awards program, sponsored by the
American Association of State Colleges
and Universities, recognizes outstanding
teacher education programs in 10
different categories.
The College of Education and Alfied
Professions was recognized for its innovative programs in collaboration with the
Bowling Green, Findlay and Toledo
school systems.
In all three programs, school teachers
and college faculty venture off their home
"lurf" for an experience that is designed to
strengthen Bowling Green's teacher
education program and enhance the
educational offerings of the collaborating

schools.
"Our efforts are based on the premise
that school/college relations should be
collaborative partnerships, not just
cooperative agreements for field placements," said Dr. Roger V. Bennett. dean
of the college.
"Personnel from the Bowling Green,
Findlay and Toledo school systems
helped us to develop these programs, and
they certainly deserve a share of this

award."
Since 1985, the college has worked with
the Bowling Green City Schools in
developing and implementing a "Teaching
Fellows Partnership" in which elementary/
secondaJy teachers and college faculty
teach in each other's classrooms. Approximately 50 teachers and college
faculty have participated in the program,
jointly designing their own exchange proj-

ects.
Even top administrators became
involved in the teaching exchange
program. President Olscamp delivered a
series of lectures at Bowling Green High
School on the topics of value theory and
canaaian studies. Bennett taught a unit
on ·0eath and Dying" to high school
students in social stucfies dasses; Superintendent of Schools Richard Cummings
came to the campus to teach educational
curriculum classes and administrative
practices to both undergraduate and
graduate students.
A partnership with the T pledo Public
Schools was developed as a result of a
mutual concern that new teachers be
instructed in classroom management
Master teachers from the Toledo schools
were brought to the campus as temporary

adjunct faculty to conduct classes in
classroom management for University
student teachers. In tum, college faculty
worked with the Toledo schools to
develop a survey instrument to evaluate
the system's teacher intern program.
The collaborative program with Findlay,
called the Fmcllay Model Schools Project.
involved master teachers in the school
system who spent part of their school day
supervising and advising University
student teachers assigned to the Findlay
schools. To prepare for their supervisory
duties, the master teachers were enrolled
in a special course on "Analysis and
Evaluation of Teaching" at Bowling Green.
They also attended several sessions of
methods dasses taught on campus to
become familiar with the curriculum.
Participants from the University and the
three school districts say the opportunity
to move into new roles, in new settings,
was a valuable professional development
experience. Several participants reported
at state and national education conferences on their experiences, and a number
of other colleges and universities have
contacted Bowling Green to inquire about
the programs.

Associate degree honors discussed

UGC examines statewide articulation/transfer policy
Members of the Undergraduate Council
heard an update on the plan for a
statewide articulationltransfer policy at
their Oct. 3 meeting. Dr. Peter Hutchinson, associate vice president for academic affairs, reported on the plan. The
council had received a draft of it last year,
but since then several revisions have
been made and a final version is expected
to be presented to the Ohio Board of Regents at its November meeting.
.
The overall purpose of the plan is to
make it easier for Ohio students to move
from one higher education institution to
another. The proposal attempts to
preserve institutional autonomy, but offers
preference to associate degree holders
who wish to transfer.
Acae<frtation standards would take
precedence over the transfer poricy.
Hutchinson said. For two-year degree
holders who transfer to another school,
courses with grades of D or above would
transfer. Courses with grades of C and
above woukl transfer for non-associate
degree holders. The policy is not clear
about whether students dismissed from
one school could transfer to another.
Several categories of transfer credit
have been identified: major/minor
courses, general education, upper/lower
division, nontraditional credit and miscel-

laneous aedit. Howevei-, questiol IS '
remain about implementation, he said.
Each institution would be required to
develop a transfei" module which lndOdes
a Slliise_t of 364l> g8neral eduCatiori - ·
hours. The proposal now indicates that if
slUdents satisfy the module at the sending

institution, they satisfy the module at the
hand in the process; the committee that
receiving institution. It is not clear how
develops a program must be inclusive of
specific university general education
diverse points of view on the campus; and
requirements, such as cultural diversity,
the entire process becomes an exhilaratwill fit into the module. There also is an
ing experience for all involved.
allowance for credit to transfer as "upper
Last spring, the council also d"ISCI ISSed a
division" or "lower division" based on its
proposal for honors for as.rociate degree
classification at the sending institution,
holders. At that meeting, it was agreed
even though theoretically two-year
there was general support for the idea.
schools would not have upper division
but Farelands College and the College of
courses.
Business Administration were asked to
Hutchinson said the proposal mandates
conduct further study of tenninotogy that
advising, data exchange and a local and
was not in confl"lct with that used for
state appeals process. An advisory board
baccalaureate degree recipients. At the
would be established to advise the
recent meeting, Robert DeBard, dean of
regents and to monitor the policy.
Frrelands College, introduced a current
In other business, Dr. Eloise Clark, chair
revised proposal which calls for two
of the council and vice president for
categories of honors designations: "with
academic affairs, summarized the
distinction" for students with a grade point
comments of Dr. L Jackson NeweD, the
average of 3.5 to 3.89; and "with highest
speaker at the Faculty Development
distinction" for students with a GPA of 3.9
Committee's Oct. 1 Spotlight Event.
to4.0.
NeweD is a professor of higher eduC:ation
The proposal would apply to associate
and fonner dean of liberal studies at the
degree graduates on both campuses.
University of Utah.
DeBard noted that the College Council
In his meeting with the General Educahad not made a determination of the total
tion Review Committee, Newell comnumber of letter graded crecfrts that woukl
mented on six important points to
be necessary before the academic honor
remember in changing general education
woukl be granted. After some diso ISSion,
requirements: the mission of undergraduthe UGC approved the proposal with the
ate education must be defined and
assumption that the question of the
agreed upon and the university faaJlty
number of credit hours wiD be resolved_
must have in mind what it means to be an
..
DeBard will work with the ~.and
educated person; the process must be
.
Awards Committee, Judith Ehren,
democratic; a program should be develregistrar, the College of Business
oped that will endure, and this can be
- Admil ri&1Jatiol 1 and the Firelands College .
accomplished bythinking"of the general
Council to resolve the l:l'edithoor issue- ~
education program as always evolving;
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with the Board of Trustees. such as
alerting them when the board is to discuss
an issue that concerns classifiea staff.
During a discussion about release time
and work reduction for dassified staff
conducting council business, Barber
strongly supported the Executive Committee in drafting an official statement
encouraging all supervisors to accommodate the classified staff member who
serves as council chair by allowing a
reduction in that person's workload.
Supervisors also should be encouraged to
allow release time to other classified staff
who serve on the council.
Eninger said she estimates she spends
a quarter of her work week conducting
CSC business. The chair's term is for one
year.
Rose, who was named afflfTl'lative action
director in July, spoke to the council about
the role the office plays on campus and
the numerous programs it will be sponsoring throughout the year. He said he sees
the office as an advocate for "certain
ideals concerning diversity and for certain
constituent groups that have not been
fairly represented in the past·
Affirmative action on campus is not just
his responsibility, he noted. "It will"only
work if it is fully embraced and implemented by the people who work here and
those who hire personnel at the University," he said.
Denner11 joined the University's staff in
May and said he has been pleased with
the professionalism of his staff.
One of the projects campus safety has
been working on this semester is better
security in the residence halls. He said
when he interviewed for the director
position last spring, he was surprised that
he was able to walk through a residence
hall without ever being questioned.
However, recently he visited several halls
and found security measures had
increased and hall staff seem to be more
safety conscious.
In other business:
-Donna Beam resigned for personal
reasons as vice chair of the council.
Nominations for someone to fill the .
position will be taken and voted on at the
Nov. 20 meeting.
-Dean Gerkens, worker's compensation, has resigned as coordinator of the
Bright Ideas Program. Upon the recommendation of Robert Martin, vice president for operations, CSC approved a
motion for the council to coordinate the
committee and monitor its functions.
-Ellinger said she has received several
inquiries from people asking where they
can send correspondence to her. She
said all materials can be sent in her name
to P.O. Box 91, University Hall.
-The council approved a proposed
Academic Charter change that updates a
desaiption in the document of the council.
"In the previous charter we weren't
identified as a body and I thought it was
important to identify that," Eninger said.
-Bob Kreienkamp, chair of the Salary
Compensation Committee, reported that
41 classifications had been proposed as
benchmark classified staff positions for
the 1990-91 wage survey. After this
survey, the corrvnittee w:!! !-.ave 21
positions that will have a four-year salary
track to examine if they are gaining or
losing ground on the market
-Kay Gudehus, chair of the Special
Events Committee, said plans are
underway for the council to sponsor a
Thanksgiving meal for a needy family.
The committee first will inquire whether
there is a University employee's family
that is in need of some extra help this
Thanksgiving, and if not. it will help
someone in the Bowling Green community.

'Bartered Bride' opens
The Bowling Green Opera Theatre,
under the direction of F. Eugene Dytxfahl,
will present Bedric:h Smetana's "The
Bartered Bride" Oct. 26-27 at the Moore
Music31 Arts. Center.
·
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In the fall of 1989, Bowling Green
State University participated in a
national survey of college faculty in
cooperation with the Higher Education Research Institute based at
UCLA Nearly 500 postsecondary
institutions participated. The questionnaire used in the study was
designed to give attention to faculty
attitudes, the campus climate,
institutional priorities, job satisfaction, professional goals and interests, undergraduate education,
teaching methods, and personal
values. At BGSU, the survey was
sponsored by the Offices of the
President and the Vice President for
Academic Affairs in cooperation with
Faculty Senate.
An overview of the survey and
selected findings were presented to
Faculty Senate in May 1990 and
reported in the media This report
constitutes the first presentation of
the results to the larger academic
community.

BACKGROUND
Upon receipt of the roster of
faculty and administrators on the
main campus, UCLA imprinted
names on the surveys and returned
them to BGSU where they were
distributed to academic departments. The first wave of surveys
was mailed in mid-November. In
early January, a second wave was
sent out to those who had not
returned their first copy to UCL.A, as
well as to faculty from Firelands
College and Instructional Support.
The BGSU results are based on
the responses of 663 participants.
This figure represents a response
rate of 61.8% of the 1,073 faculty
members and academic administrators who were sent questionnaires.
This rate compares favorably with
the average response rate of 49.5%
at other public universities involved
in the study.
Due to the methods used, confidentiality was protected and individual respondents were not identifiable in the five analyses completed
at UCL.A. The first of these was an
institutional summary representing
total respondents, full-time faculty,
academic administrators, part-time
faculty, graduate faculty and other
respondents. The other four analyses included full-time faculty {n =
477}, academic administrators {n =
73), male respondents (n = 450) and
female respondents {n = 213). In
general, this report draws mostly
from the institutional summary.

Who Completed the
Survey
Due to the high participation rate,
the BGSU respondents constitute a
representative sample of the
University population. Far example,
of the faculty respondents, 85.6%
were full-time and 14.4% were parttime. These figures are very close to
the aclual population of 83.7% fulltime and 16.3% part-time faculty.
Full professors made up 35.4% of
the full-time faaJlty respondents,
associate professors 29.8%, assis-

tant professors 24.3% and instructors 9.2%. Again, these figures are
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closely proportionate to 1he actual
population. Considelilig full-time

faculty only, the figures for tenured
respondents are also fair1y proportionate, i.e., 73.6% of the full-time
faculty respondents were tenured,
compared to 68.6°/o of the actual
full-time population.
Gender also was representative:
67.9% of the total respondents were
male compared to 68.8% actual and
32.1% female compared to 31.2%
actual. On other measures, 92.4%
of the BGSU total respondents were
White/Caucasian, 4.1 % were AsianAmerican, 0.9% were Black, 0.6%
were American Indian and 0.5%
were Hispanic. Of the 73 academic
administrators, the largest groups
were made up of department chairs
(34.2%) and directors (27.4%).
The distribution of respondents by
college also was similar to the
actual population: 44.9% of the fulltime faculty were from arts and
sciences, 17.6% from education and
allied professions and 15.5% from
business administration. The
Colleges of Musical Arts (9.1%) and
Technology {4.Go/o) were slightly
overrepresented. In comparison to
other public universities, BGSU had
a higher share of full-time faculty in
business and education and, as
might be expected, a negligible
share in areas such as engineering
and agriculture.

Project Responsibility
As stated earlier, the faculty
survey has been a collaborative
project among the Offices of the
President, the Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Faculty
Senate; The Office of Institutional
Studies was responsible for the
coordination and administration of
the survey. Ten ioca1· questions
were added to the survey to supplement areas the survey cftd not
address adequately, e.g., research
support. These optional items were
selected by Faculty Senate and
institutional studies.
In addition, a background paper
on six recent studies of faculty was
prepared by institutional studies.
The authors of the paper concluded
that studies of faculty satisfaction
and faculty assessment of the
effectiveness of institutional administrations found fairly consistent
patterns. For example, faculty
members appear to be increasingly
satisfied with their personal wor1<ing
conditions but hold cfrvided opinions
about management effectiveness.
These results were surprisingly
similar even though different sample
sizes, units .of analysis, and data
collection methods were employed
by the researchers.
In the fall, a five-member Faculty
Review Panel also was selected.
The expficit function of the panel is
to advise on all aspects of the
survey, but most importantly to help
interpret the survey findings to the
larger academic community. The
panel members are Professors
Arthur Darrow (management),
Peggy Giordano (sociology}, Camey
Strange (college student personnel},
Robert Peny (ethnic studies) and
Roger Ptak (physics and astronomy).
Panel members have met.corporately and individually with the

director of institutional studies to

review and cflSCUss the survey
results. Members did not always
agree on what was· most important
and what all of the results mean for
the institution. However, their lively
discussions have signifteantly
enriched this report. The attention
they have given to the study and
their continual involvement is
praiseworthy and hereby acknowledged. Their contributions to the
report, especially in the formulation
of conclusions have been most
valuable.

In This Report
The presentation of the general
findings of the survey through the
Monitor completes a commitment to
Faculty Senate that the results,
conclusions of the panel, and the
responses themselves would be
fully disseminated to facilitate a full
discussion of the survey.
At the same time, this paper does
not conclude the reporting of
findings. At the recommendation of
the panel, follow-up reports will be
issued throughout the year. This
approach is desirable in order to
disseminate the overall findings as
soon as possible in a non-technical
format, to examine some issues in
more depth, and to help realize the
richness of the data in facilitating an
extended campus dialogue. Examples of such further reports
include a review of gender differences and examining what the data
say about the campus as •commu-

nity:
On Reading the Tables
The accompanying tables are
substantial; however, they do not
include all the data which are
available {e.g., by gender). Responses are arranged in the same
general order as the questions in
the survey. Question 13 {major of
highest degree held), and parts of
Question 15 {more demographics)
are omitted due to their lengthy
responses and marginal importance.
Also, the 10 local items added by
BGSU obviously have no comparative data from other public universities.
The groups represented in the five
columns in the tables include Total
BGSU Respondents (n = 663), Fulltime Faculty (n = 477}, Part-time
Faculty {n = 80), and Academic
Administrators {n = 73). Tne Total
column includes two adcfrtional small
response groups (graduate faculty
and "other" respondents). In a few
instances, some respondents,
depending upon the combination of
courses they reported teaching,
were included by UCLA in more
than one group. Also, due to an
idiosyncratic definition, UCLA refers
to faculty as full-time undergraduate
faculty. Since, in general, this term
is not used at BGSU to discri!Tiinate
among faculty, full-time undergraduate faculty are simply referred to as
full-time faculty in this report. Thus,
a small group of faaJlty (n = 39) who
were classified exclusively as
graduate faculty are regrettably
excluded from this analysis.

The fifth column is based on the
responses of ful-time undergraduate faculty from public universities

categorized by UCL.A in the same
general set as BGSU. This column
is important as it is one gauge of
where BGSU responses stand in
relation to those of other public
institutions and provides a major
context in which to interpret the
data. For example, on the item
regarding overall job satisfaction,
64.1 % of the BGSU full-time faculty
said they were either "very satisfied"
or •satisfied." That figure may seem
low by itself, but it is similar to the
public universities figure of 65.6%.
In addition to interpreting the data
in comparison to other public
universities, it is also important to
consider the manner in which UCL.A
grouped the scale responses. For
example, responses to the items
about how well a particular statement describes BGSU may seem
low in comparison to responses in
other sections; however, only one of
three possible responses, "very
descriptive," was included in the
information received from UCL.A. On
the other hand, responses in other
sections often represent results by
combining several responses.
Although BGSU responses could
have been arranged to provide a
more consistent reporting format,
such changes would provide data
not comparable to that from the
other public universities.

The Public University
Comparison Group
The institutions represented in the
public universities' norms comprise
a rather diverse group. From the list
of all participants, BGSU was
grouped with 37 other schools. The
institutions in this group range from
large (Ohio State University) to
small (University of California Riverside) and from urban (University of Louisville} to regional (Northern Illinois University}.
More important, however, may be
the Carnegie classification of these
institutions (determined by number
of doctoral programs and research
emphasis). Of the public universities, 20 are rated either Research I
or Research II and 15 are rated as
Doctoral I or Doctoral II. Schools in
the Research I group include UCBerkeley, North Carolina and
Indiana BGSU is a Doctoral I
institution. The University of Toledo
and Akron University are other Ohio
schools included in the public
universities group. A complete list of
the institutions in the comparison
group is included as an appendix.

GENERAL FINDINGS
WHO ARE THE BGSU
FACULTY?
The UCL.A Survey presented a
general "snapshot" of the BGSU
academic community. Of the 663
total respondents, UCLA classified
4n (72%) as "full-time undergraduate faaJlty" for the purposes of this
study. Most of the analyses and
commerns presented here reflect
those 4n faculty who make up the
core of the study population.

The great majority of the 8GSU
facuJly respo1 ldents are United
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Discuss release time, wage survey

Council talks to new administrators

Officers of Administrative Staff Council, Classified Staff Couna7 and Faculty Senate
met for a brown bag lunch recently to discuss shared issues of concem between the
three constituency groups. Ta/king about issues on child care, the effectiveness of
University committees, benefit packages and budgets are (from left) Donna Beam,
vice chair of CSC, Joshua Kaplan, vice chair of ASC, Gregg DeCrane, chair of ASC,
Harold Lunde, chair of Faculty Senate, Kathy Eninger, chair of CSC, Meagon
Shaffer, secretary of CSC, and Leigh Chiarelott. vice chair of the senate.

Classified Staff Council invited three
members of the University community
who recently have been appointed to new
posts to attend its Oct. 16 meeting. Kathy
Eninger, council chair, said she thought it
would be a good idea to meet Dr. Lester
Barber, executive assistant to the
president; Marshall Rose. affirmative
action director and Roger Denner11.
director of public safety, for future interaction between them and the council.
In his remarks to CSC, Barber said he is
-very interested in furthering the goals of
the council. One of the most positive
things that has happened on campus in
the past 22 years I have been here is the
creation of this group and Administrative
Staff Council and the work they have
done," he said.
Formerly the chair of the English
department, Barber was named to his
new post in June.
One of his duties is to serve as a liaison
between csc and the president, he said.
But since the council already works
closely with the vice presideot for operations, Barber said he thinks he can better
serve the group in their communications

Education program honored with prestigious award
The University is one of 11 national winners of the 1990 Christa McAuliffe
Showcase for Excellence Awards. The
awards program, sponsored by the
American Association of State Colleges
and Universities, recognizes outstanding
teacher education programs in 10
different categories.
The College of Education and Alfied
Professions was recognized for its innovative programs in collaboration with the
Bowling Green, Findlay and Toledo
school systems.
In all three programs, school teachers
and college faculty venture off their home
"lurf" for an experience that is designed to
strengthen Bowling Green's teacher
education program and enhance the
educational offerings of the collaborating

schools.
"Our efforts are based on the premise
that school/college relations should be
collaborative partnerships, not just
cooperative agreements for field placements," said Dr. Roger V. Bennett. dean
of the college.
"Personnel from the Bowling Green,
Findlay and Toledo school systems
helped us to develop these programs, and
they certainly deserve a share of this

award."
Since 1985, the college has worked with
the Bowling Green City Schools in
developing and implementing a "Teaching
Fellows Partnership" in which elementary/
secondaJy teachers and college faculty
teach in each other's classrooms. Approximately 50 teachers and college
faculty have participated in the program,
jointly designing their own exchange proj-

ects.
Even top administrators became
involved in the teaching exchange
program. President Olscamp delivered a
series of lectures at Bowling Green High
School on the topics of value theory and
canaaian studies. Bennett taught a unit
on ·0eath and Dying" to high school
students in social stucfies dasses; Superintendent of Schools Richard Cummings
came to the campus to teach educational
curriculum classes and administrative
practices to both undergraduate and
graduate students.
A partnership with the T pledo Public
Schools was developed as a result of a
mutual concern that new teachers be
instructed in classroom management
Master teachers from the Toledo schools
were brought to the campus as temporary

adjunct faculty to conduct classes in
classroom management for University
student teachers. In tum, college faculty
worked with the Toledo schools to
develop a survey instrument to evaluate
the system's teacher intern program.
The collaborative program with Findlay,
called the Fmcllay Model Schools Project.
involved master teachers in the school
system who spent part of their school day
supervising and advising University
student teachers assigned to the Findlay
schools. To prepare for their supervisory
duties, the master teachers were enrolled
in a special course on "Analysis and
Evaluation of Teaching" at Bowling Green.
They also attended several sessions of
methods dasses taught on campus to
become familiar with the curriculum.
Participants from the University and the
three school districts say the opportunity
to move into new roles, in new settings,
was a valuable professional development
experience. Several participants reported
at state and national education conferences on their experiences, and a number
of other colleges and universities have
contacted Bowling Green to inquire about
the programs.

Associate degree honors discussed

UGC examines statewide articulation/transfer policy
Members of the Undergraduate Council
heard an update on the plan for a
statewide articulationltransfer policy at
their Oct. 3 meeting. Dr. Peter Hutchinson, associate vice president for academic affairs, reported on the plan. The
council had received a draft of it last year,
but since then several revisions have
been made and a final version is expected
to be presented to the Ohio Board of Regents at its November meeting.
.
The overall purpose of the plan is to
make it easier for Ohio students to move
from one higher education institution to
another. The proposal attempts to
preserve institutional autonomy, but offers
preference to associate degree holders
who wish to transfer.
Acae<frtation standards would take
precedence over the transfer poricy.
Hutchinson said. For two-year degree
holders who transfer to another school,
courses with grades of D or above would
transfer. Courses with grades of C and
above woukl transfer for non-associate
degree holders. The policy is not clear
about whether students dismissed from
one school could transfer to another.
Several categories of transfer credit
have been identified: major/minor
courses, general education, upper/lower
division, nontraditional credit and miscel-

laneous aedit. Howevei-, questiol IS '
remain about implementation, he said.
Each institution would be required to
develop a transfei" module which lndOdes
a Slliise_t of 364l> g8neral eduCatiori - ·
hours. The proposal now indicates that if
slUdents satisfy the module at the sending

institution, they satisfy the module at the
hand in the process; the committee that
receiving institution. It is not clear how
develops a program must be inclusive of
specific university general education
diverse points of view on the campus; and
requirements, such as cultural diversity,
the entire process becomes an exhilaratwill fit into the module. There also is an
ing experience for all involved.
allowance for credit to transfer as "upper
Last spring, the council also d"ISCI ISSed a
division" or "lower division" based on its
proposal for honors for as.rociate degree
classification at the sending institution,
holders. At that meeting, it was agreed
even though theoretically two-year
there was general support for the idea.
schools would not have upper division
but Farelands College and the College of
courses.
Business Administration were asked to
Hutchinson said the proposal mandates
conduct further study of tenninotogy that
advising, data exchange and a local and
was not in confl"lct with that used for
state appeals process. An advisory board
baccalaureate degree recipients. At the
would be established to advise the
recent meeting, Robert DeBard, dean of
regents and to monitor the policy.
Frrelands College, introduced a current
In other business, Dr. Eloise Clark, chair
revised proposal which calls for two
of the council and vice president for
categories of honors designations: "with
academic affairs, summarized the
distinction" for students with a grade point
comments of Dr. L Jackson NeweD, the
average of 3.5 to 3.89; and "with highest
speaker at the Faculty Development
distinction" for students with a GPA of 3.9
Committee's Oct. 1 Spotlight Event.
to4.0.
NeweD is a professor of higher eduC:ation
The proposal would apply to associate
and fonner dean of liberal studies at the
degree graduates on both campuses.
University of Utah.
DeBard noted that the College Council
In his meeting with the General Educahad not made a determination of the total
tion Review Committee, Newell comnumber of letter graded crecfrts that woukl
mented on six important points to
be necessary before the academic honor
remember in changing general education
woukl be granted. After some diso ISSion,
requirements: the mission of undergraduthe UGC approved the proposal with the
ate education must be defined and
assumption that the question of the
agreed upon and the university faaJlty
number of credit hours wiD be resolved_
must have in mind what it means to be an
..
DeBard will work with the ~.and
educated person; the process must be
.
Awards Committee, Judith Ehren,
democratic; a program should be develregistrar, the College of Business
oped that will endure, and this can be
- Admil ri&1Jatiol 1 and the Firelands College .
accomplished bythinking"of the general
Council to resolve the l:l'edithoor issue- ~
education program as always evolving;
before the proposal is transmitted to the
the administration should play a very light
Committee on Academic Affairs.
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with the Board of Trustees. such as
alerting them when the board is to discuss
an issue that concerns classifiea staff.
During a discussion about release time
and work reduction for dassified staff
conducting council business, Barber
strongly supported the Executive Committee in drafting an official statement
encouraging all supervisors to accommodate the classified staff member who
serves as council chair by allowing a
reduction in that person's workload.
Supervisors also should be encouraged to
allow release time to other classified staff
who serve on the council.
Eninger said she estimates she spends
a quarter of her work week conducting
CSC business. The chair's term is for one
year.
Rose, who was named afflfTl'lative action
director in July, spoke to the council about
the role the office plays on campus and
the numerous programs it will be sponsoring throughout the year. He said he sees
the office as an advocate for "certain
ideals concerning diversity and for certain
constituent groups that have not been
fairly represented in the past·
Affirmative action on campus is not just
his responsibility, he noted. "It will"only
work if it is fully embraced and implemented by the people who work here and
those who hire personnel at the University," he said.
Denner11 joined the University's staff in
May and said he has been pleased with
the professionalism of his staff.
One of the projects campus safety has
been working on this semester is better
security in the residence halls. He said
when he interviewed for the director
position last spring, he was surprised that
he was able to walk through a residence
hall without ever being questioned.
However, recently he visited several halls
and found security measures had
increased and hall staff seem to be more
safety conscious.
In other business:
-Donna Beam resigned for personal
reasons as vice chair of the council.
Nominations for someone to fill the .
position will be taken and voted on at the
Nov. 20 meeting.
-Dean Gerkens, worker's compensation, has resigned as coordinator of the
Bright Ideas Program. Upon the recommendation of Robert Martin, vice president for operations, CSC approved a
motion for the council to coordinate the
committee and monitor its functions.
-Ellinger said she has received several
inquiries from people asking where they
can send correspondence to her. She
said all materials can be sent in her name
to P.O. Box 91, University Hall.
-The council approved a proposed
Academic Charter change that updates a
desaiption in the document of the council.
"In the previous charter we weren't
identified as a body and I thought it was
important to identify that," Eninger said.
-Bob Kreienkamp, chair of the Salary
Compensation Committee, reported that
41 classifications had been proposed as
benchmark classified staff positions for
the 1990-91 wage survey. After this
survey, the corrvnittee w:!! !-.ave 21
positions that will have a four-year salary
track to examine if they are gaining or
losing ground on the market
-Kay Gudehus, chair of the Special
Events Committee, said plans are
underway for the council to sponsor a
Thanksgiving meal for a needy family.
The committee first will inquire whether
there is a University employee's family
that is in need of some extra help this
Thanksgiving, and if not. it will help
someone in the Bowling Green community.

'Bartered Bride' opens
The Bowling Green Opera Theatre,
under the direction of F. Eugene Dytxfahl,
will present Bedric:h Smetana's "The
Bartered Bride" Oct. 26-27 at the Moore
Music31 Arts. Center.
·
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In the fall of 1989, Bowling Green
State University participated in a
national survey of college faculty in
cooperation with the Higher Education Research Institute based at
UCLA Nearly 500 postsecondary
institutions participated. The questionnaire used in the study was
designed to give attention to faculty
attitudes, the campus climate,
institutional priorities, job satisfaction, professional goals and interests, undergraduate education,
teaching methods, and personal
values. At BGSU, the survey was
sponsored by the Offices of the
President and the Vice President for
Academic Affairs in cooperation with
Faculty Senate.
An overview of the survey and
selected findings were presented to
Faculty Senate in May 1990 and
reported in the media This report
constitutes the first presentation of
the results to the larger academic
community.

BACKGROUND
Upon receipt of the roster of
faculty and administrators on the
main campus, UCLA imprinted
names on the surveys and returned
them to BGSU where they were
distributed to academic departments. The first wave of surveys
was mailed in mid-November. In
early January, a second wave was
sent out to those who had not
returned their first copy to UCL.A, as
well as to faculty from Firelands
College and Instructional Support.
The BGSU results are based on
the responses of 663 participants.
This figure represents a response
rate of 61.8% of the 1,073 faculty
members and academic administrators who were sent questionnaires.
This rate compares favorably with
the average response rate of 49.5%
at other public universities involved
in the study.
Due to the methods used, confidentiality was protected and individual respondents were not identifiable in the five analyses completed
at UCL.A. The first of these was an
institutional summary representing
total respondents, full-time faculty,
academic administrators, part-time
faculty, graduate faculty and other
respondents. The other four analyses included full-time faculty {n =
477}, academic administrators {n =
73), male respondents (n = 450) and
female respondents {n = 213). In
general, this report draws mostly
from the institutional summary.

Who Completed the
Survey
Due to the high participation rate,
the BGSU respondents constitute a
representative sample of the
University population. Far example,
of the faculty respondents, 85.6%
were full-time and 14.4% were parttime. These figures are very close to
the aclual population of 83.7% fulltime and 16.3% part-time faculty.
Full professors made up 35.4% of
the full-time faaJlty respondents,
associate professors 29.8%, assis-

tant professors 24.3% and instructors 9.2%. Again, these figures are
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closely proportionate to 1he actual
population. Considelilig full-time

faculty only, the figures for tenured
respondents are also fair1y proportionate, i.e., 73.6% of the full-time
faculty respondents were tenured,
compared to 68.6°/o of the actual
full-time population.
Gender also was representative:
67.9% of the total respondents were
male compared to 68.8% actual and
32.1% female compared to 31.2%
actual. On other measures, 92.4%
of the BGSU total respondents were
White/Caucasian, 4.1 % were AsianAmerican, 0.9% were Black, 0.6%
were American Indian and 0.5%
were Hispanic. Of the 73 academic
administrators, the largest groups
were made up of department chairs
(34.2%) and directors (27.4%).
The distribution of respondents by
college also was similar to the
actual population: 44.9% of the fulltime faculty were from arts and
sciences, 17.6% from education and
allied professions and 15.5% from
business administration. The
Colleges of Musical Arts (9.1%) and
Technology {4.Go/o) were slightly
overrepresented. In comparison to
other public universities, BGSU had
a higher share of full-time faculty in
business and education and, as
might be expected, a negligible
share in areas such as engineering
and agriculture.

Project Responsibility
As stated earlier, the faculty
survey has been a collaborative
project among the Offices of the
President, the Vice President for
Academic Affairs and Faculty
Senate; The Office of Institutional
Studies was responsible for the
coordination and administration of
the survey. Ten ioca1· questions
were added to the survey to supplement areas the survey cftd not
address adequately, e.g., research
support. These optional items were
selected by Faculty Senate and
institutional studies.
In addition, a background paper
on six recent studies of faculty was
prepared by institutional studies.
The authors of the paper concluded
that studies of faculty satisfaction
and faculty assessment of the
effectiveness of institutional administrations found fairly consistent
patterns. For example, faculty
members appear to be increasingly
satisfied with their personal wor1<ing
conditions but hold cfrvided opinions
about management effectiveness.
These results were surprisingly
similar even though different sample
sizes, units .of analysis, and data
collection methods were employed
by the researchers.
In the fall, a five-member Faculty
Review Panel also was selected.
The expficit function of the panel is
to advise on all aspects of the
survey, but most importantly to help
interpret the survey findings to the
larger academic community. The
panel members are Professors
Arthur Darrow (management),
Peggy Giordano (sociology}, Camey
Strange (college student personnel},
Robert Peny (ethnic studies) and
Roger Ptak (physics and astronomy).
Panel members have met.corporately and individually with the

director of institutional studies to

review and cflSCUss the survey
results. Members did not always
agree on what was· most important
and what all of the results mean for
the institution. However, their lively
discussions have signifteantly
enriched this report. The attention
they have given to the study and
their continual involvement is
praiseworthy and hereby acknowledged. Their contributions to the
report, especially in the formulation
of conclusions have been most
valuable.

In This Report
The presentation of the general
findings of the survey through the
Monitor completes a commitment to
Faculty Senate that the results,
conclusions of the panel, and the
responses themselves would be
fully disseminated to facilitate a full
discussion of the survey.
At the same time, this paper does
not conclude the reporting of
findings. At the recommendation of
the panel, follow-up reports will be
issued throughout the year. This
approach is desirable in order to
disseminate the overall findings as
soon as possible in a non-technical
format, to examine some issues in
more depth, and to help realize the
richness of the data in facilitating an
extended campus dialogue. Examples of such further reports
include a review of gender differences and examining what the data
say about the campus as •commu-

nity:
On Reading the Tables
The accompanying tables are
substantial; however, they do not
include all the data which are
available {e.g., by gender). Responses are arranged in the same
general order as the questions in
the survey. Question 13 {major of
highest degree held), and parts of
Question 15 {more demographics)
are omitted due to their lengthy
responses and marginal importance.
Also, the 10 local items added by
BGSU obviously have no comparative data from other public universities.
The groups represented in the five
columns in the tables include Total
BGSU Respondents (n = 663), Fulltime Faculty (n = 477}, Part-time
Faculty {n = 80), and Academic
Administrators {n = 73). Tne Total
column includes two adcfrtional small
response groups (graduate faculty
and "other" respondents). In a few
instances, some respondents,
depending upon the combination of
courses they reported teaching,
were included by UCLA in more
than one group. Also, due to an
idiosyncratic definition, UCLA refers
to faculty as full-time undergraduate
faculty. Since, in general, this term
is not used at BGSU to discri!Tiinate
among faculty, full-time undergraduate faculty are simply referred to as
full-time faculty in this report. Thus,
a small group of faaJlty (n = 39) who
were classified exclusively as
graduate faculty are regrettably
excluded from this analysis.

The fifth column is based on the
responses of ful-time undergraduate faculty from public universities

categorized by UCL.A in the same
general set as BGSU. This column
is important as it is one gauge of
where BGSU responses stand in
relation to those of other public
institutions and provides a major
context in which to interpret the
data. For example, on the item
regarding overall job satisfaction,
64.1 % of the BGSU full-time faculty
said they were either "very satisfied"
or •satisfied." That figure may seem
low by itself, but it is similar to the
public universities figure of 65.6%.
In addition to interpreting the data
in comparison to other public
universities, it is also important to
consider the manner in which UCL.A
grouped the scale responses. For
example, responses to the items
about how well a particular statement describes BGSU may seem
low in comparison to responses in
other sections; however, only one of
three possible responses, "very
descriptive," was included in the
information received from UCL.A. On
the other hand, responses in other
sections often represent results by
combining several responses.
Although BGSU responses could
have been arranged to provide a
more consistent reporting format,
such changes would provide data
not comparable to that from the
other public universities.

The Public University
Comparison Group
The institutions represented in the
public universities' norms comprise
a rather diverse group. From the list
of all participants, BGSU was
grouped with 37 other schools. The
institutions in this group range from
large (Ohio State University) to
small (University of California Riverside) and from urban (University of Louisville} to regional (Northern Illinois University}.
More important, however, may be
the Carnegie classification of these
institutions (determined by number
of doctoral programs and research
emphasis). Of the public universities, 20 are rated either Research I
or Research II and 15 are rated as
Doctoral I or Doctoral II. Schools in
the Research I group include UCBerkeley, North Carolina and
Indiana BGSU is a Doctoral I
institution. The University of Toledo
and Akron University are other Ohio
schools included in the public
universities group. A complete list of
the institutions in the comparison
group is included as an appendix.

GENERAL FINDINGS
WHO ARE THE BGSU
FACULTY?
The UCL.A Survey presented a
general "snapshot" of the BGSU
academic community. Of the 663
total respondents, UCLA classified
4n (72%) as "full-time undergraduate faaJlty" for the purposes of this
study. Most of the analyses and
commerns presented here reflect
those 4n faculty who make up the
core of the study population.

The great majority of the 8GSU
facuJly respo1 ldents are United
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States citizens (94.7%) and male
(70.9%). In terms of racial/ethnic
groups, 91.8% of the faculty categorized themselves as White/Caucasian; the largest minority group of
BGSU faculty respondents was
made up of Asian-Americans
(4.6%); Blacks and MexicanAmerican faculty each made up
0.6% of the respondents. Most
faculty respondents indicated they
were married (73.8%), while 13%
reported they were single and had
never been married.
In general, most (48.9%) undergraduate faculty respondents were
in the 40-54 year age range, reported a base salary between
$40,000 and $69,000 (59.1%), and
were tenured (73.6%). The percentage of BGSU faculty tenured was
somewhat higher than the 70.1 %
figure at other public universities.
Additionally, 74.8% of the BGSU
faculty he!d terminal degrees while
20.3% held master's degrees
(although in some fields a master's
degree is considered a terminal
degree). The largest group of faculty
respondents (23.8%) was appointed
at BGSU. during 1967-71 ; the
second largest group (19.6%) was
appointed after 1986. As regards
the level of appointment, 35.4%
indicated they were full professors
(lower than the 40.5% at other
public universities); 29.8% reported
they were associate professors and
24.3% indicated they were assistant
professors. Thus. nearfy 90% of the
BGSU faculty respondents were
from the top three academic ranks.
BGSU faculty respondents tend to
describe themselves slightly more
toward the liberal end of the political
continuum: 41.7% labeled themselves as "liberal,· and 39.7%
labeled themselves as •middle of
the road.· Only 14% selected a
•conservative· political position. The
balance of the respondents favored
either a .,ar left" (4 .3%) or a .,ar
righr (0.2%) political label. This
distribution of BGSU faculty was
similar to the political orientation of
faculty elsewhere.
BGSU faculty overwhelmingly saw
their "principal activity" to be teaching (91.4% chose this response).
Only a small number (5.2%) saw
their principal activity as research.
These responses are in contrast to
faculty at other public universities
where 82.1 % and 13.7% saw their
principal activities as teaching and
research, respectively.
_
BGSU faculty ran the gamut from
responding to their "primary interesr
being heavily in teaching to being
heavily in research. However, there
is a definite leaning toward teaching:
63.2% of the BGSU faculty descnbed their interest to be primarily
in teaching versus 51.2% who
reported this in other public universities. See Figure 1 for an illustration
of these cfdferences.

About two-thirds (65.6%) of the
BGSU faculty indicated they essentially work alone, and about a third
reported they work with one or two
other colleagues. Only a small
percentage (2.4%) work as a
member of a larger group, compared to a higher percentage at
other public universities (6.4%) who
reported working as a member of a
larger group.
Would BGSU faculty choose to
become college professors if they
could do it all over again? The data
indicate that most BGSU faculty
would make the same choice,
suggesting a fairly high degree of
career satisfaction. A total of 78.6%
said that either they would "definitely" or "probably· make the same
choice (76.4% of faculty elsewhere
said the same).

Faculty Activities
Faculty are involved in a variety of
activities related to teaching and
other work induding service on such
bodies as Faculty Senate. The
UCLA Survey asked faculty how
they spent their time in 13 different
activities during the last two years.
The five activities mentioned most
often by the BGSU faculty and
comparable figures for faculty at
other public universities are listed
below:

responses and comparable figures
for other public universities are
listed below:

--------------------Developed a new course (during last 2 years)
Have dependent children
Participated in a faculty development program
(during last 2 years)
Held an academic administrative post
Received an award for outstanding teaching

Although BGSU faculty, according
to these figures, have not been as
active recently in the development
of new courses, their participation in
faculty development programs and
frequency of awards for outstanding
teaching are clearly higher than
faculty elsewhere.
Gauging from faculty responses to
a question asking if they had
·considered leaving academe for
another job" during the last two
years, BGSU faculty again indicated
a high degree of satisfaction with
academe. Only 33.4% of the BGSU
faculty said "yes· to this item,
compared to 37.9% of the other
faculty.
Among the lowest responses in
this section were those to questions
focused on either women/gender or
racial/ethnic minorities; 23.7% of

Working with students on research projects
Served as a paid consultant
Used intra- or extramural funds for research
Taught a general education course
Team-taught a course

In addition, BGSU faculty were
less likely to have taught an honors
course or an interdisciplinary
course. While BGSU faculty and
other faculty were similar in their
participation in •a faculty seminar to
integrate women's/minorities'
perspectives in regular courses;
BGSU faculty were more likely than
others to have "attended a racial/
cultural awareness workshop.·
In response to sevefal questions
about what faculty were currently
teaching, 40.1 % of the BGSU
faculty said they were involved in
one or more general education
courses compared to 29.1 % of
faculty elsewhere; 50.8% of BGSU
faculty, compared to 57.5% elsewhere, were teaching one or more
graduate courses.

General Activities
In another set of questions faculty
were asked about a variety of items
ranging from commuting distance to
planning for retirement The five
activities that received the most

Although these patterns probably
differ greatly by individual faculty
members, the patterns seem fairly

BGSU

Publics

69.7%
52.9%
49.4%
44.8%
27.9%

77.2%
52.8%
62.0%
35.2%
38.7%

BGSU faculty said they had done
some research or writing focused on
women or gender (versus 20.6%
elsewhere), and 20.1 % said they
had done work on racial/ethnic
minorities (compared to 20.2% at
other public universities).

Workload and Publishing
A series of questions was included in the survey to measure
how BGSU faculty spend their time
at work. Seven aspects of work
were introduced: scheduled teaching, preparation for teaching,
advising and counseling, committee
work and meetings, other administrative duties, research and writing,
and consulting with dients and
patients. Respondents were ¥ked
to indicate how many hours per
week they spend in each activity.
Nine categories were used for
responses, ranging from -none· to
•45 or more.· As would be expected,
most hours were logged into the
middle categories which are outlined

BGSU
58.9%

.Publics
67.3%
54.2%
32.5%

54.5%
49.2%
44.1%
40.2%

38.7%
30.6%

dear. The majority of faculty (75%)
spend a good deal of time teaching
(5-12 hours per week). They also
spend a considerable amount of
time preparing for their teaching;
48% report spending 5-12 hours per
week in preparation.
Few faculty spend more than 8
hours per week engaged in advising, committees, other administration, and consulting with clients and
patients. Research and scholarly
writing take up 5-12 hours for less
than half 41% of the faculty, with
about 19% spending 13-20 hours
per week. Overall, teaching, preparing to teach, and research and
writing take up the lion's share of
time for faculty.
Faculty at BGSU and faculty
elsewhere seem to have a similar
workload in such areas as advising,
committee work, etc. However,
BGSU faculty report more time
spent in teaching. For example,
41.3% reported teaching 9-12
hours, while elsewhere the modal
response was 5-8 hours (by 47.7%
of the faculty). There is also a
difference in research and writing
activity. Faculty elsewhere tended to
check higher categories more often
for hours per week spent on research and scholarly writing. For
example, 12.4% of the faculty
elsewhere spent 21-34 hours on
research and writing compared to
5.3% of the BGSU faculty.
Besides hours invested in the
above work activities, a separate
measure of productivity was gathered under ·scholarly and publication activities.· Three of these
categories focused on overall
publication: the number of articles
published, the number of chapters
published, and the number of books,
manuals or monographs written or
edited over the respondent's career.
A fourth category asked about
professional writings accepted or .
published within the last two years,
a figure which could duplicate some
of the previous responses. Responses available to faculty inducled seven categories ranging
from "none· to •50 +·publications.
Again, the most frequently reported
categories are listed at the top of
page 3.

NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS BY PERCENT OF BGSU FACULTY
Artides
Chapters
Books/ManualstMonographs
Writings accepted
last2 years
There is a fairly continuous
distribution of published artides by
BGSU faculty even though the
mode is 5-10 artides. However.
there is a drop-off in terms of other
forms of publication with over half
reporting »none· in the separate
categories of chapters and books.
On the other hand, over half of the
BGSU faculty, (54.5%) said they
have had 1-4 writings accepted or
published in the last 2 years.
However, this is slightly lower than
the rate of scholarly productivity
indicated elsewhere, e.g., 21 % of
faculty at other public institutions
reported 5-1 O writings accepted or
published recently compared to
15.2°/o of the BGSU faculty.
In general, faculty elsewhere
reported slightly higher rates of
publication. However, the nature of
the institutions in the comparison
group should be kept in mind when
considering either teaching or
research activities. Overall, the
other public universities in the
survey included many with longstanding research orientations.

Very Important Goals
Judging from the above responses describing time spent,
BGSU faculty are busy people.
Nevertheless, other answers show
that some areas of their professional
lives are more important than other
areas. Foremost among these is
being a good teacher.
According to faculty indications
about what is "essential" or "very
important" in terms of their professional goals, 96.8% of the BGSU
faculty said "being a good teacherwas very important. This figure was
comparable to the 97.6% found at
other public universities.
Of the six goals offered to faculty
in this section, the only one which
showed any difference between
BGSU faculty and others was the
importance of engaging in research;
71.1 % of the BGSU faculty said this
was very important, a figure lower
than the 78.6% of faculty elsewhere.
The general similarity between
BGSU faculty and other faculty on
these goals is ill1:15trated in Figure 2.

BeaGoodTeacher

Publics
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5-10
22.6
6.7
4.5
15.2

3-4
10.4
9.7
10.3
20.1

11-20
17.5
1.1
0.9
1.3

--

statements that may be construed
roughly as institutional goals or
objectives. While these statements
do not represent a perfect match
with the BGSU role and mission
statements, there are some dose
approximations.
The survey question was framed
in terms of •priorities: i.e., faculty
respondents were asked to indicate
their perceptions of the degree to
which each statement was an
institutional priority. Thus, responses were descriptive statements about what is a priority at the
University as perceived by the
faculty. Responses were not personal prescriptions about how
important each priority should be at
the University. While it would have
been of interest to see the discrepancies between these two possible
responses to the questions, such an
opportunity was not present. Faculty
were being asked to report about
their perceptions of where the
institution was placing its emphasis,
i.e., where is BGSU headed?
The four-point scale used for the
item ranged from "highest priority" to
"low priority." Percentages were
calculated from the respondents
who saw the statement reflecting
the highest or a· high priority at the
institution.
Overall, there is a fairly clear
pattern to these perceptions.
However, there were also some
sizable differences between the
responses of faculty and academic
administrators at BGSU.
For BGSU faculty, the highest
_ratings were give~ to the emphasis
they perceived on the development
and enhancement of a national
profile for BGSU. The two statements seen most often as high
priorities were dosely related: -io
increase or maintain national
prestige· (78.8%) and -io·enhance
the institution's national image·
(76.3%). These responses were
similar to those at other public
universities (80.4% and 78%,
respectively).
On the other hand, faculty responses at other universities ranked
the statement "to conduct basic and
applied research· as the highest

~ 96.8%
97.6%

Be a Good Colleague

HOURS SPENT PER WEEK ON EACH ACTIVITY BY PERCENT
OF BGSU FACULTY
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Agure 1: Primary lnterests of Faculty at BGSU and
Other Public Universities.
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Rgure 2: Personal and Professional Goals of Faculty
Seen as Essential or Very Important

INSTITU £10NAL
PRIORITIES
The UCLA Survey used 22

priority most often (80.5%). BGSU
faculty responses perceived this
goal as the third highest institutional

priority (72.8%).
The first student-oriented priority,
-io promote the intellectual development of students• was seen as the
fourth highest priority overall, both at
BGSU (68.3%) and elsewhere
(70.6%). The statements perceived
most often as high priorities at
BGSU and their corresponding
responses elsewhere are shown in
Figure 3.

sense of community among students and faculty· and enhancing
"the out-of-class experience of
students• were both seen as fairly
low priorities by BGSU faculty
(26.1% and 19.8%, respectively).
Their responses, however, were
similar to those at other public
universities (25.5% and 17.2°/o,
respectively).
The objectives of helping •stu-

Increase National Prestige

Enr.ance National Image
Conduct Research
Student Intellectual
Development

Raise Money
Recruit Minority Students
Positive Undergraduate

Experience
Increase Minority
Facuity & Administration

D

BGSU

Economize & Cut Costs

•

Publics

Appreciation·
Multiculturalism

Figure 3: Faculty Perceptions of Highest Institutional Priorities.

The emphasis on creating a more
pluralistic and diverse campus at
BGSU was clearly acknowledged;
57.9% of the faculty perceived the
institution as placing a high priority
on the recruitment of minority
students and 55.3% saw increasing
minority faculty and administrators
as a high priority. In addition,
creating an appreciation for a
multicultural society was also
perceived as important (45.2°/o}.
These responses seem appropriate
in light of the BGSU resources
allocated to recruit minority students
and faculty and the campus dialogue on the cultural diversity
requirement. However, what might
be somewhat surprising are the
large differences on these items
between the perceptions of BGSU
faculty and academic administrators. On the other hand, while these
differences exist, they might well be
expected in view of the roles held by
academic administrators, most of
whom were chairs and directors with
functional responsibilities in the
areas of recruitment and campus
diversity.
On all three minority and
multicultural statements, administrators gave responses about 30
percentage points higher than did
faculty. For example, academic
administrators saw the recruitment
of minority students as the highest
priority (86.1 % versus 57.9% for the
faculty). The recruitment of minority
faculty and administrators and an
appreciation for a multicultural
society also were perceived as
higher priorities by administrators.
At the same time, the goal -io
increase the representation of
women in the faculty and administration· was perceived as a lower
priority than the minority-related
goals by both faculty and academic
administrators (35%, and 56.9%,
respectively).
Although there was a fairly high
perception of the priority (56.1%)
given to the statement "to create a
positive undergraduate experience;
there was a drop-off in response to
some elements that might commonly characterize that very experience. For example, developing •a

dents learn how to bring about
change in American society"
(13.6%) and facilitating ~student
involvement in community service
activities" (12.2%) were statements
checked least often as high institu·
tional priorities,
Some notable differences be·
tween BGSU responses and public
universities include the priorities "to
hire faculty stars" (37.5% BGSU,
49.8% Publics), "to maintain a
campus climate where differences
of opinion can be aired openly"
(43.4% BGSU, 53% Publics), and
"to help solve major social and
environmental problems· (17.3%
BGSU, 26.4% Publics). On all three
of these statements, BGSU faculty
perceived them less often as high
priorities than did faculty elsewhere.
Academic administrators at BGSU,
however, saw the question of
campus climate for airing differences of opinion differently: 57.7%
of them saw this as a high institutional priority.

JOB SATISFACTION
Institutional working conditions
were addressed in a group of 14
questions in which respondents
were asked to indicate how satisfied
they were with basic aspects of their
jobs. Respondents could answer
that they were "very satisfied;
•satisfied; "marginally satisfied,"
"not satisfied,· or that the item was
·not applicable: For reporting
purposes, UCLA combined the "very
satisfied" and ·Si:itisfied" responses;
this same combination is used here
to indicate satisfaction.
Nearly two-thirds of the BGSU fulltime faculty (64.1 °lo) reported overall
satisfaction with their jobs. This
figure was very similar to that of
faculty at other public universities
(65.S°k) and to that of part-time
faculty (64.6%) and academic
administrators (68.1 %).
The degree of •autonomy and
independence· within the job was
ranked as the highest asped: of job
satisfaction by faculty (81.7% rated
this as satisfadory). Exactly half of
the faallty (50%) said they were
satisfied with the "salary and fringe
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States citizens (94.7%) and male
(70.9%). In terms of racial/ethnic
groups, 91.8% of the faculty categorized themselves as White/Caucasian; the largest minority group of
BGSU faculty respondents was
made up of Asian-Americans
(4.6%); Blacks and MexicanAmerican faculty each made up
0.6% of the respondents. Most
faculty respondents indicated they
were married (73.8%), while 13%
reported they were single and had
never been married.
In general, most (48.9%) undergraduate faculty respondents were
in the 40-54 year age range, reported a base salary between
$40,000 and $69,000 (59.1%), and
were tenured (73.6%). The percentage of BGSU faculty tenured was
somewhat higher than the 70.1 %
figure at other public universities.
Additionally, 74.8% of the BGSU
faculty he!d terminal degrees while
20.3% held master's degrees
(although in some fields a master's
degree is considered a terminal
degree). The largest group of faculty
respondents (23.8%) was appointed
at BGSU. during 1967-71 ; the
second largest group (19.6%) was
appointed after 1986. As regards
the level of appointment, 35.4%
indicated they were full professors
(lower than the 40.5% at other
public universities); 29.8% reported
they were associate professors and
24.3% indicated they were assistant
professors. Thus. nearfy 90% of the
BGSU faculty respondents were
from the top three academic ranks.
BGSU faculty respondents tend to
describe themselves slightly more
toward the liberal end of the political
continuum: 41.7% labeled themselves as "liberal,· and 39.7%
labeled themselves as •middle of
the road.· Only 14% selected a
•conservative· political position. The
balance of the respondents favored
either a .,ar left" (4 .3%) or a .,ar
righr (0.2%) political label. This
distribution of BGSU faculty was
similar to the political orientation of
faculty elsewhere.
BGSU faculty overwhelmingly saw
their "principal activity" to be teaching (91.4% chose this response).
Only a small number (5.2%) saw
their principal activity as research.
These responses are in contrast to
faculty at other public universities
where 82.1 % and 13.7% saw their
principal activities as teaching and
research, respectively.
_
BGSU faculty ran the gamut from
responding to their "primary interesr
being heavily in teaching to being
heavily in research. However, there
is a definite leaning toward teaching:
63.2% of the BGSU faculty descnbed their interest to be primarily
in teaching versus 51.2% who
reported this in other public universities. See Figure 1 for an illustration
of these cfdferences.

About two-thirds (65.6%) of the
BGSU faculty indicated they essentially work alone, and about a third
reported they work with one or two
other colleagues. Only a small
percentage (2.4%) work as a
member of a larger group, compared to a higher percentage at
other public universities (6.4%) who
reported working as a member of a
larger group.
Would BGSU faculty choose to
become college professors if they
could do it all over again? The data
indicate that most BGSU faculty
would make the same choice,
suggesting a fairly high degree of
career satisfaction. A total of 78.6%
said that either they would "definitely" or "probably· make the same
choice (76.4% of faculty elsewhere
said the same).

Faculty Activities
Faculty are involved in a variety of
activities related to teaching and
other work induding service on such
bodies as Faculty Senate. The
UCLA Survey asked faculty how
they spent their time in 13 different
activities during the last two years.
The five activities mentioned most
often by the BGSU faculty and
comparable figures for faculty at
other public universities are listed
below:

responses and comparable figures
for other public universities are
listed below:

--------------------Developed a new course (during last 2 years)
Have dependent children
Participated in a faculty development program
(during last 2 years)
Held an academic administrative post
Received an award for outstanding teaching

Although BGSU faculty, according
to these figures, have not been as
active recently in the development
of new courses, their participation in
faculty development programs and
frequency of awards for outstanding
teaching are clearly higher than
faculty elsewhere.
Gauging from faculty responses to
a question asking if they had
·considered leaving academe for
another job" during the last two
years, BGSU faculty again indicated
a high degree of satisfaction with
academe. Only 33.4% of the BGSU
faculty said "yes· to this item,
compared to 37.9% of the other
faculty.
Among the lowest responses in
this section were those to questions
focused on either women/gender or
racial/ethnic minorities; 23.7% of

Working with students on research projects
Served as a paid consultant
Used intra- or extramural funds for research
Taught a general education course
Team-taught a course

In addition, BGSU faculty were
less likely to have taught an honors
course or an interdisciplinary
course. While BGSU faculty and
other faculty were similar in their
participation in •a faculty seminar to
integrate women's/minorities'
perspectives in regular courses;
BGSU faculty were more likely than
others to have "attended a racial/
cultural awareness workshop.·
In response to sevefal questions
about what faculty were currently
teaching, 40.1 % of the BGSU
faculty said they were involved in
one or more general education
courses compared to 29.1 % of
faculty elsewhere; 50.8% of BGSU
faculty, compared to 57.5% elsewhere, were teaching one or more
graduate courses.

General Activities
In another set of questions faculty
were asked about a variety of items
ranging from commuting distance to
planning for retirement The five
activities that received the most

Although these patterns probably
differ greatly by individual faculty
members, the patterns seem fairly

BGSU

Publics

69.7%
52.9%
49.4%
44.8%
27.9%

77.2%
52.8%
62.0%
35.2%
38.7%

BGSU faculty said they had done
some research or writing focused on
women or gender (versus 20.6%
elsewhere), and 20.1 % said they
had done work on racial/ethnic
minorities (compared to 20.2% at
other public universities).

Workload and Publishing
A series of questions was included in the survey to measure
how BGSU faculty spend their time
at work. Seven aspects of work
were introduced: scheduled teaching, preparation for teaching,
advising and counseling, committee
work and meetings, other administrative duties, research and writing,
and consulting with dients and
patients. Respondents were ¥ked
to indicate how many hours per
week they spend in each activity.
Nine categories were used for
responses, ranging from -none· to
•45 or more.· As would be expected,
most hours were logged into the
middle categories which are outlined

BGSU
58.9%

.Publics
67.3%
54.2%
32.5%

54.5%
49.2%
44.1%
40.2%

38.7%
30.6%

dear. The majority of faculty (75%)
spend a good deal of time teaching
(5-12 hours per week). They also
spend a considerable amount of
time preparing for their teaching;
48% report spending 5-12 hours per
week in preparation.
Few faculty spend more than 8
hours per week engaged in advising, committees, other administration, and consulting with clients and
patients. Research and scholarly
writing take up 5-12 hours for less
than half 41% of the faculty, with
about 19% spending 13-20 hours
per week. Overall, teaching, preparing to teach, and research and
writing take up the lion's share of
time for faculty.
Faculty at BGSU and faculty
elsewhere seem to have a similar
workload in such areas as advising,
committee work, etc. However,
BGSU faculty report more time
spent in teaching. For example,
41.3% reported teaching 9-12
hours, while elsewhere the modal
response was 5-8 hours (by 47.7%
of the faculty). There is also a
difference in research and writing
activity. Faculty elsewhere tended to
check higher categories more often
for hours per week spent on research and scholarly writing. For
example, 12.4% of the faculty
elsewhere spent 21-34 hours on
research and writing compared to
5.3% of the BGSU faculty.
Besides hours invested in the
above work activities, a separate
measure of productivity was gathered under ·scholarly and publication activities.· Three of these
categories focused on overall
publication: the number of articles
published, the number of chapters
published, and the number of books,
manuals or monographs written or
edited over the respondent's career.
A fourth category asked about
professional writings accepted or .
published within the last two years,
a figure which could duplicate some
of the previous responses. Responses available to faculty inducled seven categories ranging
from "none· to •50 +·publications.
Again, the most frequently reported
categories are listed at the top of
page 3.

NUMBER OF PUBLICATIONS BY PERCENT OF BGSU FACULTY
Artides
Chapters
Books/ManualstMonographs
Writings accepted
last2 years
There is a fairly continuous
distribution of published artides by
BGSU faculty even though the
mode is 5-10 artides. However.
there is a drop-off in terms of other
forms of publication with over half
reporting »none· in the separate
categories of chapters and books.
On the other hand, over half of the
BGSU faculty, (54.5%) said they
have had 1-4 writings accepted or
published in the last 2 years.
However, this is slightly lower than
the rate of scholarly productivity
indicated elsewhere, e.g., 21 % of
faculty at other public institutions
reported 5-1 O writings accepted or
published recently compared to
15.2°/o of the BGSU faculty.
In general, faculty elsewhere
reported slightly higher rates of
publication. However, the nature of
the institutions in the comparison
group should be kept in mind when
considering either teaching or
research activities. Overall, the
other public universities in the
survey included many with longstanding research orientations.

Very Important Goals
Judging from the above responses describing time spent,
BGSU faculty are busy people.
Nevertheless, other answers show
that some areas of their professional
lives are more important than other
areas. Foremost among these is
being a good teacher.
According to faculty indications
about what is "essential" or "very
important" in terms of their professional goals, 96.8% of the BGSU
faculty said "being a good teacherwas very important. This figure was
comparable to the 97.6% found at
other public universities.
Of the six goals offered to faculty
in this section, the only one which
showed any difference between
BGSU faculty and others was the
importance of engaging in research;
71.1 % of the BGSU faculty said this
was very important, a figure lower
than the 78.6% of faculty elsewhere.
The general similarity between
BGSU faculty and other faculty on
these goals is ill1:15trated in Figure 2.

BeaGoodTeacher
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statements that may be construed
roughly as institutional goals or
objectives. While these statements
do not represent a perfect match
with the BGSU role and mission
statements, there are some dose
approximations.
The survey question was framed
in terms of •priorities: i.e., faculty
respondents were asked to indicate
their perceptions of the degree to
which each statement was an
institutional priority. Thus, responses were descriptive statements about what is a priority at the
University as perceived by the
faculty. Responses were not personal prescriptions about how
important each priority should be at
the University. While it would have
been of interest to see the discrepancies between these two possible
responses to the questions, such an
opportunity was not present. Faculty
were being asked to report about
their perceptions of where the
institution was placing its emphasis,
i.e., where is BGSU headed?
The four-point scale used for the
item ranged from "highest priority" to
"low priority." Percentages were
calculated from the respondents
who saw the statement reflecting
the highest or a· high priority at the
institution.
Overall, there is a fairly clear
pattern to these perceptions.
However, there were also some
sizable differences between the
responses of faculty and academic
administrators at BGSU.
For BGSU faculty, the highest
_ratings were give~ to the emphasis
they perceived on the development
and enhancement of a national
profile for BGSU. The two statements seen most often as high
priorities were dosely related: -io
increase or maintain national
prestige· (78.8%) and -io·enhance
the institution's national image·
(76.3%). These responses were
similar to those at other public
universities (80.4% and 78%,
respectively).
On the other hand, faculty responses at other universities ranked
the statement "to conduct basic and
applied research· as the highest

~ 96.8%
97.6%

Be a Good Colleague

HOURS SPENT PER WEEK ON EACH ACTIVITY BY PERCENT
OF BGSU FACULTY
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Activities
Provide Community
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Agure 1: Primary lnterests of Faculty at BGSU and
Other Public Universities.
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Rgure 2: Personal and Professional Goals of Faculty
Seen as Essential or Very Important

INSTITU £10NAL
PRIORITIES
The UCLA Survey used 22

priority most often (80.5%). BGSU
faculty responses perceived this
goal as the third highest institutional

priority (72.8%).
The first student-oriented priority,
-io promote the intellectual development of students• was seen as the
fourth highest priority overall, both at
BGSU (68.3%) and elsewhere
(70.6%). The statements perceived
most often as high priorities at
BGSU and their corresponding
responses elsewhere are shown in
Figure 3.

sense of community among students and faculty· and enhancing
"the out-of-class experience of
students• were both seen as fairly
low priorities by BGSU faculty
(26.1% and 19.8%, respectively).
Their responses, however, were
similar to those at other public
universities (25.5% and 17.2°/o,
respectively).
The objectives of helping •stu-

Increase National Prestige

Enr.ance National Image
Conduct Research
Student Intellectual
Development

Raise Money
Recruit Minority Students
Positive Undergraduate

Experience
Increase Minority
Facuity & Administration

D

BGSU

Economize & Cut Costs

•

Publics

Appreciation·
Multiculturalism

Figure 3: Faculty Perceptions of Highest Institutional Priorities.

The emphasis on creating a more
pluralistic and diverse campus at
BGSU was clearly acknowledged;
57.9% of the faculty perceived the
institution as placing a high priority
on the recruitment of minority
students and 55.3% saw increasing
minority faculty and administrators
as a high priority. In addition,
creating an appreciation for a
multicultural society was also
perceived as important (45.2°/o}.
These responses seem appropriate
in light of the BGSU resources
allocated to recruit minority students
and faculty and the campus dialogue on the cultural diversity
requirement. However, what might
be somewhat surprising are the
large differences on these items
between the perceptions of BGSU
faculty and academic administrators. On the other hand, while these
differences exist, they might well be
expected in view of the roles held by
academic administrators, most of
whom were chairs and directors with
functional responsibilities in the
areas of recruitment and campus
diversity.
On all three minority and
multicultural statements, administrators gave responses about 30
percentage points higher than did
faculty. For example, academic
administrators saw the recruitment
of minority students as the highest
priority (86.1 % versus 57.9% for the
faculty). The recruitment of minority
faculty and administrators and an
appreciation for a multicultural
society also were perceived as
higher priorities by administrators.
At the same time, the goal -io
increase the representation of
women in the faculty and administration· was perceived as a lower
priority than the minority-related
goals by both faculty and academic
administrators (35%, and 56.9%,
respectively).
Although there was a fairly high
perception of the priority (56.1%)
given to the statement "to create a
positive undergraduate experience;
there was a drop-off in response to
some elements that might commonly characterize that very experience. For example, developing •a

dents learn how to bring about
change in American society"
(13.6%) and facilitating ~student
involvement in community service
activities" (12.2%) were statements
checked least often as high institu·
tional priorities,
Some notable differences be·
tween BGSU responses and public
universities include the priorities "to
hire faculty stars" (37.5% BGSU,
49.8% Publics), "to maintain a
campus climate where differences
of opinion can be aired openly"
(43.4% BGSU, 53% Publics), and
"to help solve major social and
environmental problems· (17.3%
BGSU, 26.4% Publics). On all three
of these statements, BGSU faculty
perceived them less often as high
priorities than did faculty elsewhere.
Academic administrators at BGSU,
however, saw the question of
campus climate for airing differences of opinion differently: 57.7%
of them saw this as a high institutional priority.

JOB SATISFACTION
Institutional working conditions
were addressed in a group of 14
questions in which respondents
were asked to indicate how satisfied
they were with basic aspects of their
jobs. Respondents could answer
that they were "very satisfied;
•satisfied; "marginally satisfied,"
"not satisfied,· or that the item was
·not applicable: For reporting
purposes, UCLA combined the "very
satisfied" and ·Si:itisfied" responses;
this same combination is used here
to indicate satisfaction.
Nearly two-thirds of the BGSU fulltime faculty (64.1 °lo) reported overall
satisfaction with their jobs. This
figure was very similar to that of
faculty at other public universities
(65.S°k) and to that of part-time
faculty (64.6%) and academic
administrators (68.1 %).
The degree of •autonomy and
independence· within the job was
ranked as the highest asped: of job
satisfaction by faculty (81.7% rated
this as satisfadory). Exactly half of
the faallty (50%) said they were
satisfied with the "salary and fringe

,,
4

5

benefits• they received (higher than
the 44.3% at other public universi·

ties).
Almost two-thirds (64%) of the
faculty reported they were satisfied
with the working conditions (hours,
location) they experienced at BGSU,
slightly lower than the figure at other
public universities (66.4%). Of the
part-time faculty, 70% indicated
satisfaction with working conditions.
On the other hand, they indicated
less satisfaction than full·time
faculty with salary and job security.
Other job aspects that received
high satisfactory ratings by BGSU
faculty included job security
(76.2%), undergraduate course
assignments (70.4%), and graduate
course assignments (68.5%). Also,
47.6% of the faculty were satisfied
with their "relationships with administration; a figure that was similar to
faculty at other public universities

(48.4%).
Among the least satisfying aspects of the job situation for faculty
were •quality of students• (26.8%)
and "visibility for jobs elsewhere·
(36.5%). On both items, BGSU
faculty were also less satisfied than
faculty elsewhere. The satisfaction
noted with quality of students was
also lowest of all factors elsewhere
where 38% rated it as satisfactory.
For representative charts of these
results on job satisfaction for BGSU
faculty, see Figure 4.

(62.4%).
The similarity between sources of
stress for BGSU faculty and faculty
elsewhere was amazing. As seen in
Figure 5, the top three items were
identical. And, even though the
other public institutions represent a
more research-oriented group,
·research or publishing demands·
were reported nearly as stressful at
BGSU as they were reported

BGSU
Time pressures
Lack of personal time
Research or publishing
demands
Teaching load
Managing household
responsibilities

Publics
Time pressures
Lack of personal time
Research or publishing
demands
Managing household
responsibilities
Committee work

81.3%
78.5%
69.9%
64.4%
62.4%
85.2%
80.3%
72.7%
62.1 %
59.1%

Agure 5: Most Frequent Sources
of Stress During Last Two Years
c·Extensive· and "Somewhar
Responses).

Slllllfted
81.7'1o

Autonomy and Independence

Working Conditions

Salary and Fringe Benefits

Overall Job Satisfaction

Agure 4: Satisfaction by BGSU Faculty with Selected Aspects of Their Jobs.

SOURCES OF STRESS
Another group of questions
focused on sources of stress for
faculty during the past two years.
Twelve of these items concerned
stress associated with professionaV
university activities; the other
questions centered around personal
issues. The respondents were
asked to rate each item as being an
•extensive· cause of stress, •somewhat; or "not at a11.· For the purposes of this cftSCUssion, •extensive·
and ·somewhar responses have
been combined.
9Time pressures· was the greatest
single source of stress for BGSU
faculty; 81.3% reported this aspect
of their lives as eitherextensive or
somewhat stressful. Other professional activities BGSU faculty rated
as stress-causing were "research
and publishing demands• (69.9%)
and -ieaching load" (64.4%). Two
personal issues reported as significant sources of stress were iack of
personal time· (78.5%) and -managing household responsibilities•

elsewhere. However, -ieaching
load" was reported more stressful at
BGSU than elsewhere (64.4%
BGSU; 59% Publics).
It is also interesting to note that
research or publishing demalids
were a high source of stress at
BGSU despite 73.6o/o of the respondents being tenured. At the same
time, the review/promotion process
was rated as only a moderate
source of stress at BGSU (45.1%), a
figure lower that that at other public
universities (52.1%).
low sources of stress at BGSU
included long-cfistance commuting
(10.2%), care of an elderly parent
(23.2%), marital friction (26.5%),
and child care (28.8%). These
factors were also rated as low
sources of stress elsewhere.
The major difference between
BGSU and others at the less
stressful end of the continuum was
"fund-raising expectations.• BGSU
faculty rated this activity as a very
low source of stress (19.7%)
compared to faculty elsewhere

(30.7%). Fund-raising expectations
was also the largest source of
difference between faculty and
academic administrators at BGSU.
Academic administrators were more
than twice as likely as faculty to see
this as a source of stress (43.1% vs
19.7%).
Although this finding will be
discussed more extensively in a
later report, "subtle discrimination
(including prejudice, racism and
sexism)9 was a higher source of
stress at BGSU than elsewhere
(34.4% vs 28.6o/o). Female respondents at BGSU were nearly three
times as likely to see this as a
source of stress than males (62.8%

vs 22.8%).
Even though there were some
exceptions, the rankings of the
major sources of stress among
BGSU faculty and faculty elsewhere
are very similar.

CAMPUS CLIMATE
"Campus climate• is an elusive
concept Because it can have so
many different dimensions, it is
often hard to define; but, a number
of elements are usually included.
Some of these involve the intellectual atmosphere, academic freedom, propensity for innovation,
faculty-student relationships, the
formality of campus offices, and a
sense of community.
Although many sections of the
UCLA survey contained items
describing the campus climate or
environment, two sections addressed these concepts most
directly. In the first, respondents
were given a series of statements
that might characterize the campus
and could agree or disagree with the
accuracy of each statement A
second section developed a variation on this concept Respondents
were asked to rate how •descriptive•
a particular statement was about the
campus.
In the initial set of items, 20
statements were made about
campuses which can be clustered
into several general areas: faculty
attitudes, concern for students,
relationships between campus
groups, the inclusion of minority and
feminist issues, and characteristics
of the student body.
Because little attention in the
survey was devoted to graduate
education and research, five optional items addressing those topics
were added to this section by ·
BGSU. Two other optional items
focused on general education. also
were added. While these items were
important supplements, they have
the disadvantage of lacking public
university norms for comparisOn
purposes.
It is clear that respondents believe
that BGSU faculty are committed to
the institution; 68.2% agreed that
9faculty are committed to the welfare
of this institution; while 67.5% of
the faculty elsewhere also agreed
with this statement.
Faculty also generally agreed that
they •are positive about the general
education program: However,
BGSU faculty believe students are
less than enthusiastic about general
education since 56.3% reported that
·students here resent taking courses
outside their major: This finding is
in contrast to faculty at other public
universities who were less likely to
agree with this statement (41.3%).
On the optional items associated
with general education, results
indicate that even though faculty are
positive about the general education

program at BGSU, they may also be
agreeable to reforms. A large
percentage (69.1%) agreed strongly
or somewhat that "the development
of a core curriculum of 10-12
courses for undergraduate general
education is highly desirable.· How
the institution would move toward a
common core of 10-12 courses
would not only be a political task but
also constiMe an interesting
intellectual dialogue since on
another item only 22% of the faculty
indicated that "there is general
agreement at BGSU about the
definition of a well-educated person: These differences on general
education items can be seen in
Figure 6.
Another set of statements on the
campus environment centered on
concern for students. Sixty-three
percent (63%) of the BGSU faculty
agreed that they "are strongly
interested in the academic problems
of undergraduates• and 58.9% also
agreed that BGSU faculty are
interested in "student's personal
problems.· These responses are
comparable to those at other public
universities (61.6% and 58.4%,
respectively).
BGSU faculty furthermore indicated a high regard for the concern
that others have for students. Only
30.5% of the faculty agreed that
"campus administrators care little
about what happens to students,"
and 59% reported that student
affairs staff have the support and
respect of faculty.
Faculty also have a favorable
impression of the administration's
consideration of student concerns;
57.2% agreed that "administrators
consider student concerns when
making policy.· Academic administrators were more likely to agree
with this statement (76.4%).
Faculty were less likely to believe
that "administrators consider faculty
concerns when making policy·;
47.5% of the faculty agreed with this
statement. slightly higher than the
figure at other public universities
(45.9%). Again, academic administrators varied from this perception 75.6% agreed that faculty concerns
are considered when making policy.
Several questions addressed
minority issues on campus. Over
half of the faculty (57.6%) agreed
that "most faculty are sensitive to
the issues of minorities•; faculty
elsewhere agreed more often with
this assessment at their institutions
(64.8%). At the same time, 39.6% of
the BGSU faculty agreed that there
is 1ittle trust between minority
student groups and campus administrators.·
Faculty also believed that neither
minority perspectives nor feminist ·
perspectives are included in many
courses at BGSU. Only about a
quarter of the faculty (24.1 %)
agreed that "many courses include
minority group perspectives: A
slightly smaller percentage (21.3%)
agreed that "many courses include
feminist perspectives: Both of these
figures are lower than those reported at other public universities
(33.2% and 28.4%, respectively).
According to BGSU faculty
responses, only 36.1 % agreed that
"students of cftfferent radaVethnic
origins communicate well with one
another: This figure is in contrast to
the 50.2% of faculty at other public
universities who agreed with this
statement about their campus. On
the other hand, BGSU faculty do not
see tha.t 9there is a lot of campus
racial <;:Onflict h(!re: 'Only ?().8%
agreed with this statement, the

'There is agreement at BGSU about the delioition
ol a -Wei edi icated" person•

"The deoelop1111111 ol a IXlfe aJlriaJbn ol 10-12
courses tor general edl ICation is hqlly desirable"

Agure 6: Agreement by BGSU Faculty on
Selected General Education Items.
(Totals do not equal 100% due to non-responses.)

same percentage who agreed with
this statement at other campuses.
On a very different topic curriculum - faculty views seem
evenly split. Slightly less than half
(46.3%) of the BGSU faculty agreed
that "the curriculum here has
suffered from faculty
overspecialization; a figure fairly
similar to that at other public universities (42.3%). Academic administrators tend to differ with faculty,
they are stronger in their belief that
overspecialization has had an effect;
60.6'% believe the curriculum has
suffered as a result On a related
question, 55.1 % of the BGSU
faculty disagreed that the "institutional demands for doing research
interfere with my effectiveness as a
teacher; a figure comparable to
other public universities (55.6%).
Figure 7 illustrates this point for
BGSU faculty.

graduate education.
Among the faculty, 78.6% agreed
that BGSU provides adequate
support for research proposals and
68.8% agreed that adequate
resources also exist to support
research efforts including computers, libraries, and funds. The BGSU
faculty, however, seem divided
about the future expansion of
graduate education; about half
(52.8%) agreed that ·sGSU should
continue to expand the number of
Ph.D. programs it offers: At the
same time, only 38.1% agreed that
"undergraduate education at BGSU
has been enhanced by the 'recent
emphasis on graduate education:

nately, this item was not asked of
other faculty so no comparison point
exists.)
In contrast, the statement that
-Jaculty are rewarded for being good
teachers· was seen as very descriptive by only 6.8% of the faculty. This
figure is consistent with the response rate for the recognition of
good teaching at other public
universities (6.2%). The faculty
perception of the importance
attributed to advising skills in the
reward system is even less. Only
1.7% of the faculty said it was "very
descriptive" to be •rewarded for their
advising skills: This figure was also
comparable to other public universities (1.3%).
Although the question about
rewards for research was the one
item asked separately from the
other questions in this section, it is
unlikely that its location affected the
level of difference seen .in these
results. In general, the BGSU faculty
see the reward system as fairly
straightforward. Faculty are rewarded for research first, significantly less so for teaching and little
for advising. Although administrators
at BGSU were more likely to say
that faculty are rewarded for good
teaching (17.8% vs 6.8%), both
groups agreed on the lesser rewards for advising. Faculty responses for BGSU can be seen in
Figure 8.

sible or deal with students in an
impersonal manner.
A third set of questions dealt with
the nature of faculty relationships
with the administration. Are faculty
typically at odds with the administra·
tion? Only 19% of the BGSU faculty
said this statement was "very
descriptive· of the relationship
compared to 19.8% at other public
universities who said this was
descriptive of their institution. Only
9% of the faculty said it was very
descriptive that "the administration
is open about its policies; a response similar to faculty at other
public universities (7.9%); 52.4% of
BGSU faculty said openness was
"somewhat descriptive.·
As might be expected, academic
administrator_s had a different view
of these relationships. They are
three times (27.4%} more likely than
faculty to see the administration as
being open about its policies. On the
other hand, administrators are more
likely to say it is very descriptive that
faculty are typically at odds with the
campus administration (26o/o).
Another cluster of items examined
the nature of BGSU students. First,
faculty see conformity among BGSU
students. The statement that "there
is a great deal of conformity among
the students· was seen as "very
descriptive· by 47.4% of the BGSU
faculty, almost twice that at other
public universities (26.2%).
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Agure 8: Perceptions of Faculty Rewards (BGSU Faculty Only).
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Agure 7: Perceptions of BGSU Faculty on Impact of Research Demands
on Teaching Effectiveness.

Faculty may be concerned with
students' problems, both personal
and academic, however, they do not
appear impressed with students'
academic preparation (despite
eVidence that shows students are
arriving at BGSU having taken more
core academic subjects in high
school). Only 20.3% of the faculty
indicated that -iaculty feel that most
students are well-prepared academically"; 23. 7% of faculty elsewhere also reported this appraisal.
At the same time, faculty feel that
students are comfortable with the
BGSU campus. Only 22.7o/o reported that "many students feel like
they do not 'fit in' on this campus:
Because the UCLA faculty survey
was directed mostly at undergraduate education and BGSU also has
committed its6H to excellence as
weli as selective expansion at the
graduate level, several optional
items addressing graduate education and research were added to the
survey. The results were supportive
of the resources BGSU provides
faculty in the research effort, but
found some <ivided opinions about

expansion and its effect on under-

as another measure of campus
climate. Again, questions could be
grouped around some major subjects: faculty rewards, facultystudent interactions, faculty-administration relationships, and the
nature of students and course
characteristics. In adcfrtion to the
statements provided in the survey,
one optional item regarding rewards
for doing research was added for
BGSU respondents.
Unlike the previous section, where
respondents were asked to agree or
cfisagree, respondents here were
asked to incficate how accurately
each statement described the
campus-was it very, somewhat or
not descriptive of the campus?
UCLA reported only the "very
descriptive· responses, a factor
which presumably accounts for
some of the low percentages
encountered in this section.
On the first topic, according to
faculty, the reward system at BGSU
is not ambiguous. ·Faculty are
rewarded for being good researchers· was said to be "very desaiptive. of BGSU by just less than half
the of the faculty (49%). (Unfortu.

The second duster of campus
descriptors focused on studentfaculty interaction. Easy access to
faculty •outside of regular office
hours· was seen as "very descriptive· by 20.7% of the faculty (comparable to 20.6% elsewhere). A
related finding showed that only
7.2% of the faculty said there was
little or no contact between students
and faculty; in fact, slightly over half
of the respondents (52.5%} said this
statement was -not descriptive· of
BGSU. Faculty at BGSU also
reported that the nature of the
contact between students and
faculty is personal - only 8.4% said
it was very descriptive that -most
students are treated like numbers in
a book,· compared to 12. 1% elsewhere. See Figure 9 for an illustration of these items which overall
seem to be inconsistent with notions
that BGSU faculty are not acces-

In another statement about
students, only 1.3% of the BGSU
faculty said that -most of the students are very bright• This response was also fairly low at other
public universities {7%). BGSU
faculty also were less likely to say it
was "very descriptive· that "there is
keen competition among most of the
students for high grades: Only
18.1 % gave this response, compared to 25.4% at other public
universities. At the same time,
BGSU faculty did not identify the
student body at BGSU as apathetic;
only 11.2% said it was "very descriptive· that there is 1ittle school
spirir at BGSU.
One additional statement in this
section which appeared noteworthy
because of the national attention
centered on it was an item on
intercollegiate sports. The statement
that "intercollegiate sports are
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Figure 9: Perceptions of Faculty-student Interactions (BGSU Faculty Only).
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benefits• they received (higher than
the 44.3% at other public universi·

ties).
Almost two-thirds (64%) of the
faculty reported they were satisfied
with the working conditions (hours,
location) they experienced at BGSU,
slightly lower than the figure at other
public universities (66.4%). Of the
part-time faculty, 70% indicated
satisfaction with working conditions.
On the other hand, they indicated
less satisfaction than full·time
faculty with salary and job security.
Other job aspects that received
high satisfactory ratings by BGSU
faculty included job security
(76.2%), undergraduate course
assignments (70.4%), and graduate
course assignments (68.5%). Also,
47.6% of the faculty were satisfied
with their "relationships with administration; a figure that was similar to
faculty at other public universities

(48.4%).
Among the least satisfying aspects of the job situation for faculty
were •quality of students• (26.8%)
and "visibility for jobs elsewhere·
(36.5%). On both items, BGSU
faculty were also less satisfied than
faculty elsewhere. The satisfaction
noted with quality of students was
also lowest of all factors elsewhere
where 38% rated it as satisfactory.
For representative charts of these
results on job satisfaction for BGSU
faculty, see Figure 4.

(62.4%).
The similarity between sources of
stress for BGSU faculty and faculty
elsewhere was amazing. As seen in
Figure 5, the top three items were
identical. And, even though the
other public institutions represent a
more research-oriented group,
·research or publishing demands·
were reported nearly as stressful at
BGSU as they were reported

BGSU
Time pressures
Lack of personal time
Research or publishing
demands
Teaching load
Managing household
responsibilities

Publics
Time pressures
Lack of personal time
Research or publishing
demands
Managing household
responsibilities
Committee work

81.3%
78.5%
69.9%
64.4%
62.4%
85.2%
80.3%
72.7%
62.1 %
59.1%

Agure 5: Most Frequent Sources
of Stress During Last Two Years
c·Extensive· and "Somewhar
Responses).

Slllllfted
81.7'1o

Autonomy and Independence

Working Conditions

Salary and Fringe Benefits

Overall Job Satisfaction

Agure 4: Satisfaction by BGSU Faculty with Selected Aspects of Their Jobs.

SOURCES OF STRESS
Another group of questions
focused on sources of stress for
faculty during the past two years.
Twelve of these items concerned
stress associated with professionaV
university activities; the other
questions centered around personal
issues. The respondents were
asked to rate each item as being an
•extensive· cause of stress, •somewhat; or "not at a11.· For the purposes of this cftSCUssion, •extensive·
and ·somewhar responses have
been combined.
9Time pressures· was the greatest
single source of stress for BGSU
faculty; 81.3% reported this aspect
of their lives as eitherextensive or
somewhat stressful. Other professional activities BGSU faculty rated
as stress-causing were "research
and publishing demands• (69.9%)
and -ieaching load" (64.4%). Two
personal issues reported as significant sources of stress were iack of
personal time· (78.5%) and -managing household responsibilities•

elsewhere. However, -ieaching
load" was reported more stressful at
BGSU than elsewhere (64.4%
BGSU; 59% Publics).
It is also interesting to note that
research or publishing demalids
were a high source of stress at
BGSU despite 73.6o/o of the respondents being tenured. At the same
time, the review/promotion process
was rated as only a moderate
source of stress at BGSU (45.1%), a
figure lower that that at other public
universities (52.1%).
low sources of stress at BGSU
included long-cfistance commuting
(10.2%), care of an elderly parent
(23.2%), marital friction (26.5%),
and child care (28.8%). These
factors were also rated as low
sources of stress elsewhere.
The major difference between
BGSU and others at the less
stressful end of the continuum was
"fund-raising expectations.• BGSU
faculty rated this activity as a very
low source of stress (19.7%)
compared to faculty elsewhere

(30.7%). Fund-raising expectations
was also the largest source of
difference between faculty and
academic administrators at BGSU.
Academic administrators were more
than twice as likely as faculty to see
this as a source of stress (43.1% vs
19.7%).
Although this finding will be
discussed more extensively in a
later report, "subtle discrimination
(including prejudice, racism and
sexism)9 was a higher source of
stress at BGSU than elsewhere
(34.4% vs 28.6o/o). Female respondents at BGSU were nearly three
times as likely to see this as a
source of stress than males (62.8%

vs 22.8%).
Even though there were some
exceptions, the rankings of the
major sources of stress among
BGSU faculty and faculty elsewhere
are very similar.

CAMPUS CLIMATE
"Campus climate• is an elusive
concept Because it can have so
many different dimensions, it is
often hard to define; but, a number
of elements are usually included.
Some of these involve the intellectual atmosphere, academic freedom, propensity for innovation,
faculty-student relationships, the
formality of campus offices, and a
sense of community.
Although many sections of the
UCLA survey contained items
describing the campus climate or
environment, two sections addressed these concepts most
directly. In the first, respondents
were given a series of statements
that might characterize the campus
and could agree or disagree with the
accuracy of each statement A
second section developed a variation on this concept Respondents
were asked to rate how •descriptive•
a particular statement was about the
campus.
In the initial set of items, 20
statements were made about
campuses which can be clustered
into several general areas: faculty
attitudes, concern for students,
relationships between campus
groups, the inclusion of minority and
feminist issues, and characteristics
of the student body.
Because little attention in the
survey was devoted to graduate
education and research, five optional items addressing those topics
were added to this section by ·
BGSU. Two other optional items
focused on general education. also
were added. While these items were
important supplements, they have
the disadvantage of lacking public
university norms for comparisOn
purposes.
It is clear that respondents believe
that BGSU faculty are committed to
the institution; 68.2% agreed that
9faculty are committed to the welfare
of this institution; while 67.5% of
the faculty elsewhere also agreed
with this statement.
Faculty also generally agreed that
they •are positive about the general
education program: However,
BGSU faculty believe students are
less than enthusiastic about general
education since 56.3% reported that
·students here resent taking courses
outside their major: This finding is
in contrast to faculty at other public
universities who were less likely to
agree with this statement (41.3%).
On the optional items associated
with general education, results
indicate that even though faculty are
positive about the general education

program at BGSU, they may also be
agreeable to reforms. A large
percentage (69.1%) agreed strongly
or somewhat that "the development
of a core curriculum of 10-12
courses for undergraduate general
education is highly desirable.· How
the institution would move toward a
common core of 10-12 courses
would not only be a political task but
also constiMe an interesting
intellectual dialogue since on
another item only 22% of the faculty
indicated that "there is general
agreement at BGSU about the
definition of a well-educated person: These differences on general
education items can be seen in
Figure 6.
Another set of statements on the
campus environment centered on
concern for students. Sixty-three
percent (63%) of the BGSU faculty
agreed that they "are strongly
interested in the academic problems
of undergraduates• and 58.9% also
agreed that BGSU faculty are
interested in "student's personal
problems.· These responses are
comparable to those at other public
universities (61.6% and 58.4%,
respectively).
BGSU faculty furthermore indicated a high regard for the concern
that others have for students. Only
30.5% of the faculty agreed that
"campus administrators care little
about what happens to students,"
and 59% reported that student
affairs staff have the support and
respect of faculty.
Faculty also have a favorable
impression of the administration's
consideration of student concerns;
57.2% agreed that "administrators
consider student concerns when
making policy.· Academic administrators were more likely to agree
with this statement (76.4%).
Faculty were less likely to believe
that "administrators consider faculty
concerns when making policy·;
47.5% of the faculty agreed with this
statement. slightly higher than the
figure at other public universities
(45.9%). Again, academic administrators varied from this perception 75.6% agreed that faculty concerns
are considered when making policy.
Several questions addressed
minority issues on campus. Over
half of the faculty (57.6%) agreed
that "most faculty are sensitive to
the issues of minorities•; faculty
elsewhere agreed more often with
this assessment at their institutions
(64.8%). At the same time, 39.6% of
the BGSU faculty agreed that there
is 1ittle trust between minority
student groups and campus administrators.·
Faculty also believed that neither
minority perspectives nor feminist ·
perspectives are included in many
courses at BGSU. Only about a
quarter of the faculty (24.1 %)
agreed that "many courses include
minority group perspectives: A
slightly smaller percentage (21.3%)
agreed that "many courses include
feminist perspectives: Both of these
figures are lower than those reported at other public universities
(33.2% and 28.4%, respectively).
According to BGSU faculty
responses, only 36.1 % agreed that
"students of cftfferent radaVethnic
origins communicate well with one
another: This figure is in contrast to
the 50.2% of faculty at other public
universities who agreed with this
statement about their campus. On
the other hand, BGSU faculty do not
see tha.t 9there is a lot of campus
racial <;:Onflict h(!re: 'Only ?().8%
agreed with this statement, the

'There is agreement at BGSU about the delioition
ol a -Wei edi icated" person•

"The deoelop1111111 ol a IXlfe aJlriaJbn ol 10-12
courses tor general edl ICation is hqlly desirable"

Agure 6: Agreement by BGSU Faculty on
Selected General Education Items.
(Totals do not equal 100% due to non-responses.)

same percentage who agreed with
this statement at other campuses.
On a very different topic curriculum - faculty views seem
evenly split. Slightly less than half
(46.3%) of the BGSU faculty agreed
that "the curriculum here has
suffered from faculty
overspecialization; a figure fairly
similar to that at other public universities (42.3%). Academic administrators tend to differ with faculty,
they are stronger in their belief that
overspecialization has had an effect;
60.6'% believe the curriculum has
suffered as a result On a related
question, 55.1 % of the BGSU
faculty disagreed that the "institutional demands for doing research
interfere with my effectiveness as a
teacher; a figure comparable to
other public universities (55.6%).
Figure 7 illustrates this point for
BGSU faculty.

graduate education.
Among the faculty, 78.6% agreed
that BGSU provides adequate
support for research proposals and
68.8% agreed that adequate
resources also exist to support
research efforts including computers, libraries, and funds. The BGSU
faculty, however, seem divided
about the future expansion of
graduate education; about half
(52.8%) agreed that ·sGSU should
continue to expand the number of
Ph.D. programs it offers: At the
same time, only 38.1% agreed that
"undergraduate education at BGSU
has been enhanced by the 'recent
emphasis on graduate education:

nately, this item was not asked of
other faculty so no comparison point
exists.)
In contrast, the statement that
-Jaculty are rewarded for being good
teachers· was seen as very descriptive by only 6.8% of the faculty. This
figure is consistent with the response rate for the recognition of
good teaching at other public
universities (6.2%). The faculty
perception of the importance
attributed to advising skills in the
reward system is even less. Only
1.7% of the faculty said it was "very
descriptive" to be •rewarded for their
advising skills: This figure was also
comparable to other public universities (1.3%).
Although the question about
rewards for research was the one
item asked separately from the
other questions in this section, it is
unlikely that its location affected the
level of difference seen .in these
results. In general, the BGSU faculty
see the reward system as fairly
straightforward. Faculty are rewarded for research first, significantly less so for teaching and little
for advising. Although administrators
at BGSU were more likely to say
that faculty are rewarded for good
teaching (17.8% vs 6.8%), both
groups agreed on the lesser rewards for advising. Faculty responses for BGSU can be seen in
Figure 8.

sible or deal with students in an
impersonal manner.
A third set of questions dealt with
the nature of faculty relationships
with the administration. Are faculty
typically at odds with the administra·
tion? Only 19% of the BGSU faculty
said this statement was "very
descriptive· of the relationship
compared to 19.8% at other public
universities who said this was
descriptive of their institution. Only
9% of the faculty said it was very
descriptive that "the administration
is open about its policies; a response similar to faculty at other
public universities (7.9%); 52.4% of
BGSU faculty said openness was
"somewhat descriptive.·
As might be expected, academic
administrator_s had a different view
of these relationships. They are
three times (27.4%} more likely than
faculty to see the administration as
being open about its policies. On the
other hand, administrators are more
likely to say it is very descriptive that
faculty are typically at odds with the
campus administration (26o/o).
Another cluster of items examined
the nature of BGSU students. First,
faculty see conformity among BGSU
students. The statement that "there
is a great deal of conformity among
the students· was seen as "very
descriptive· by 47.4% of the BGSU
faculty, almost twice that at other
public universities (26.2%).

49.0'!f.
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A second set of questions served
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Agure 8: Perceptions of Faculty Rewards (BGSU Faculty Only).

lnstilutional demands for doing research interfere with
my effectiveness as a teacher'"
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Agure 7: Perceptions of BGSU Faculty on Impact of Research Demands
on Teaching Effectiveness.

Faculty may be concerned with
students' problems, both personal
and academic, however, they do not
appear impressed with students'
academic preparation (despite
eVidence that shows students are
arriving at BGSU having taken more
core academic subjects in high
school). Only 20.3% of the faculty
indicated that -iaculty feel that most
students are well-prepared academically"; 23. 7% of faculty elsewhere also reported this appraisal.
At the same time, faculty feel that
students are comfortable with the
BGSU campus. Only 22.7o/o reported that "many students feel like
they do not 'fit in' on this campus:
Because the UCLA faculty survey
was directed mostly at undergraduate education and BGSU also has
committed its6H to excellence as
weli as selective expansion at the
graduate level, several optional
items addressing graduate education and research were added to the
survey. The results were supportive
of the resources BGSU provides
faculty in the research effort, but
found some <ivided opinions about

expansion and its effect on under-

as another measure of campus
climate. Again, questions could be
grouped around some major subjects: faculty rewards, facultystudent interactions, faculty-administration relationships, and the
nature of students and course
characteristics. In adcfrtion to the
statements provided in the survey,
one optional item regarding rewards
for doing research was added for
BGSU respondents.
Unlike the previous section, where
respondents were asked to agree or
cfisagree, respondents here were
asked to incficate how accurately
each statement described the
campus-was it very, somewhat or
not descriptive of the campus?
UCLA reported only the "very
descriptive· responses, a factor
which presumably accounts for
some of the low percentages
encountered in this section.
On the first topic, according to
faculty, the reward system at BGSU
is not ambiguous. ·Faculty are
rewarded for being good researchers· was said to be "very desaiptive. of BGSU by just less than half
the of the faculty (49%). (Unfortu.

The second duster of campus
descriptors focused on studentfaculty interaction. Easy access to
faculty •outside of regular office
hours· was seen as "very descriptive· by 20.7% of the faculty (comparable to 20.6% elsewhere). A
related finding showed that only
7.2% of the faculty said there was
little or no contact between students
and faculty; in fact, slightly over half
of the respondents (52.5%} said this
statement was -not descriptive· of
BGSU. Faculty at BGSU also
reported that the nature of the
contact between students and
faculty is personal - only 8.4% said
it was very descriptive that -most
students are treated like numbers in
a book,· compared to 12. 1% elsewhere. See Figure 9 for an illustration of these items which overall
seem to be inconsistent with notions
that BGSU faculty are not acces-

In another statement about
students, only 1.3% of the BGSU
faculty said that -most of the students are very bright• This response was also fairly low at other
public universities {7%). BGSU
faculty also were less likely to say it
was "very descriptive· that "there is
keen competition among most of the
students for high grades: Only
18.1 % gave this response, compared to 25.4% at other public
universities. At the same time,
BGSU faculty did not identify the
student body at BGSU as apathetic;
only 11.2% said it was "very descriptive· that there is 1ittle school
spirir at BGSU.
One additional statement in this
section which appeared noteworthy
because of the national attention
centered on it was an item on
intercollegiate sports. The statement
that "intercollegiate sports are
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Figure 9: Perceptions of Faculty-student Interactions (BGSU Faculty Only).
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overemphasized. was seen as very
descriptive of BGSU by 24% of the
faculty. This item received a higher
percentage of "very descriptive·
comments at other public universities where 33% of the faculty
checked it as a characterization of
the campus. (It should be kept in
mind that the comparison group
included such athletic giants as
Ohio State and Indiana University.)

-- -
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- - - -----------99.4%

Develop Ability to Think Clearly
Increase Sett-Directed Leaming
Enhance Sett-Understanding
Develop Personal Values
Prepare for Employment
Develop Moral Character
Prepare for Graduate Education

UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATION
Faculty were also asked to
indicate the level of importance they
attached to 11 different educational
goals for undergraduate students.
On a four-point scale, UCLA combined the •essential" and "very
important" responses for reporting
purposes. In general. the faculty
responses can be divided roughly
into three levels of importance:
those educational goals which were
seen as highly important, moderately important, and those seen as
less important.
Resoundingly. BGSU faculty
believe that "the ability to think
dearfy" is a major goal of undergraduate education - 99.4%
indicated this as essential or very
important. The next highest response was for the goal of "increasing the desire and ability to undertake sett-directed learning; considered important by 90.7% of the
faculty.
The moderate responses induded
a set of goals that might be considered non-academic or goals more
linked to personal character. Induded here were goals to •enhance
students' sett-understanding·
(63.2%), to ·help students develop
personal values· (58.5%), and to
"develop moral character" (46.7%).
Other goals at the moderate level
dealt with the more practical ends of
undergraduate education, i.e., to
"prepare students for employment
after college· (55.6%} and to
"prepare students for graduate or
advanced education· (46.4%}.
The educational goals which
received the lower ratings are
difficult to characterize. They
included the goal to •enhance the
out-of-class experience of students·
(36.4%); an affective goal, "to
provide for students' emotional
developmenr (32.4%}; and, a
highly-specific academic goal "to
teach students the dassic works of
Western civilization• (35.4%), and
the goal that was least often seen
as •essentiai- or -Very important" to
"prepare students for family living:
The importance attnbuted to these
undergraduate goals can be seen in
Figure 10.
In general, the response patterns
between BGSU faculty and faculty
elsewhere are very similar. However, the BGSU faculty tended to
give sfightly more importance to
goals such as the development of
personal values and emotional
growth than cfld faculty at other
public universities. At the same
time, BGSU academic administrators tended to emphasize the
importance of these goals even
more so than faculty.

TEACHING:
INSTRUCTIONAL
TECHNIQUES
The UCLA survey covered
instructional techniques and teaching methods ranging from the use of
computer-aided instruction to
·

.
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-
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Enhance Out-of-Class Experience
Teach Western Civ. Classics

-

Provide Emotional Development

-

Prepare for Family living

1114.3%

35.4%
32.4%

exams most often, they do so less
than faculty at other public institutions. On the other hand, BGSU
faculty use multiple choice exams
and student presentations more
often than they are used elsewhere.
All five techniques seem to be in
common usage at both BGSU and
at other public universities.
Another group of evaluation
methods is used much less often.
These indude short answer quizzes,
student evaluations of each other,
multiple-choice quizzes, and weekly
essay assignments. There were
only small differences between
BGSU and other public universities
on these techniques.

Figure 10: Educational Goals for Undergraduates Considered "Essential"
or "Very Important" by BGSU Faculty.
---
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lecturing. UCLA reported responses
of faculty who said these techniques
were used in "all" or •mosr of their
courses.
Two of the questions dealt with
the use of graduate and undergraduate assistants. Only 10.7% of
the BGSU faculty reported that they
used graduate teaching assistants
in all or most of their courses. a
figure less than the 17.6% reported
at other public universities. Very few
faculty reported the use of undergraduate teaching assistants either
at BGSU (2.4%) or elsewhere
(2.6%).
Two other items were not pedagogical in nature, but focused more
on content; 13.4% of the BGSU
faculty said they assigned readings
on racial/ethnic issues in all or most
of their dasses, slightly more than
the 10.9% reported by faculty
elsewhere. In terms of women/
gender issues, 10.4% of the BGSU
faculty said they assigned readings,
a figure similar to other public
universities (10.3%).
The remaining items descnbed
traditional teaching techniques. The
five methods reportedly used most
often in all or most courses are
listed below with the corresponding
data from other public universities:

Class discussion
Extensive lecturing
Independent projects
Cooperative learning (small groups)
Experiential learning

In general, BGSU faculty report
less extensive lecturing and greater
use of independent projects and
small groups to foster student
learning. These techniques are
consistent with current trends
toward the encouragement of active
learning and student involvement
On the other hand, the use of
student-developed activities (15.Bo/o)
and student-selected topics for
course content {8.5%) were not
used very often at BGSU. However,
they were used more often at BGSU
than at other public universities
(12.3% and 6.1%, respectively). The
use of ·multiple drafts of written
work· was reported by 15% of the
BGSU faculty in ·a11· or "most" of
their courses, compared to 11.3%
elsewhere.
One other interesting aspect of
this section is the different responses between BGSU full-time
and part-time faculty. In general,

SOCIAL ISSUES AND
PERSONAL VALUES

Some institutions have recently
considered the development of
policies exduding from campus
speakers with inflammatory or
extreme views. The appropriateness
of these codes has run into chalpart-time faculty report using rn<?re
lenges based on the First Amenddass discussion and less lectunng.
ment and the tradition of academic
They also report incorporating more
freedom. On this general topic, only
extensive use of small groups,
10.4% of the BGSU faculty agreed
independent projects, multiple
that "college officials have the right
drafts, and student-developed
to ban persons with extreme views
activities and topics.
from speaking on campus.·
This item was one of 11 asked of
respondents in the general area of
social and political issues. ResponTEACHING:
dents could either agree strongly,
EVALUATION METHODS
agree somewhat, disagree someFaculty were also asked to
what, or disagree strongly.
answer items covering methods of
On other college-related issues,
evaluation: 11 items dealt with the
19.9%
of the BGSU faculty agreed
evaluation of student work and one
that
the
"chief benefit of a college
other item concerned student
education
is that it increases one's
evaluation of teaching. Again, UCLA
earning
power:
At other public
combined the ·a11· and "mosr
universities,
20.2%
of the faculty
responses.
agreed with this view.
It seems there is widespread use
Three-quarters (75.9%) of the
of student evaluations at BGSU.
BGSU
faculty said that ·colleges
Nearfy all (90.5%) of the faculty
should be actively involved in
reported that they use student
solving social problems: This is an
evaluations in their teaching, a
interesting finding in light of the
figure very comparable to the 91.2%
earfier results suggesting that
at other public universities.
respondents generally did not
Two items asked about the
perceive social involvement as a
philosophy that faculty use in
high institutional priority.
grading. How often was compeAlthough two of the items in this
tency-based grading (often referred
section fell outside of the area of
to as criterion-referenced) and
issues in society at large, they are
•grading on a curve· (also referred
pertinent to higher education: tenure
to as norm-referenced} used?
and faculty unions. At BGSU, 37.2%
of the faculty agreed that "tenure is
Publics
BGSU
an outmoded concept; a figure
65.9%
69.2%
similar to the 35.9% that agreed with
61.3%
50.9%
this view in other public universities.
34.5%
40.6%
Only 19.6% of BGSU faculty agreed
23.5%
30.1%
that "faculty unionization has
16.4%
22.7%
enhanced the teaching-learning
process,· compared to 28% elsewhere.
On some social issues outside the
Competency-based grading was
campus
setting, BGSU faculty seem
used all or most of the time by
very
much
of one mind. Only 4.7%
45.5% of the BGSU faculty, less
of the faculty said that "racial
than faculty elsewhere (53%).
cflSCrimination is no longer a probGrading on a curve was used all or
lem in America· At other public
most of the time by 26.1 % of the
universities, 6.8% of the faculty
BGSU faculty, a figure comparable
agreed with this view. On the
to 29.2% elsewhere.
controversial issue of abortion,
Five cfdferent techniques were
82.3% of the BGSU faculty agreed
used most often to evaluate student
that abortion should be legalized,
work. How often they were used at
comparable to the figure of 63.5% ·
BGSU and their corresponding
elsewhere. That "wealthy people
figures elsewhere are listed below:
BGSU

Essay (mid-term/final)
Short-answer (mid-term/final)
Multiple-choice (mid-term/final)
Term/Research papers
Student presentations

The above data suggest that even
though BGSU faculty use essay

37.6o/a
35.3%
34.9%
34.Bo/o

30.0%

Publics
42.6%
35.3%
27.3%
35.6%
24.6%

should pay a larger share of taxes
than they do now" was a statement

,.
•!

agreed to by 81.1 % of the faculty.
The BGSU faculty were in slightly
less agreement on this point than
other faculty. of whom 64.2%
agreed.
In terms of personal values, the
UCLA survey asked faculty to
indicate how important certain
objectives were to them. Those
values seen as "essential" or "very
important" were reported.
The personal objective most often
seen as "essential. or "very importanr by the BGSU faculty was
"developing a meaningful philosophy of life•; 74.4% of the BGSU
respondents rated this as important
while n.8% of faculty elsewhere
saw this as important. "Raising a
family· was seen as valuable
second most often by BGSU faculty;
71.3% saw this value as essential or
very important, comparable to the
figure of 73.2"/o elsewhere.
Other values rated high by BGSU
faculty were "becoming an authority
in my field" (70.5%), "helping others
who are in difficulty" (64.4%). and
"helping to promote racial understanding" (57.6%).
The item seen least often as
essential or very important by
faculty was "having administrative
responsibility for the work of others"
(9.7%). It should be no surprise that
a large difference exists between
faculty and academic administrators
on this item - 62.5% of the academic administrators saw this as
important.
The value rated as important
second least often by faculty
respondents was "influencing the
political structure: Only 16.6% of
the BGSU faculty saw this as
important, a figure comparable to
that at other public universities
(19.7%). On the other hand, faculty
were more enthusiastic about
"influencing social values·; 40.9% of
the BGSU faculty saw this as
essential or very important.
An interesting aside to these
responses is the fact that this set of
questions on personal values is
similar to a set asked of incoming
freshmen. A brief examination of the
faculty and student responses to
these questions shows some
dramatic differences. For example,
while 74.4% of the BGSU faculty
saw the development of a meaningful philosophy of life as important,
only 42.1 % of the 1969 BGSU
entering students agreed with this
view. On the other hand, a value
that students have increasingly
rated highly over the last decade
has been "being very well off
financially-; 72.3% of the 1989
entering freshmen saw this as
important in comparison to the
35.7% of the faculty.

SUMMARY OF

FINDINGS
The UCLA Faculty Survey covered a myriad of topics. A summary
of the tremendous amount of
information contained in the survey
will inevitably overlook observations
important to some incflVicluals.
However, the gleaning of those
points which stand out and are
reinforced by more than one item is
essential. Such a review enables a
more focused discussion and is a
necessary prelude to drawing
conclusions.
This first report to the academic
community examined broad patterns
found in the survey. Follow-up
reports will examine selected topics
in more depth. A general summary

being placed on the recruitment of
minorities and developing a
multicultural campus.
A number of aspects of the
campus dimate were covered in the
survey. Faculty did not agree that
there was adequate communication
between racial/ethnic groups on
campus, but they also did not see a
lot of racial conflict. Faculty indicated that they are genuinely
concerned with students, both in
and out of the dassroom. Faculty
also are strongly committed to the
wettare of the institution. They feel
positive about the general education
program, but reported that a core
curriculum is also highly desirable.
About half of the BGSU faculty
indicated that relationships with
administrators were satisfactory and
that administrators considered
faculty concerns when making
policy. These results were similar to
figures reported at other public
universities. However, faculty did
not perceive that. relative to other
objectives, maintaining a dimate
where differences of opinion can be
aired openly was a high priority.
Faculty attitudes about the openness of the administration and the
relationship between faculty and
administrators were similar to
attitudes elsewhere.
Faculty feel they are accessible to
students and that students are
treated in a personal manner at
BGSU. Nevertheless, several
responses indicated dissatisfaction
with the academic preparation of
students, as also reported by faculty
elsewhere. Faculty see students as
comfortable at BGSU; they "fit in." At
the same time, they see much
student conformity and less student
interest in courses outside of the
major, i.e., general education.
To a large degree, faculty overall
do not often assign readings on
minority or women's issues, and are
not likely to include minority or
women's perspectives. However,
their level of involvement in these
areas is about the same as it is at
other public universities.
The goals that BGSU faculty have
for undergraduate education are
fairly dear. Getting students to think
dearfy and being able to take on
sett-directed learning are very
important. A mixture of other
intellectual and personal development goals are also important.
Faculty reported that they use a
variety of teaching methods. Their
pedagogy most often employs dass
cflSCUSSion and does not use as
much lecturing as elsewhere.
Faculty also reported less use of
graduate assistants than at other
public universities. Essay exams,
short-answer exams, and term/
research papers are commonly
assigned. Almost unanimously,
BGSU faculty require student
evaluations of teaching.
Faculty do not believe that BGSU
places too much emphasis on
intercoilegiate sports, in contrast to
faculty elsewhere. Faculty. as a
whole, tend to be on the liberal side
of the political continuum, but many
consider themselves to be "middle
of the road: They do not see it as
program.
very important to influence the
Faculty perceptions of institutional
political structure, but tend to rate
priorities seem to be fairly dear.
their
influence on social values as
They reported seeing a high priority
important.
In general, BGSU faculty
placed on developing a national
hold
views
on social and political
profile and reputation. They also
issues
comparable
to those held by
tended to see a high priority being
faculty
elsewhere.
These
orientaplaced on the recruitment of minority
tions
would
be
characterized
as
students and faculty. At the same
iiberar
to
a
greater
extent
than
time, academic administrators at
those held by the larger society or
BGSU are even more likely than
by students.
faculty to perceive a high priority

focused on the data from BGSU fulltime undergraduate faculty follows.
BGSU faculty most often reported
that teaching is their primary activity
and also most often reported that
their primary interest leans toward
teaching. Being a good teacher is
important, and they are frequent
participants in faculty development
programs. However, BGSU faculty
are not exdusively interested in
teaching, conducting research is
also very important to them.
Most BGSU faculty said they
would make the same choice for
their career if they had to do it
again. Only about a third have
considered leaving academe.
Faculty overall reported a high
level of satisfaction with their jobs.
Aspects that contribute to that
satisfaction include the autonomy
and independence they experience,
salary and benefits. and general
working conditions. Faculty satisfaction at BGSU is comparable to
levels at other public universities
and in some instances even more
positive.
The ways in which faculty spend
their worktime are multiple. BGSU
faculty reported spending much of
their time in either scheduled
teaching or in preparation for
teaching. Research and scholarfy
writing is a second area where a
particularly large investment of time
is made. As a group, BGSU faculty
spend more of their time teaching
general education courses than do
faculty at other public universities.
In terms of scholarly productivity,
BGSU faculty reported considerable
activity in the publication of artides,
but less so for chapters, books, and
monographs. They appear to
produce slightly fewer publications
than faculty elsewhere, many of
whom are at more research-oriented
universities.
The reward system at BGSU
seems fairly straightforward to
faculty. They reported that faculty
are rewarded most for being good
researchers, less so for teaching,
and little for advising. These results
stand somewhat in contrast to what
many faculty identify as their
primary interest (i.e., teaching) and
the way they spend their time, but
the results are similar to reports of
faculty at other institutions.
Sources of stress for BGSU
faculty are very dose to those
identified elsewhere. Three primary
stresses were identified: time·
pressures, lack of personal time,
and demands for research and
publishing.
Faculty generally approve of the
resources and support made
available to aid in their conduct of
research. Although not a majority, a
significant portion agreed that the
research demands placed on them
interfere with their effectiveness as
teachers. In adcfllion, many stated
that the curriculum suffers because
of faculty overspecialization.
In general, faculty approve of the
selective expansion of graduate
education at BGSU, but are cflVided
about future expansion and its effect
on the undergraduate education

CONCLUSIONS
The participation of Bowling
Green State University in the UCLA
Faculty Survey provided the University with an overview of faculty
attitudes. perceptions of institutional
priorities, working conditions, and
views on students, colleagues. and
the curriculum, mostly focused on
undergraduate education. The
general findings on these major
themes and other subjects have
been reported above. The actual
data are available in the following
tables.
The survey results are observations by the faculty which are
important to discuss in and of
themselves. However. at the same
time, participation in a national
survey has a major advantage. It
allows BGSU to compare faculty
responses to those reported at other
colleges and universities. In the
case of BGSU, a subgroup of these
institutions - other public universities - provided an even more valid
comparison. In the view of the
Faculty Review Panel, it is within
this comparative framework that
several condusions can be drawn.
Overall, the panel concluded that
Bowling Green State University is
much more similar to other public
universities than it is different. In
general, this statement pertains to
both sources of satisfaction and
pockets of concern. This condusion
is not meant to suggest that BGSU
does not have some unique characteristics, but that faculty experiences
at BGSU, in general, are not very
different from experiences of faculty
elsewhere.
Some of the more important ways
in which BGSU is very similar to
other public universities indude
faculty evaluations of job satisfaction and sources of stress. the
importance of being a good teacher,
perceived institutional priority on a
national profile and image, facultyadministration relationships, modest
rewards for teaching, important
undergraduate goals, concern for
the academic preparation of students, and satisfaction with career
choice.
Differences between BGSU and
other schools indicate that BGSU
faculty express more interest in
teaching, spend more time on
teaching activities, produce somewhat fewer publications and research, and make less extensive
use of lecturing than their peers at
other public universities.
The FacUlty Review Panel felt that
a second and separate conclusion
could also be drawn: on some
questions, there are sharp differences in perceptions between
BGSU faculty and administrators.
These differences, while noteworthy, should be seen as matters ·of
varying emphasis rather than deep
divisions and may reflect the
functional roles of department chairs
and directors compared to those of
faculty. Examples of these differences include administrators'
perceptions that a higher institutional priority is placed on the
recruitment of minorities and the
development of a multicultural
campus, the administrative view that
faculty concerns are taken into
consideration when making policies
more than faculty perceive, and that
teaching is rewarded more than
faculty believe.
While the panel arrived at agreement on these general conclusions,
members believe that several
important queries should also be
raised. Foremost, there was a sense
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overemphasized. was seen as very
descriptive of BGSU by 24% of the
faculty. This item received a higher
percentage of "very descriptive·
comments at other public universities where 33% of the faculty
checked it as a characterization of
the campus. (It should be kept in
mind that the comparison group
included such athletic giants as
Ohio State and Indiana University.)
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Develop Ability to Think Clearly
Increase Sett-Directed Leaming
Enhance Sett-Understanding
Develop Personal Values
Prepare for Employment
Develop Moral Character
Prepare for Graduate Education

UNDERGRADUATE
EDUCATION
Faculty were also asked to
indicate the level of importance they
attached to 11 different educational
goals for undergraduate students.
On a four-point scale, UCLA combined the •essential" and "very
important" responses for reporting
purposes. In general. the faculty
responses can be divided roughly
into three levels of importance:
those educational goals which were
seen as highly important, moderately important, and those seen as
less important.
Resoundingly. BGSU faculty
believe that "the ability to think
dearfy" is a major goal of undergraduate education - 99.4%
indicated this as essential or very
important. The next highest response was for the goal of "increasing the desire and ability to undertake sett-directed learning; considered important by 90.7% of the
faculty.
The moderate responses induded
a set of goals that might be considered non-academic or goals more
linked to personal character. Induded here were goals to •enhance
students' sett-understanding·
(63.2%), to ·help students develop
personal values· (58.5%), and to
"develop moral character" (46.7%).
Other goals at the moderate level
dealt with the more practical ends of
undergraduate education, i.e., to
"prepare students for employment
after college· (55.6%} and to
"prepare students for graduate or
advanced education· (46.4%}.
The educational goals which
received the lower ratings are
difficult to characterize. They
included the goal to •enhance the
out-of-class experience of students·
(36.4%); an affective goal, "to
provide for students' emotional
developmenr (32.4%}; and, a
highly-specific academic goal "to
teach students the dassic works of
Western civilization• (35.4%), and
the goal that was least often seen
as •essentiai- or -Very important" to
"prepare students for family living:
The importance attnbuted to these
undergraduate goals can be seen in
Figure 10.
In general, the response patterns
between BGSU faculty and faculty
elsewhere are very similar. However, the BGSU faculty tended to
give sfightly more importance to
goals such as the development of
personal values and emotional
growth than cfld faculty at other
public universities. At the same
time, BGSU academic administrators tended to emphasize the
importance of these goals even
more so than faculty.

TEACHING:
INSTRUCTIONAL
TECHNIQUES
The UCLA survey covered
instructional techniques and teaching methods ranging from the use of
computer-aided instruction to
·

.
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Enhance Out-of-Class Experience
Teach Western Civ. Classics

-

Provide Emotional Development

-

Prepare for Family living

1114.3%

35.4%
32.4%

exams most often, they do so less
than faculty at other public institutions. On the other hand, BGSU
faculty use multiple choice exams
and student presentations more
often than they are used elsewhere.
All five techniques seem to be in
common usage at both BGSU and
at other public universities.
Another group of evaluation
methods is used much less often.
These indude short answer quizzes,
student evaluations of each other,
multiple-choice quizzes, and weekly
essay assignments. There were
only small differences between
BGSU and other public universities
on these techniques.

Figure 10: Educational Goals for Undergraduates Considered "Essential"
or "Very Important" by BGSU Faculty.
---

--~-------·

lecturing. UCLA reported responses
of faculty who said these techniques
were used in "all" or •mosr of their
courses.
Two of the questions dealt with
the use of graduate and undergraduate assistants. Only 10.7% of
the BGSU faculty reported that they
used graduate teaching assistants
in all or most of their courses. a
figure less than the 17.6% reported
at other public universities. Very few
faculty reported the use of undergraduate teaching assistants either
at BGSU (2.4%) or elsewhere
(2.6%).
Two other items were not pedagogical in nature, but focused more
on content; 13.4% of the BGSU
faculty said they assigned readings
on racial/ethnic issues in all or most
of their dasses, slightly more than
the 10.9% reported by faculty
elsewhere. In terms of women/
gender issues, 10.4% of the BGSU
faculty said they assigned readings,
a figure similar to other public
universities (10.3%).
The remaining items descnbed
traditional teaching techniques. The
five methods reportedly used most
often in all or most courses are
listed below with the corresponding
data from other public universities:

Class discussion
Extensive lecturing
Independent projects
Cooperative learning (small groups)
Experiential learning

In general, BGSU faculty report
less extensive lecturing and greater
use of independent projects and
small groups to foster student
learning. These techniques are
consistent with current trends
toward the encouragement of active
learning and student involvement
On the other hand, the use of
student-developed activities (15.Bo/o)
and student-selected topics for
course content {8.5%) were not
used very often at BGSU. However,
they were used more often at BGSU
than at other public universities
(12.3% and 6.1%, respectively). The
use of ·multiple drafts of written
work· was reported by 15% of the
BGSU faculty in ·a11· or "most" of
their courses, compared to 11.3%
elsewhere.
One other interesting aspect of
this section is the different responses between BGSU full-time
and part-time faculty. In general,

SOCIAL ISSUES AND
PERSONAL VALUES

Some institutions have recently
considered the development of
policies exduding from campus
speakers with inflammatory or
extreme views. The appropriateness
of these codes has run into chalpart-time faculty report using rn<?re
lenges based on the First Amenddass discussion and less lectunng.
ment and the tradition of academic
They also report incorporating more
freedom. On this general topic, only
extensive use of small groups,
10.4% of the BGSU faculty agreed
independent projects, multiple
that "college officials have the right
drafts, and student-developed
to ban persons with extreme views
activities and topics.
from speaking on campus.·
This item was one of 11 asked of
respondents in the general area of
social and political issues. ResponTEACHING:
dents could either agree strongly,
EVALUATION METHODS
agree somewhat, disagree someFaculty were also asked to
what, or disagree strongly.
answer items covering methods of
On other college-related issues,
evaluation: 11 items dealt with the
19.9%
of the BGSU faculty agreed
evaluation of student work and one
that
the
"chief benefit of a college
other item concerned student
education
is that it increases one's
evaluation of teaching. Again, UCLA
earning
power:
At other public
combined the ·a11· and "mosr
universities,
20.2%
of the faculty
responses.
agreed with this view.
It seems there is widespread use
Three-quarters (75.9%) of the
of student evaluations at BGSU.
BGSU
faculty said that ·colleges
Nearfy all (90.5%) of the faculty
should be actively involved in
reported that they use student
solving social problems: This is an
evaluations in their teaching, a
interesting finding in light of the
figure very comparable to the 91.2%
earfier results suggesting that
at other public universities.
respondents generally did not
Two items asked about the
perceive social involvement as a
philosophy that faculty use in
high institutional priority.
grading. How often was compeAlthough two of the items in this
tency-based grading (often referred
section fell outside of the area of
to as criterion-referenced) and
issues in society at large, they are
•grading on a curve· (also referred
pertinent to higher education: tenure
to as norm-referenced} used?
and faculty unions. At BGSU, 37.2%
of the faculty agreed that "tenure is
Publics
BGSU
an outmoded concept; a figure
65.9%
69.2%
similar to the 35.9% that agreed with
61.3%
50.9%
this view in other public universities.
34.5%
40.6%
Only 19.6% of BGSU faculty agreed
23.5%
30.1%
that "faculty unionization has
16.4%
22.7%
enhanced the teaching-learning
process,· compared to 28% elsewhere.
On some social issues outside the
Competency-based grading was
campus
setting, BGSU faculty seem
used all or most of the time by
very
much
of one mind. Only 4.7%
45.5% of the BGSU faculty, less
of the faculty said that "racial
than faculty elsewhere (53%).
cflSCrimination is no longer a probGrading on a curve was used all or
lem in America· At other public
most of the time by 26.1 % of the
universities, 6.8% of the faculty
BGSU faculty, a figure comparable
agreed with this view. On the
to 29.2% elsewhere.
controversial issue of abortion,
Five cfdferent techniques were
82.3% of the BGSU faculty agreed
used most often to evaluate student
that abortion should be legalized,
work. How often they were used at
comparable to the figure of 63.5% ·
BGSU and their corresponding
elsewhere. That "wealthy people
figures elsewhere are listed below:
BGSU

Essay (mid-term/final)
Short-answer (mid-term/final)
Multiple-choice (mid-term/final)
Term/Research papers
Student presentations

The above data suggest that even
though BGSU faculty use essay

37.6o/a
35.3%
34.9%
34.Bo/o

30.0%

Publics
42.6%
35.3%
27.3%
35.6%
24.6%

should pay a larger share of taxes
than they do now" was a statement

,.
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agreed to by 81.1 % of the faculty.
The BGSU faculty were in slightly
less agreement on this point than
other faculty. of whom 64.2%
agreed.
In terms of personal values, the
UCLA survey asked faculty to
indicate how important certain
objectives were to them. Those
values seen as "essential" or "very
important" were reported.
The personal objective most often
seen as "essential. or "very importanr by the BGSU faculty was
"developing a meaningful philosophy of life•; 74.4% of the BGSU
respondents rated this as important
while n.8% of faculty elsewhere
saw this as important. "Raising a
family· was seen as valuable
second most often by BGSU faculty;
71.3% saw this value as essential or
very important, comparable to the
figure of 73.2"/o elsewhere.
Other values rated high by BGSU
faculty were "becoming an authority
in my field" (70.5%), "helping others
who are in difficulty" (64.4%). and
"helping to promote racial understanding" (57.6%).
The item seen least often as
essential or very important by
faculty was "having administrative
responsibility for the work of others"
(9.7%). It should be no surprise that
a large difference exists between
faculty and academic administrators
on this item - 62.5% of the academic administrators saw this as
important.
The value rated as important
second least often by faculty
respondents was "influencing the
political structure: Only 16.6% of
the BGSU faculty saw this as
important, a figure comparable to
that at other public universities
(19.7%). On the other hand, faculty
were more enthusiastic about
"influencing social values·; 40.9% of
the BGSU faculty saw this as
essential or very important.
An interesting aside to these
responses is the fact that this set of
questions on personal values is
similar to a set asked of incoming
freshmen. A brief examination of the
faculty and student responses to
these questions shows some
dramatic differences. For example,
while 74.4% of the BGSU faculty
saw the development of a meaningful philosophy of life as important,
only 42.1 % of the 1969 BGSU
entering students agreed with this
view. On the other hand, a value
that students have increasingly
rated highly over the last decade
has been "being very well off
financially-; 72.3% of the 1989
entering freshmen saw this as
important in comparison to the
35.7% of the faculty.

SUMMARY OF

FINDINGS
The UCLA Faculty Survey covered a myriad of topics. A summary
of the tremendous amount of
information contained in the survey
will inevitably overlook observations
important to some incflVicluals.
However, the gleaning of those
points which stand out and are
reinforced by more than one item is
essential. Such a review enables a
more focused discussion and is a
necessary prelude to drawing
conclusions.
This first report to the academic
community examined broad patterns
found in the survey. Follow-up
reports will examine selected topics
in more depth. A general summary

being placed on the recruitment of
minorities and developing a
multicultural campus.
A number of aspects of the
campus dimate were covered in the
survey. Faculty did not agree that
there was adequate communication
between racial/ethnic groups on
campus, but they also did not see a
lot of racial conflict. Faculty indicated that they are genuinely
concerned with students, both in
and out of the dassroom. Faculty
also are strongly committed to the
wettare of the institution. They feel
positive about the general education
program, but reported that a core
curriculum is also highly desirable.
About half of the BGSU faculty
indicated that relationships with
administrators were satisfactory and
that administrators considered
faculty concerns when making
policy. These results were similar to
figures reported at other public
universities. However, faculty did
not perceive that. relative to other
objectives, maintaining a dimate
where differences of opinion can be
aired openly was a high priority.
Faculty attitudes about the openness of the administration and the
relationship between faculty and
administrators were similar to
attitudes elsewhere.
Faculty feel they are accessible to
students and that students are
treated in a personal manner at
BGSU. Nevertheless, several
responses indicated dissatisfaction
with the academic preparation of
students, as also reported by faculty
elsewhere. Faculty see students as
comfortable at BGSU; they "fit in." At
the same time, they see much
student conformity and less student
interest in courses outside of the
major, i.e., general education.
To a large degree, faculty overall
do not often assign readings on
minority or women's issues, and are
not likely to include minority or
women's perspectives. However,
their level of involvement in these
areas is about the same as it is at
other public universities.
The goals that BGSU faculty have
for undergraduate education are
fairly dear. Getting students to think
dearfy and being able to take on
sett-directed learning are very
important. A mixture of other
intellectual and personal development goals are also important.
Faculty reported that they use a
variety of teaching methods. Their
pedagogy most often employs dass
cflSCUSSion and does not use as
much lecturing as elsewhere.
Faculty also reported less use of
graduate assistants than at other
public universities. Essay exams,
short-answer exams, and term/
research papers are commonly
assigned. Almost unanimously,
BGSU faculty require student
evaluations of teaching.
Faculty do not believe that BGSU
places too much emphasis on
intercoilegiate sports, in contrast to
faculty elsewhere. Faculty. as a
whole, tend to be on the liberal side
of the political continuum, but many
consider themselves to be "middle
of the road: They do not see it as
program.
very important to influence the
Faculty perceptions of institutional
political structure, but tend to rate
priorities seem to be fairly dear.
their
influence on social values as
They reported seeing a high priority
important.
In general, BGSU faculty
placed on developing a national
hold
views
on social and political
profile and reputation. They also
issues
comparable
to those held by
tended to see a high priority being
faculty
elsewhere.
These
orientaplaced on the recruitment of minority
tions
would
be
characterized
as
students and faculty. At the same
iiberar
to
a
greater
extent
than
time, academic administrators at
those held by the larger society or
BGSU are even more likely than
by students.
faculty to perceive a high priority

focused on the data from BGSU fulltime undergraduate faculty follows.
BGSU faculty most often reported
that teaching is their primary activity
and also most often reported that
their primary interest leans toward
teaching. Being a good teacher is
important, and they are frequent
participants in faculty development
programs. However, BGSU faculty
are not exdusively interested in
teaching, conducting research is
also very important to them.
Most BGSU faculty said they
would make the same choice for
their career if they had to do it
again. Only about a third have
considered leaving academe.
Faculty overall reported a high
level of satisfaction with their jobs.
Aspects that contribute to that
satisfaction include the autonomy
and independence they experience,
salary and benefits. and general
working conditions. Faculty satisfaction at BGSU is comparable to
levels at other public universities
and in some instances even more
positive.
The ways in which faculty spend
their worktime are multiple. BGSU
faculty reported spending much of
their time in either scheduled
teaching or in preparation for
teaching. Research and scholarfy
writing is a second area where a
particularly large investment of time
is made. As a group, BGSU faculty
spend more of their time teaching
general education courses than do
faculty at other public universities.
In terms of scholarly productivity,
BGSU faculty reported considerable
activity in the publication of artides,
but less so for chapters, books, and
monographs. They appear to
produce slightly fewer publications
than faculty elsewhere, many of
whom are at more research-oriented
universities.
The reward system at BGSU
seems fairly straightforward to
faculty. They reported that faculty
are rewarded most for being good
researchers, less so for teaching,
and little for advising. These results
stand somewhat in contrast to what
many faculty identify as their
primary interest (i.e., teaching) and
the way they spend their time, but
the results are similar to reports of
faculty at other institutions.
Sources of stress for BGSU
faculty are very dose to those
identified elsewhere. Three primary
stresses were identified: time·
pressures, lack of personal time,
and demands for research and
publishing.
Faculty generally approve of the
resources and support made
available to aid in their conduct of
research. Although not a majority, a
significant portion agreed that the
research demands placed on them
interfere with their effectiveness as
teachers. In adcfllion, many stated
that the curriculum suffers because
of faculty overspecialization.
In general, faculty approve of the
selective expansion of graduate
education at BGSU, but are cflVided
about future expansion and its effect
on the undergraduate education

CONCLUSIONS
The participation of Bowling
Green State University in the UCLA
Faculty Survey provided the University with an overview of faculty
attitudes. perceptions of institutional
priorities, working conditions, and
views on students, colleagues. and
the curriculum, mostly focused on
undergraduate education. The
general findings on these major
themes and other subjects have
been reported above. The actual
data are available in the following
tables.
The survey results are observations by the faculty which are
important to discuss in and of
themselves. However. at the same
time, participation in a national
survey has a major advantage. It
allows BGSU to compare faculty
responses to those reported at other
colleges and universities. In the
case of BGSU, a subgroup of these
institutions - other public universities - provided an even more valid
comparison. In the view of the
Faculty Review Panel, it is within
this comparative framework that
several condusions can be drawn.
Overall, the panel concluded that
Bowling Green State University is
much more similar to other public
universities than it is different. In
general, this statement pertains to
both sources of satisfaction and
pockets of concern. This condusion
is not meant to suggest that BGSU
does not have some unique characteristics, but that faculty experiences
at BGSU, in general, are not very
different from experiences of faculty
elsewhere.
Some of the more important ways
in which BGSU is very similar to
other public universities indude
faculty evaluations of job satisfaction and sources of stress. the
importance of being a good teacher,
perceived institutional priority on a
national profile and image, facultyadministration relationships, modest
rewards for teaching, important
undergraduate goals, concern for
the academic preparation of students, and satisfaction with career
choice.
Differences between BGSU and
other schools indicate that BGSU
faculty express more interest in
teaching, spend more time on
teaching activities, produce somewhat fewer publications and research, and make less extensive
use of lecturing than their peers at
other public universities.
The FacUlty Review Panel felt that
a second and separate conclusion
could also be drawn: on some
questions, there are sharp differences in perceptions between
BGSU faculty and administrators.
These differences, while noteworthy, should be seen as matters ·of
varying emphasis rather than deep
divisions and may reflect the
functional roles of department chairs
and directors compared to those of
faculty. Examples of these differences include administrators'
perceptions that a higher institutional priority is placed on the
recruitment of minorities and the
development of a multicultural
campus, the administrative view that
faculty concerns are taken into
consideration when making policies
more than faculty perceive, and that
teaching is rewarded more than
faculty believe.
While the panel arrived at agreement on these general conclusions,
members believe that several
important queries should also be
raised. Foremost, there was a sense
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that while it may be satisfying that
BGSU faculty responses placed
institutional conditions in a •norma1·
range using the gauge of other
public universities. the panel wonders if that is the only standard
which should be used in evaluating
the results.
In other words, while normative
data are extremely useful in understanding institutional responses and
placing them in context. the panel
suggests BGSU faculty need to go
beyond the question of asking if we
are like other schools to also asking
if we are meeting our unique
educational mission and developing

an appropriate institutional agenda
for improvement For example. while
it seems faculty say BGSU is a good
place for students. both in absolute
terms and in comparison to others,
should we not strive to be an even
better place? And, how can we go
about accomplishing that? These
questions and others should be
dealt with in discUssions of this
report in appropriate forums such as
Faculty Senate, Administrative
Council, and Undergraduate Council.
Similarly, the panel believes that
the survey results must be viewed in
light of the fact that BGSU seems to

be an institution in transition. The
increased emphasis on research
and graduate education, for example, may be problematic for those
faculty whose primary interests are
in teaching and undergraduate
education. So. while faculty responses may note satisfaction at
least equal to that found at other
public universities, changing institutional emphases at BGSU may
require personal adaptations.
institutional accommodations, or
both to maintain those levels of

TOTAL
BGSU

other public universities, is an
important issue to consider in
dialogues generated by this survey
of the Bowling Green State University faculty.

TAUGHT ETHNIC STUDIES COURSE
TAUGHT WOMEN'S STUDIES COURSE
TEAM-TAUGHT A COURSE
WORKED WITH STUDENTS ON A
RESEARCH PROJECT
AlTENDED A RACIALJCULTURAL
AWARENESS WORKSHOP
PARTICIPATED IN A FACULTY SEMINAR
TO INTEGRATE WOMEN'S/MINORITIES'
PERSPECTIVES IN REGULAR COURSES
HELD A FACULTY SENATE/COUNCIL OFC
USED INTRA· OR EXTRAMURAL FUNDS
FOR RESEARCH
SERVED AS A PAID CONSULTANT

This report on the UCLA Survey
was prepared by the Office of
Institutional Studies, Dr. James
Litwin, director; Steven Mark
and Christopher Bolgiano.
graduate research assistants; and.
Terie Kuhlman, secretary.

satisfaction.
Institutional transition, like the
question raised by comparisons to

FACULTY SURVEY RESULTS TOTAL
BGSU

NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENT OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS (1)
PERCENT OF INITIAL POPULATION (2)

663

100.0
61.8

F-T
FAC

P-T AC~ PUB
FAC ADMINS FAC

4n
71.9

80
12.1

73
11.0

NIA
NIA
NIA

(1) 5% classified as "other" or "graduate faculty."
(2) 1073 surveys mailed.

TOTAL
BGSU

F-T
FAC

P-T ACAD PUB
FAC ADMINS FAC

3.2
3.4
25.5
67.7

3.5
3.2
27.9
69.7

4.2
2.8
12.3
47.3

1.6
3.3
18.0
73.5

75.0
1.1
12.5
2.7
6.6
2.1

73.8
1.3
13.0
3.0
6.4
2.6

75.0
0.0
12.5
5.0
6.2
1.2

89.0
0.0
4.1
0.0
4.1
2.7

78.1
1.4
9.6
2.3
7.5
1.1

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY IN CURRENT POSITION

ADMINISTRATION
TEACHING
RESEARCH
SERVICES TO CLIENTS/PATIENTS
OTHER

11.2
78.6
5.2
3.5
1.4

2.8
91.4
5.2
0.2
0.4

19.0 100.0
0.0
68.4
0.0
3.8
0.0
6.3
0.0
2.5

3.2
82.1
13.7
0.7
0.4

5.7
4.9
38.7

n2

30.4

24.3

34.2

56.5

18.8

11.7

10.6

13.7

25.4

12.5

20.1
45.3

22.8
49.4

11.1
18.3

19.7
44.8

21.9
62.0

52.4

52.9

35.1

69.1

52.8

0.0
1.4
4.2
8.5
15.5
23.9
12.7
23.9
7.0
2.8

0.1
3.2
11.2
23.3
19.7
19.0
9.5
8.0
2.5
3.6

WOULD BECOME A COLLEGE PROFESSOR AGAIN

DEFINITELY YES
PROBABLY YES
NOT SURE
PROBABLY NO
DEFINITELY NO

42.1
35.2
12.9
8.2
1.7

43.1
35.5
12.2
7.8
1.5

34.6
41.0
12.8
10.3
1.3

50.7
31.5
6.8
9.6
1.4

41.5
35.9
13.1
7.3
2.2

ANNUALIZED

0.0
6.2
13.9
17.9
18.6
22.6
9.6
7.9
2.8
0.4

38.3
15.0
10.0
8.3
5.0
6.7
5.0
8.3
0.0
3.3

PROFESSOR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
LECTURER
INSTRUCTOR
OTHER

34.7
27.8
23.8
1.4
11.5
0.9

35.4
29.8
24.3
0.8
9.2
0.4

16.2
12.5
22.5
6.2
37.5
5.0

65.8
26.0
5.5
0.0
1.4
1.4

40.5
27.7
23.4
3.2
3.6
1.7

RACIAUETHNIC GROUP

WHITE/CAUCASIAN
BLACK/AFRO-AMERICAN
AMERICAN INDIAN
ASIAN-AMERICAN
MEXICAN-AMERICAN
PUERTO RICAN
OTHER

92.4
0.9
0.6
4.1
0.5
0.0
2.3

91.8
0.6
0.8
4.6
0.6
0.0
2.5

88.7
2.5
0.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
3.7

95.9
1.4
0.0
2.7
0.0
0.0
0.0

91.6
1.4
0.9
4.2
0.8
0.4
2.6

NONE
1-4

5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21·34
35-44

AGE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1989

5.2
7.9
11.1
18.3
17.4
15.1
12.6
7.6
4.1
0.8

7.7
1.3
1.3
0.4
0.0
0.0

3.9
2.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

7.7
4.6
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

6.8
1.5
0.9
0.4
0.0
0.0

10.9
56.6
23.0
5.9
1.9
0.6
0.8
0.0

6.8
62.1
24.4
4.4
1.3
0.4
0.7
0.0

45.2
37.0
6.8
9.6
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0

3.1
23.1
27.7
24.6
12.3
3.1
4.6
0.0

4.6
63.8
24.1
5.4
1.5
0.5
0.1
0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

1.5

0.0

38.4
30.5
9.1
6.4
3.3
3.4
5.2
2.6
1.0

40.5
35.7
8.7
7.2
2.7
1.9
2.7
0.7
0.0

54.1
17.6
8.1
0.0
2.7
4.1
6.8
5.4
1.4

0.0
1.4
8.5
9.9
14.1
9.9
14.1
8.5

36.1
40.4
11.2
5.4
2.6
2.2
1.5
0.5
0.1

11.2
27.1
20.2
17.9
9.1
7.2
5.1
1.1
1.0

9.0
23.9
23.0
18.0
9.6
9.0
5.3
1.3
0.9

28.9
34.2
7.9
15.8
5.3
1.3
5.3
0.0
1.3

8.8
39.7
23.5
17.6
7.4
1.5
1.5
0.0
0.0

5.4
17.7
17.0
18.3
11.6
12.2
12.4
3.5
2.0

68.6
22.6
6.9
0.8
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

70.6
19.1
4.4
4.4
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

54.2
25.4
13.6
6.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

66.4
22.5
6.6
2.3
0.9
0.8
0.5
0.1
0.0

65.5
21.6
7.8
2.8
1.3
0.9

59.9
24.5
9.3
3.6
1.3
1.3

55.7

83.3

31.1
8.2
1.6
3.3
0.0

13.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

70.9
20.0
6.2
2.1
0.5
0.3

23.5
292
23.5
14.9
5.8
2.9

8.3
32.6
28.2
19.2
7.6
3.9

31.9
40.3
20.8
5.6
1.4
0.0

68.3
25.0
6.7
0.0
0.0
0.0

7.1
43.4
31.4
13.3
3.1
1.6

96.3
1.7
0.5
0.2
0.2
1.0

95.3
2.6
0.7
0.4
0.4
0.7

96.2 100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.8

95.8
2.6
0.8
0.4
0.2
0.2

52.7
34.1
10.3
2.4

492
41.1
8.6
0.8

962
1.9
0.0
1.9

48.2
7.5

OTHER ADMINISTRATION
NONE
1-4
5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34

5.9
8.0
10.1
16.2
16.7
16.0
13.5
8.6
4.4
0.4

7.6
11.4
17.7
26.6
19.0
3.8
7.6
2.5
1.3
2.5

1.4
1.4
5.6
20.8
27.8
12.5
19.4
5.6
5.6
0.0

1.9
8.7
13.2
16.7
17.6
14.9
13.7
9.3
3.4
0.5

33.8

RESEARCH AND SCHOLARLY WRITING
NONE
1-4

5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34
35-44

450RMORE

1951 OR EARLIER
1952 -1956
1957-1961
1962-1966
1967-1971
1972-1976
19n-1981
1982-1986
1987 - 1989

7.4
1.5
1.1
0.6
0.0
0.0

450RMORE

450AMORE

YEAR APPOINTED TO CURRENT POSITION
PRESENT ACADEMIC RANK

9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34
35-44
450RMORE

35-44

LESS THAN 30
30-34
35. 39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55- 59
60-64
65-69
700RMORE

P·T ACAD PUB
FAC ADlllNS FAC

COMMITTEE WORK AND MEETINGS

MARITAL STATUS

MARRIED
SEPARATED
SINGLE (never mairied)
SINGLE (with partner)
SINGLE (cftvorced)
SINGLE (widowed)

F-T
FAC

AVERAGE HOURS PER WEEK SPENT IN CONNECTION WITH PRESENT
POSITION ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

4.1
6.2
12.9
17.2
16.9
20.1
8.9
9.6
2.9
1.3

LESSTHAN20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70- 79
80-89
90-98
990R MORE

TOTAL
BGSU

P-T ACAD PUB
FAC ADlllNS FAC

TEACHING ACTIVITIES , conL:

BASE INSTTTUTlONAL SALARY IN THOUSANDS -

-

F-T
FAC

CONSULTATION WITH CLIENTS AND PATIENTS
o~

1.4
1.1
4.4
10.1
21.8
11.0
12.5
16.8
21.0

1.7
1.3
5.7
11.4
23.8
11.6
10.9
14.1
19.6

1.3
0.0
1.3
5.3
6.6
5.3
10.5
28.9
40.8

12.5
222
15.3
12.5

1.9
1.6
4.2
11.2
19.1
13.0
12.9
18.2
18.0

69.2
30.8

73.6
26.4

312
68.7

89.0
11.0

70.1
29.9

0.0
2.8
12.5

22.2

NONE
1-4

5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34

35-44
450RMORE

66.7
20.9
7.3
2.8
1.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.0

CURRENT ADMINISTRATIVE TITLE

NOT APPLICABLE
DIRECTOR, COORDINATOR,
OR ADMINISTRATOR OF AN
INSTITUTE. CENTER, lAB, OR
SPECIALLY-FUNDED PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT CHAIR
DEAN
ASSOC/ASST DEAN
VICE-PRESIDENT, PROVOST,
OR VICE-CHANCELLOR
PRESIDENT, CHANCELLOR
OTHER

71.1
13.6

79.3
12.9

66.7
6.4

0.0
27.4

82.7
8.6

6.0
1.4
1.2
0.6

4.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

9.0
2.6
2.6
0.0

34.2
12.3
11.0
5.5

3.6
0.1
0.5
0.1

0.2
5.9

0.0
3.4

0.0
12.8

1.4
82

0.0
4.5

TENURED

VERY HEAVILY IN TEACHING
LEANING TOWARD TEACHING
LEANING TOWARD RESEARCH
VERY HEAVILY IN RESEARCH

23.2
39.3
32.4
5.2

22.6
40.6
32.3
4.4

35.9
39.7
192
5.1

8.3
45.8
44.4
1.4

YES

16.5
34.7
41.9
6.9

NO

MALE

FEMALE

70.9
29.1

52.5

47.5

76.7
23.3

78.7
21.3

RESEARCH/SCHOLARLY WORKING ENVIRONMENT

65.3
31.5
3.2

TOTAL 8GSU (0=663) -

All RESPONDENTS FROM BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVER-

SllY
F-T FAC (11=477)- FULL-TIME FACUlTY ClASSIAED BY UCLA AS UNDERGRADUATE
FACULTY BASED ON COURSES TAUGHT
P-T FAC (n-80)- PART-TIME FACULTYClASSIAED BY UCLA AS UNDERGRADUATE
FACULTY BASED ON COURSES TAUGHT
ACAD ADMINIS (n=73)-ADMINISTRATORS AS CLASSIAED BY UCL.A, INCLUDING
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS AND DIRECTORS
PUB FM;- PlELIC UNIVERSITY COMPARISON GROUP LIMITED TO THOSE CLASSIAED
BY UCt.A AS FULL-TIME UNDERGRADlJATE FACUllY

..

----~·--

(e.g., 0.D., D.V.M.)

ED.D
PH.D
OTHER DEGREE
NONE

65.6
32.1
2.4

74.4
20.5
5.1

58.3
36.1
5.6

63.1
30.5
6.4

12
23.1
0.9
0.0
0.5

0.4
20.3
1.0
0.0
0.4

7.6
45.6
1.3
0.0
0.0

0.0
6.8
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
12.6
0.5
0.6
0.7

5.3
65.2

5.5
67.9
3.8
0.6

0.0
43.0
2.5
0.0

82
822
2.7
0.0

3.7
76.9
3.1
0.8

0.5

450RMORE

0.0

0.2
0.0

5.9
12.9
23.5
23.8
13.3
11.8
6.5
1.0
1.3

0.7
9.4
23.5
25.5
16.1
14.6
7.4
1.3
1.5

1.3
36.4
24.7
15.6
7.8
3.9
9.1
0.0
1.3

33.3
9.4
5.3
2.7

•

02

1.3
49.4
13.0
3.9
2.6
2.6
0.0
0.0

6.1
12.4

NONE
1-4
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34

35-44

3.3

1WO
THREE
FOUR
AVE OR MORE

SCHEDULED TEACHING

HIGHEST ACADEMIC DEGREE EARNED

BACHELOR"$ (BA, B.S., etc.)
MASTER'S (MA, M.S., etc.)
LLB, J.D.
M.D., D.D.S.
OTHER FIRST PROFESSIONAL
COUJllN HEADING DESCRIPTIONS:

ONE

AVERAGE HOURS PER WEEK SPENT IN CONNECTION WITH PRESENT
POSITION ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

ESSENTIALLY WORKING ALONE
WORKING Willi ONE/TWO COLLEAGUES
MEMBER OF A LARGER GROUP

02

3.5
41.3
11.5
.6.3

3.3

33.8
41.5
0.0
0.0
3.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

292
23.1

0.6

12.2
27.1
6.6
4.0
1.6
0.1
0.0

OTHER BNBS UNDERGRADUATE:

-

NONE
1-4

0.5
10.4
26.0
25:.9
16.7
11.5
7.3
1.1
0.6

NON-BA CREDIT COURSES:

5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34
450RMORE

32.3

12.3
3.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

TEACHING ACT1V1TIES IN THE LAST TWO YEARS

TAUGHT DEVELOPMENTAL OR

REMEDIAL COURSE

13.3
24.8
41.5
8.0

3.3

NONE
ONE

lWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE OR MORE

PREPARING FOR TEACHING

35-44

TAUGHT HONORS COURSE
TAUGHT INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE
TAUGHT GENERAL EDUCATION COURSE

GENERAL EDUCATION:

NONE

GENDER

67.9
32.1

LEVEL OF CURRENT COURSES BEING TAUGHT

PRIMARY AREA OF INTEREST

NONE
ONE

1WO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE OR MORE
GRADUATE COURSES:

16.0
26.3
44.8

7.4

6.9
23.6

48.0
13.7

6.6
25.4
43.9

5.0

20.5
342

352
7.0

ADVISING/COUNSELING STUDENTS
NONE
1-4

5-8

10.7
56.4
22.3

6.4
57.6
25.3

21.1
65.8
6.6

12.3
61.5
12.3

32
59.3
27.8

NONE
ONE

lWO
THREE

63.9
262
6.6
3.3

42.5
1.4
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that while it may be satisfying that
BGSU faculty responses placed
institutional conditions in a •norma1·
range using the gauge of other
public universities. the panel wonders if that is the only standard
which should be used in evaluating
the results.
In other words, while normative
data are extremely useful in understanding institutional responses and
placing them in context. the panel
suggests BGSU faculty need to go
beyond the question of asking if we
are like other schools to also asking
if we are meeting our unique
educational mission and developing

an appropriate institutional agenda
for improvement For example. while
it seems faculty say BGSU is a good
place for students. both in absolute
terms and in comparison to others,
should we not strive to be an even
better place? And, how can we go
about accomplishing that? These
questions and others should be
dealt with in discUssions of this
report in appropriate forums such as
Faculty Senate, Administrative
Council, and Undergraduate Council.
Similarly, the panel believes that
the survey results must be viewed in
light of the fact that BGSU seems to

be an institution in transition. The
increased emphasis on research
and graduate education, for example, may be problematic for those
faculty whose primary interests are
in teaching and undergraduate
education. So. while faculty responses may note satisfaction at
least equal to that found at other
public universities, changing institutional emphases at BGSU may
require personal adaptations.
institutional accommodations, or
both to maintain those levels of

TOTAL
BGSU

other public universities, is an
important issue to consider in
dialogues generated by this survey
of the Bowling Green State University faculty.

TAUGHT ETHNIC STUDIES COURSE
TAUGHT WOMEN'S STUDIES COURSE
TEAM-TAUGHT A COURSE
WORKED WITH STUDENTS ON A
RESEARCH PROJECT
AlTENDED A RACIALJCULTURAL
AWARENESS WORKSHOP
PARTICIPATED IN A FACULTY SEMINAR
TO INTEGRATE WOMEN'S/MINORITIES'
PERSPECTIVES IN REGULAR COURSES
HELD A FACULTY SENATE/COUNCIL OFC
USED INTRA· OR EXTRAMURAL FUNDS
FOR RESEARCH
SERVED AS A PAID CONSULTANT

This report on the UCLA Survey
was prepared by the Office of
Institutional Studies, Dr. James
Litwin, director; Steven Mark
and Christopher Bolgiano.
graduate research assistants; and.
Terie Kuhlman, secretary.

satisfaction.
Institutional transition, like the
question raised by comparisons to

FACULTY SURVEY RESULTS TOTAL
BGSU

NUMBER OF RESPONDENTS
PERCENT OF TOTAL RESPONDENTS (1)
PERCENT OF INITIAL POPULATION (2)

663

100.0
61.8

F-T
FAC

P-T AC~ PUB
FAC ADMINS FAC

4n
71.9

80
12.1

73
11.0

NIA
NIA
NIA

(1) 5% classified as "other" or "graduate faculty."
(2) 1073 surveys mailed.

TOTAL
BGSU

F-T
FAC

P-T ACAD PUB
FAC ADMINS FAC

3.2
3.4
25.5
67.7

3.5
3.2
27.9
69.7

4.2
2.8
12.3
47.3

1.6
3.3
18.0
73.5

75.0
1.1
12.5
2.7
6.6
2.1

73.8
1.3
13.0
3.0
6.4
2.6

75.0
0.0
12.5
5.0
6.2
1.2

89.0
0.0
4.1
0.0
4.1
2.7

78.1
1.4
9.6
2.3
7.5
1.1

PRINCIPAL ACTIVITY IN CURRENT POSITION

ADMINISTRATION
TEACHING
RESEARCH
SERVICES TO CLIENTS/PATIENTS
OTHER

11.2
78.6
5.2
3.5
1.4

2.8
91.4
5.2
0.2
0.4

19.0 100.0
0.0
68.4
0.0
3.8
0.0
6.3
0.0
2.5

3.2
82.1
13.7
0.7
0.4

5.7
4.9
38.7

n2

30.4

24.3

34.2

56.5

18.8

11.7

10.6

13.7

25.4

12.5

20.1
45.3

22.8
49.4

11.1
18.3

19.7
44.8

21.9
62.0

52.4

52.9

35.1

69.1

52.8

0.0
1.4
4.2
8.5
15.5
23.9
12.7
23.9
7.0
2.8

0.1
3.2
11.2
23.3
19.7
19.0
9.5
8.0
2.5
3.6

WOULD BECOME A COLLEGE PROFESSOR AGAIN

DEFINITELY YES
PROBABLY YES
NOT SURE
PROBABLY NO
DEFINITELY NO

42.1
35.2
12.9
8.2
1.7

43.1
35.5
12.2
7.8
1.5

34.6
41.0
12.8
10.3
1.3

50.7
31.5
6.8
9.6
1.4

41.5
35.9
13.1
7.3
2.2

ANNUALIZED

0.0
6.2
13.9
17.9
18.6
22.6
9.6
7.9
2.8
0.4

38.3
15.0
10.0
8.3
5.0
6.7
5.0
8.3
0.0
3.3

PROFESSOR
ASSOCIATE PROFESSOR
ASSISTANT PROFESSOR
LECTURER
INSTRUCTOR
OTHER

34.7
27.8
23.8
1.4
11.5
0.9

35.4
29.8
24.3
0.8
9.2
0.4

16.2
12.5
22.5
6.2
37.5
5.0

65.8
26.0
5.5
0.0
1.4
1.4

40.5
27.7
23.4
3.2
3.6
1.7

RACIAUETHNIC GROUP

WHITE/CAUCASIAN
BLACK/AFRO-AMERICAN
AMERICAN INDIAN
ASIAN-AMERICAN
MEXICAN-AMERICAN
PUERTO RICAN
OTHER

92.4
0.9
0.6
4.1
0.5
0.0
2.3

91.8
0.6
0.8
4.6
0.6
0.0
2.5

88.7
2.5
0.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
3.7

95.9
1.4
0.0
2.7
0.0
0.0
0.0

91.6
1.4
0.9
4.2
0.8
0.4
2.6

NONE
1-4

5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21·34
35-44

AGE AS OF DECEMBER 31, 1989

5.2
7.9
11.1
18.3
17.4
15.1
12.6
7.6
4.1
0.8

7.7
1.3
1.3
0.4
0.0
0.0

3.9
2.6
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

7.7
4.6
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

6.8
1.5
0.9
0.4
0.0
0.0

10.9
56.6
23.0
5.9
1.9
0.6
0.8
0.0

6.8
62.1
24.4
4.4
1.3
0.4
0.7
0.0

45.2
37.0
6.8
9.6
1.4
0.0
0.0
0.0

3.1
23.1
27.7
24.6
12.3
3.1
4.6
0.0

4.6
63.8
24.1
5.4
1.5
0.5
0.1
0.0

0.2

0.0

0.0

1.5

0.0

38.4
30.5
9.1
6.4
3.3
3.4
5.2
2.6
1.0

40.5
35.7
8.7
7.2
2.7
1.9
2.7
0.7
0.0

54.1
17.6
8.1
0.0
2.7
4.1
6.8
5.4
1.4

0.0
1.4
8.5
9.9
14.1
9.9
14.1
8.5

36.1
40.4
11.2
5.4
2.6
2.2
1.5
0.5
0.1

11.2
27.1
20.2
17.9
9.1
7.2
5.1
1.1
1.0

9.0
23.9
23.0
18.0
9.6
9.0
5.3
1.3
0.9

28.9
34.2
7.9
15.8
5.3
1.3
5.3
0.0
1.3

8.8
39.7
23.5
17.6
7.4
1.5
1.5
0.0
0.0

5.4
17.7
17.0
18.3
11.6
12.2
12.4
3.5
2.0

68.6
22.6
6.9
0.8
1.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

70.6
19.1
4.4
4.4
1.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

54.2
25.4
13.6
6.8
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

66.4
22.5
6.6
2.3
0.9
0.8
0.5
0.1
0.0

65.5
21.6
7.8
2.8
1.3
0.9

59.9
24.5
9.3
3.6
1.3
1.3

55.7

83.3

31.1
8.2
1.6
3.3
0.0

13.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

70.9
20.0
6.2
2.1
0.5
0.3

23.5
292
23.5
14.9
5.8
2.9

8.3
32.6
28.2
19.2
7.6
3.9

31.9
40.3
20.8
5.6
1.4
0.0

68.3
25.0
6.7
0.0
0.0
0.0

7.1
43.4
31.4
13.3
3.1
1.6

96.3
1.7
0.5
0.2
0.2
1.0

95.3
2.6
0.7
0.4
0.4
0.7

96.2 100.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0
3.8

95.8
2.6
0.8
0.4
0.2
0.2

52.7
34.1
10.3
2.4

492
41.1
8.6
0.8

962
1.9
0.0
1.9

48.2
7.5

OTHER ADMINISTRATION
NONE
1-4
5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34

5.9
8.0
10.1
16.2
16.7
16.0
13.5
8.6
4.4
0.4

7.6
11.4
17.7
26.6
19.0
3.8
7.6
2.5
1.3
2.5

1.4
1.4
5.6
20.8
27.8
12.5
19.4
5.6
5.6
0.0

1.9
8.7
13.2
16.7
17.6
14.9
13.7
9.3
3.4
0.5

33.8

RESEARCH AND SCHOLARLY WRITING
NONE
1-4

5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34
35-44

450RMORE

1951 OR EARLIER
1952 -1956
1957-1961
1962-1966
1967-1971
1972-1976
19n-1981
1982-1986
1987 - 1989

7.4
1.5
1.1
0.6
0.0
0.0

450RMORE

450AMORE

YEAR APPOINTED TO CURRENT POSITION
PRESENT ACADEMIC RANK

9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34
35-44
450RMORE

35-44

LESS THAN 30
30-34
35. 39
40-44
45-49
50-54
55- 59
60-64
65-69
700RMORE

P·T ACAD PUB
FAC ADlllNS FAC

COMMITTEE WORK AND MEETINGS

MARITAL STATUS

MARRIED
SEPARATED
SINGLE (never mairied)
SINGLE (with partner)
SINGLE (cftvorced)
SINGLE (widowed)

F-T
FAC

AVERAGE HOURS PER WEEK SPENT IN CONNECTION WITH PRESENT
POSITION ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

4.1
6.2
12.9
17.2
16.9
20.1
8.9
9.6
2.9
1.3

LESSTHAN20
20-29
30-39
40-49
50-59
60-69
70- 79
80-89
90-98
990R MORE

TOTAL
BGSU

P-T ACAD PUB
FAC ADlllNS FAC

TEACHING ACTIVITIES , conL:

BASE INSTTTUTlONAL SALARY IN THOUSANDS -

-

F-T
FAC

CONSULTATION WITH CLIENTS AND PATIENTS
o~

1.4
1.1
4.4
10.1
21.8
11.0
12.5
16.8
21.0

1.7
1.3
5.7
11.4
23.8
11.6
10.9
14.1
19.6

1.3
0.0
1.3
5.3
6.6
5.3
10.5
28.9
40.8

12.5
222
15.3
12.5

1.9
1.6
4.2
11.2
19.1
13.0
12.9
18.2
18.0

69.2
30.8

73.6
26.4

312
68.7

89.0
11.0

70.1
29.9

0.0
2.8
12.5

22.2

NONE
1-4

5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34

35-44
450RMORE

66.7
20.9
7.3
2.8
1.3
0.4
0.4
0.4
0.0

CURRENT ADMINISTRATIVE TITLE

NOT APPLICABLE
DIRECTOR, COORDINATOR,
OR ADMINISTRATOR OF AN
INSTITUTE. CENTER, lAB, OR
SPECIALLY-FUNDED PROGRAM
DEPARTMENT CHAIR
DEAN
ASSOC/ASST DEAN
VICE-PRESIDENT, PROVOST,
OR VICE-CHANCELLOR
PRESIDENT, CHANCELLOR
OTHER

71.1
13.6

79.3
12.9

66.7
6.4

0.0
27.4

82.7
8.6

6.0
1.4
1.2
0.6

4.3
0.0
0.0
0.0

9.0
2.6
2.6
0.0

34.2
12.3
11.0
5.5

3.6
0.1
0.5
0.1

0.2
5.9

0.0
3.4

0.0
12.8

1.4
82

0.0
4.5

TENURED

VERY HEAVILY IN TEACHING
LEANING TOWARD TEACHING
LEANING TOWARD RESEARCH
VERY HEAVILY IN RESEARCH

23.2
39.3
32.4
5.2

22.6
40.6
32.3
4.4

35.9
39.7
192
5.1

8.3
45.8
44.4
1.4

YES

16.5
34.7
41.9
6.9

NO

MALE

FEMALE

70.9
29.1

52.5

47.5

76.7
23.3

78.7
21.3

RESEARCH/SCHOLARLY WORKING ENVIRONMENT

65.3
31.5
3.2

TOTAL 8GSU (0=663) -

All RESPONDENTS FROM BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVER-

SllY
F-T FAC (11=477)- FULL-TIME FACUlTY ClASSIAED BY UCLA AS UNDERGRADUATE
FACULTY BASED ON COURSES TAUGHT
P-T FAC (n-80)- PART-TIME FACULTYClASSIAED BY UCLA AS UNDERGRADUATE
FACULTY BASED ON COURSES TAUGHT
ACAD ADMINIS (n=73)-ADMINISTRATORS AS CLASSIAED BY UCL.A, INCLUDING
DEPARTMENT CHAIRS AND DIRECTORS
PUB FM;- PlELIC UNIVERSITY COMPARISON GROUP LIMITED TO THOSE CLASSIAED
BY UCt.A AS FULL-TIME UNDERGRADlJATE FACUllY

..

----~·--

(e.g., 0.D., D.V.M.)

ED.D
PH.D
OTHER DEGREE
NONE

65.6
32.1
2.4

74.4
20.5
5.1

58.3
36.1
5.6

63.1
30.5
6.4

12
23.1
0.9
0.0
0.5

0.4
20.3
1.0
0.0
0.4

7.6
45.6
1.3
0.0
0.0

0.0
6.8
0.0
0.0
0.0

1.0
12.6
0.5
0.6
0.7

5.3
65.2

5.5
67.9
3.8
0.6

0.0
43.0
2.5
0.0

82
822
2.7
0.0

3.7
76.9
3.1
0.8

0.5

450RMORE

0.0

0.2
0.0

5.9
12.9
23.5
23.8
13.3
11.8
6.5
1.0
1.3

0.7
9.4
23.5
25.5
16.1
14.6
7.4
1.3
1.5

1.3
36.4
24.7
15.6
7.8
3.9
9.1
0.0
1.3

33.3
9.4
5.3
2.7

•

02

1.3
49.4
13.0
3.9
2.6
2.6
0.0
0.0

6.1
12.4

NONE
1-4
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34

35-44

3.3

1WO
THREE
FOUR
AVE OR MORE

SCHEDULED TEACHING

HIGHEST ACADEMIC DEGREE EARNED

BACHELOR"$ (BA, B.S., etc.)
MASTER'S (MA, M.S., etc.)
LLB, J.D.
M.D., D.D.S.
OTHER FIRST PROFESSIONAL
COUJllN HEADING DESCRIPTIONS:

ONE

AVERAGE HOURS PER WEEK SPENT IN CONNECTION WITH PRESENT
POSITION ON EACH OF THE FOLLOWING ACTIVITIES:

ESSENTIALLY WORKING ALONE
WORKING Willi ONE/TWO COLLEAGUES
MEMBER OF A LARGER GROUP

02

3.5
41.3
11.5
.6.3

3.3

33.8
41.5
0.0
0.0
3.1
0.0
0.0
0.0

292
23.1

0.6

12.2
27.1
6.6
4.0
1.6
0.1
0.0

OTHER BNBS UNDERGRADUATE:

-

NONE
1-4

0.5
10.4
26.0
25:.9
16.7
11.5
7.3
1.1
0.6

NON-BA CREDIT COURSES:

5-8
9-12
13-16
17-20
21-34
450RMORE

32.3

12.3
3.1
0.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

TEACHING ACT1V1TIES IN THE LAST TWO YEARS

TAUGHT DEVELOPMENTAL OR

REMEDIAL COURSE

13.3
24.8
41.5
8.0

3.3

NONE
ONE

lWO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE OR MORE

PREPARING FOR TEACHING

35-44

TAUGHT HONORS COURSE
TAUGHT INTERDISCIPLINARY COURSE
TAUGHT GENERAL EDUCATION COURSE

GENERAL EDUCATION:

NONE

GENDER

67.9
32.1

LEVEL OF CURRENT COURSES BEING TAUGHT

PRIMARY AREA OF INTEREST

NONE
ONE

1WO
THREE
FOUR
FIVE OR MORE
GRADUATE COURSES:

16.0
26.3
44.8

7.4

6.9
23.6

48.0
13.7

6.6
25.4
43.9

5.0

20.5
342

352
7.0

ADVISING/COUNSELING STUDENTS
NONE
1-4

5-8

10.7
56.4
22.3

6.4
57.6
25.3

21.1
65.8
6.6

12.3
61.5
12.3

32
59.3
27.8

NONE
ONE

lWO
THREE

63.9
262
6.6
3.3

42.5
1.4

11

10
TOTAL
BGSU

F-T
FAC

TOTAL
BGSU

P·T ACAD PUB
FAC ADlllNS FAC

GRADUATE COURSES:
FOUR
FIVE OR MORE

0.4
0.2

0.0
0.3

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.3

02

P·T ACAD PUB
FAC AOMINS FAC

TOTAL F·T
BGSU FAC

SCHOLARLY AND PUBLICATION ACTIYmES. conL:

INSTITUTIONAL PRIORmES, conL:

NUMBER OF DAYS DURING THE PAST (1988-89) ACADEMIC VEAR AWAY FROM
CAMPUS FOR PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES (MEETINGS, SPEECHES, CONSULT-

TO DEVELOP A SENSE OF COMMUNITY
AMONG STUDENTS AND FACULTY
TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP ABILITY
AMONG STUDENTS
TO CONDUCT BASIC AND APPLIED
RESEARCH
TO RAISE MONEY FOR THE INSTITUTION
TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP ABILITY
AMONG THE FACULTY
TO INCREASE THE REPRESENTATION
OF WOMEN IN THE FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATION
TO FACILITATE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
IN COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTIVITIES
TOHELPSTUDENTSLEARNHOWTOBRING
ABOUT CHANGE IN AMERICAN SOCIETY
TO HELP SOLVE MAJOR SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
TO MAINTAIN A CAMPUS CLIMATE WHERE
DIFFERENCES OF OPINION CAN BE
AIRED OPENLY
TO INCREASE OR MAINTAIN NATIONAL
PRESTIGE
TO DEVELOP AMONG STUDENTS AND
FACULTY AN APPRECIATION FOR A
MULTl- CULTURAL SOCIETY
TO HIRE FACULTY STARS
TO ECONOMIZE AND CUT COSTS
TO RECRUIT MORE MINORITY STUDENTS
TO ENHANCE THE INSTITUTION'S
NATIONAL IMAGE
TO CREATE A POSITIVE UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE
TO CREATE A DIVERSE MULTI-CULTURAL
ENVIRONMENT ON CAMPUS
TO ENHANCE THE OUT-OF-CLASS
EXPERIENCE OF STUDENTS

ING)

NONE
1-2
3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

POLITICAL ORIENTATION
FAR LEFT
LIBERAL
MODERATE
CONSERVATIVE
FAR RIGHT

F·T
FAC

3.7
41.7
41.1
13.0
0.5

2.6
43.6
39.7
12.8
1.3

4.3
41.7
39.7
14.0
0.2

6.5
42.1
37.9
13.1
0.3

0.0

352
54.9
8.5
1.4

11.7
12.1
172
32.9
20.7
4.5
0.9

27.3
182
14.3
23.4
10.4

10.7
12.4
192
33.3
19.8
3.8
0.9

5.8
4.3
72
39.1

10.1
9.0
17.7
33.8
19.0
7.9
2.6

362
72

52

o.o

1.3

HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION REACHED BY SPOUSE/PARTNER AND YOUR
PARENTS

EDUCATION GOALS FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS: PERCENT INDICATING ESSENTIAL OR VERY IMPORTANT

-

DEVELOP ABILITY TO THINK CLEARLY
INCREASE DESIRE AND ABILITY TO
UNDERTAKE SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING
PREPARE STUDENTS FOR EMPLOYMENT
AFTER COLLEGE
PREPARE STUDENTS FOR GRADUATE OR
ADVANCED EDUCATION
DEVELOP MORAL CHARACTER
PROVIDE FOR STUDENTS' EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PREPARE STUDENTS FOR FAMILY LIVING
TEACH STUDENTS THE CLASSIC WORKS
OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
HELP STUDENTS DEVELOP PERSONAL
VALUES
ENHANCE THE OUT-OF-CLASS
EXPERIENCE OF STUDENTS
ENHANCE STUDENTS'
SELF-UNDERSTANDING

SPOUSE/PARTNER'S EDUCATION:

99.4
91.3

99.4
90.7

98.7
92.4

100.0
93.1

99.3
92.4

55.7

55.8

55.7

51.4

55.4

46.8

46.4

41.2

48.6

48.8

48.4
36.2

46.7
32.4

55.0
46.2

47 2
36.1

47.0
29.7

15.6
35.8

14.3
35.4

20.0
40.0

13.9
34.7

11.1
33.0

60.7

58.5

65.8

65.3

54.9

42.0

38.4

55.7

43.1

35.3

64.8

63.2

67.1

68.1

60.2

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GOALS: PERCENT INDICATING ESSENTIAL
OR VERY IMPORTANT
ENGAGE IN RESEARCH
ENGAGE IN OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES
PROVIDE SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATE IN COMMITTEE OR
ADMINISTRATIVE WORK
BE A GOOD COLLEAGUE
BE A GOOD TEACHER

68.6
49.8
33.0
23.7

71.1
48.7
31.7
21.9

58.7
61.2
43.7
28.7

70.8
43.1
33.3
55.6

78.6
48.7
35.8
23.0

77.4
95.9

77.8
96.8

79.7
100.0

84.7
94.4

75.9
97.6

8TH GRADE OR LESS
SOME HIGH SCHOOL
COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL
SOME COLLEGE
GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE
ATTENDED GRAD/PROF SCHOOL
ATTAINED ADVANCED DEGREE
DOES NOT APPLY

0.0
0.2
2.9
10.8
16.0
10.5
45.0
14.7

0.0

02
2.9
11.5
18.3
10.4
40.7
16.1

0.0
0.0
2.6
11.5
11.5
10.3
50.0
14.1

0.0
0.0
4.3
12.9
11.4
8.6
57.1
5.7

0.1
0.3
3.5
11.2
18.4
11.2
43.4
11.9

FATHER'S EDUCATION:
8TH GRADE OR LESS
SOME HIGH SCHOOL
COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL
SOME COLLEGE
GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE
ATTENDED GRAD/PROF SCHOOL
ATTAINED ADVANCED DEGREE

16.4
10.5
25.8
14.6
13.2
4.8
14.8

16.8
11.5
26.5
14.8
11.9
4.9
13.5

3.9
9.1
26.0
19.5
22.1
3.9
15.6

22.9
11.4
22.9
8.6
11.4
4.3
18.6

18.2
9.6
22.0
13.2
14.2
5.7
17.1

MOTHER'S EDUCATION:
8TH GRADE OR LESS
SOME HIGH SCHOOL
COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL
SOME COLLEGE
GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE
ATTENDED GRAD/PROF SCHOOL
ATTAINED ADVANCED DEGREE

12.4
11.7
34.1
16.8
14.8
4.4
5.7

13.5
11.0
35.8
15.5
14.6
4.2
5.5

9.1
10.4
36.4
13.0
14.3
7.8
9.1

8.6
15.7
32.9
15.7
17.1
5.7
4.3

13.5
9.0
33.8
16.2
16.2
3.9
7.3

PERSONAL MISCELLANY: PERCENT REPORTING "YES"
SCHOLARLY AND PUBLICATION ACTIVmES
NUMBER OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN ACADEMIC/PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS
NONE
1-2
3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

17.8
17.0
10.3
20.5
17.3
13.3
3.B

16.0
16.8
10.4
22.6
17.5
12.6
4.1

42.5
20.0
7.5
3.7
15.0
112
0.0

42
8.5
8.5
19.7
29.6
26.8
2.8

10.7
12.3
11.4
192
182
182
10.0

NUMBER OF CHAPTERS PUBLISHED IN EDITED VOLUMES
NONE
1-2

3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

-,

56.6
24.7
102
7.3
12
0.0
0.0

56.B
25.8
9.7
6.7
1.1
0.0
0.0

72.5
12.5
10.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

35.2
282
21.1
12.7
2.8
0.0
0.0

46.5
24.1
14.1
10.4
3.5
12

02

NUMBER OF BOOKS, MANUALS, OR MONOGRAPHS WRITTEN OR EDITED
ALONE OR COLLABORATIVELY
NONE
1-2

3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

532
28.7
11.4
4.5
1.1
1.1

51.7
31.0
10.3
4.5
0.9
1.3

02

02

68.7
20.0
10.0
12
0.0
0.0
0.0

37.5
33.3
16.7
8.3
2.8
1.4
0.0

HAVE YOU EVER HELD AN ACADEMIC
46.7
44.1
36.2
98.6
ADMINISTRATIVE POST
37.2
402
27.5
33.3
HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED AN AWARD
FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
IS YOUR SPOUSE/PARTNER AN ACADEMIC 38.9
33.9
49.4
38.8
14.2
12.5
28.7
11.1
DO YOU COMMUTE A LONG DISTANCE
TO WORK
24.4
23.7
25.3
23.6
HAS ANY OF YOUR RESEARCH OR
WRmNG FOCUSED ON WOMEN
OR GENDER
HAS ANY OF YOUR RESEARCH OR
20.5
20.1
21.5
20.8
WRmNG FOCUSED ON
RACIALJETHNIC MINORmES
DO YOU HAVE DEPENDENT CHILDREN
55.5
54.5
62.5
62.5
ARE YOU A U.S. CITIZEN
94.4
94.7
88.7
97 2
HAVE YOU EVER INTERRUPTED YOUR
9.4
6.8
24.1
42
PROFESSIONAL CAREER FOR MORE
THAN ONE YEAR FOR HEALTH OR
FAMILY REASONS
HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED A
44.0 40.1
38.7
88.9
CAREER IN ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION
DO YOU PLAN ON WORKING BEYOND
33.7
31.9
40.0
36.1
AGE70

38.7
30.6
31.3
14.3
20.6

542
93.1
7.9

40.7
38.4

RECEIVED AT LEAST ONE FIRM
JOB OFFER
PARTICIPATED IN A FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
DEVELOPED A NEW COURSE
CONSIDERED EARLY RETIREMENT
CONSIDERED LEAVING ACADEME
FOR ANOTHER JOB

322

302

41.2

37.5

31.6

462

492

28.7

48.6

32.5

53.3
37.3
36.0

58.9
39.6
33.4

28.7
21.2
50.0

40.8
37.5
34.7

67.3
29.7
37.9

NUMBER OF PROFESSIONAL WRmNGS WHICH HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED OR
PUBLISHED WITHIN THE LAST TWO YEARS
NONE
1-2

3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

31.2
33.0
20.0
13.8
1.7
0.2

02

28.6
34.4
20.1
152
1.3

02
02

57.0
21.5
152
3.8
2.5
0.0
0.0

27.1
22.9
32.9
12.9
4.3
0.0
0.0

21.6
27.6
25.1
21.0
3.8
0.9
0.1

IN$TITUT10NAL PRIORmES: PERCENT INDICATING PERCEPTION OF AS
HIGHEST OR HIGH PRIORITY
TO PROMOTE THE INTELLECTUAL
DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENTS
TO HELP STUDENTS EXAMINE AND
UNDERSTAND PERSONAL VALUES
TO INCREASE THE REPRESENTATION
OF MINORmES IN THE FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATION

24.8

26.1

26.6

18.1

25.5

27.6

27.0

27.8

26.4

25.8

73.3

72.8

70.5

76.4

80.5

63.5
18.3

63.8
16.0

67.9
23.1

62.5
20.8

63.7
20.2

36.8

35.0

30.4

56.9

45.2

13.2

122

21.5

12.5

13.3

13.4

13.6

15.2

11.1

14.7

18.5

17.3

26.6

16.9

26.4

46.1

43.4

51.3

57.7

53.0

79.9

78.8

87.2

84.7

80.4

49.0

45.2

51.9

722

45.6

35.7
50.5
61.1
75.5

37.5
51.5
57.9
76.3

33.3
55.1
59.0
692

27.1
45.8
86.1
76.4

49.8
58.9
50.7
78.0

57.3

56.1

58.2

68.1

52.3

39.9

36.8

45.6

59.7

38.9

22.3

19.8

31.6

25.0

172

SOURCES OF STRESS DURING LAST TWO YEARS: PERCENT SELECTING
EXTENSIVE OR SOMEWHAT
MANAGING HOUSEHOLD RESPONSIBILITIES
CHILO CARE
CARE OF ELDERLY PARENT
MY PHYSICAL HEALTH
REVIEW/PROMOTION PROCESS
SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION INCLUDING
PREJUDICE, RACISM, & SEXISM
LONG-DISTANCE COMMUTING
COMMITTEE WORK
FACULTY MEETINGS
COLLEAGUES
STUDENTS
RESEARCH OR PUBLISHING DEMANDS
FUND-RAISING EXPECTATIONS
TEACHING LOAD
CHILDREN'S PROBLEMS
MARITAL FRICTION
TIME PRESSURES
LACK OF PERSONAL TIME

62.5
28.8
24.1
39.9
42.0
342

62.4
28.0
232
41.4
45.1
34.4

73.7
38.0
23.7
38.7
33.3
38.5

12.4
54.0
52.4
60.6
48.4
64.0
20.7
55.7
292
24.8
81.9
79.0

102
56.4
552
62.3
50.8
69.9
19.7
64.4
28.6
26.5
81.3
78.5

262
33.7
32.5
40.0
512
45.0
18.7
41.2
35.4
16.5
83.7
82.5

55.6
20.8
33.3
38.9
34.7
292

62.1
28.2
25.3
36.3
52.1
28.6

6.9
70.8
63.9
76.4
37.5
56.9
43.1
23.6
34.7
23.6
86.1
86.0

12.8
59.1
51.3
57.9
47.6
72.7
30.7
59.0
30.6
23.7
85.2
80.3

68.7

68.3

65.8

76.4

70.6

35.8

35.5

34.6

36.6

32-3

57.7

55.3

48.1

83.3

52.3

JOB SATISFACTION/WORKING CONDmONS: ASPECTS NOTED AS VERY
SATISFACTORY OR SATISFACTORY
SALARY AND FRINGE BENEFITS
OPPORTUNITY FOR SCHOLARLY PURSUITS
TEACHING LOAD
QUALITY OF STUDENTS
WORKING CONDmONS (HOURS.LOCATION)
AUTONOMY AND INDEPENDENCE
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER FACULTY
COMPETENCY OF COLLEAGUES
VISIBILITY FOR JOBS AT OTHER
INSTITUTIONS/ORGANIZATIONS
JOB SECURITY
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE ASSIGNMENTS
GRADUATE COURSE ASSIGNMENTS
RELATIONSHIPS WITH ADMINISTRATION
OVERALL JOB SATISFACTION

502
52.8
52.4
30.8
66.5
82.7
67.9
58.6
41.5

50.0
49.8
49.7
26.8
64.0
81.7
64.8
55.9
36.5

37.5
59.5
57.1
38.7
70.0
88.7
80.0
762
52.3

69.4
52.2
64.9
32-4
79.2
80.6
61.1
61.8

44.3
53.3
58.3
38.0
66.4
85.0
69.0
64.6
45.5

73.9
71.4
71.1
49.9
65.3

762

46.1
69.4
68.6
64.4
64.6

90.3
73.5
76.0
57.7
68.1

73.5
76.8
75.1
48.4
65.6

70.4
68.5
47.6
64.1

62.5

STATEMENTS ABOUT CURRENT INSTITUTION: PERCENT AGREBNG
STRONGLY OR SOMEWHAT
FACULTY HERE ARE INTERESTED IN
STUDENTS' PERSONAL PROBLEMS
MOST FACULTY ARE SENSITIVE TO THE
ISSUES OF MINORmES
THE CURRICULUM HERE HAS SUFFERED
FROM FACULTY OVERSPECIALIZATION
MANY STUDENTS FEEL LIKE THEY DO
NOT "FIT IN" ON THIS CAMPUS
FACULTY ARE COMMITTED TO THE
WELFARE OF THIS INSTITUTION
MANY COURSES INCLUDE MINORITY
GROUP PERSPECTIVES

TOTAL F-T
BGSU FAC

P-T ACAD PUB
FAC ADMINSFAC

STATEMENTS ABOUT CURRENT INSTITUTION, conL:

20.2

DURING THE LAST TWO YEARS, HAVE YOU:
41.8
33.1
13.4
8.4
2.4
0.6
0.3

P-T ACAD PUB
FAC ADMINSFAC

59.7

58.9

60.8

58.3

58.4

56.6

57.6

59.5

45.8

64.8

46.1

46.3

41.8

60.6

42.3

22.7

22.5

21.5

15.3

28.8

68.1

68.2

71.8

66.7

67.5

25.2

24.1

312

21.1

33.2

ADMINISTRATORS CONSIDER STUDENT
57.6
CONCERNS WHEN MAKING POLICY
63.1
FACULTY HERE ARE STRONGLY
INTERESTED IN THE ACADEMIC
PROBLEMS OF UNDERGRADUATES
THERE IS A LOT OF CAMPUS RACIAL
21.7
CONFLICT
54.4
STUDENTS HERE RESENT TAKING
COURSES OUTSIDE THEIR MAJOR
STUDENTS OF DIFFERENT RACIAL/ETHNIC 36.1
ORIGINS COMMUNICATE WELL WITH
EACH OTHER
CAMPUS ADMINISTRATORS CARE LITTLE
29.7
ABOUT WHAT HAPPENS TO STUDENTS
THERE IS LITTLE TRUST BETWEEN
39.5
MINORITY STUDENT GROUPS AND
CAMPUS ADMINISTRATORS
FACULTY HERE ARE POSITIVE ABOUT
65.7
THE GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
MANY COURSES INCLUDE FEMINIST
21.8
PERSPECTIVES
THERE ARE MANY OPPORTUNITIES FOR
32.5
FACULTY AND STUDENTS TO SOCIALIZE
WITH EACH OTHER
ADMINISTRATORS CONSIDER FACULTY
50.9
CONCERNS WHEN MAKING POLICY
19.8
FACULTY FEEL THAT MOST STUDENTS
ARE WELL-PREPARED ACADEMICALLY
60.5
STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF HAVE THE
SUPPORT AND RESPECT OF FACULTY
INSTITUTIONAL DEMANDS FOR DOING
42.4
RESEARCH INTERFERE WITH MY
EFFECTIVENESS AS A TEACHER
• BGSU PROVIDES ADEQUATE SUPPORT
80.3
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH
PROPOSALS AND GRANT SUBMISSIONS
71.6
* THERE ARE ADEQUATE RESOURCES
(COMPUTERS, LIBRARIES, FUNDS, ETC)
TO SUPPORT YOUR RESEARCH EFFORTS
54.9
* BGSU SHOULD CONTINUE TO EXPAND
THE NUMBER OF PH.D PROGRAMS IT
OFFERS
*FACULTY RESEARCH WHICH UTILIZES
39.7
NON-TRADITIONAL METHODS IS
ENCOURAGED
•UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AT BGSU 39.1
HAS BEEN ENHANCED BY THE RECENT
EMPHASIS ON GRADUATE EDUCATION
23.4
* THERE IS GENERAL AGREEMENT
AT BGSU ABOUT THE DEFINmON OF A
-WELL-EDUCATED" PERSON
*THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CORE
72.9
CURRICULUM OF 10-12 COURSES
FOR UNDERGRADUATE GENERAL
EDUCATION IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE

57.2

62.3

76.4

51.7

63.0

67.1

66.7

61.6

20.8

21.8

15.5

20.8

56.3

50.0

48.6

41.3

36.1

35.1

30.0

50.2

30.5

24.1

19.4

30.8

39.6

39.5

32.4

41.0

64.6

78.2

62.5

63.0

21.3

29.7

15.7

28.4

32.1

27.8

39.4

28.0

47.5

64.1

74.6

45.9

20.3

23.4

22.5

23.7

59.0

66.2

62.3

54.5

44.9

32.5

26.4

44.4

78.6

83.1

87.5

NIA

68.8

77.4

75.0

NIA

52.8

63.5

54.2

NIA

37.5

54.6

35.3

NIA

38.1

50.0

38.9

NIA

22.0

31.5

23.6

NIA

69.1

83.7

72.2

NIA

DESCRIPTION OF COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY: PERCENTAGE INDICATING
VERY DESCRIPTIVE
IT IS EASY FOR STUDENTS TO SEE
FACULTY OUTSIDE OF REGULAR
OFFICE HOURS
THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF CONFORMITY
AMONG THE STUDENTS
MOST OF THE STUDENTS ARE VERY
BRIGHT
THEADMINISTRATIONISOPENABOUT
ITS POLICIES
THERE IS KEEN COMPETmON AMONG
MOST OF THE STUDENTS FOR HIGH
GRADES
COURSE WORK IS MORE THEORETICAL
THAN PRACTICAL
FACULTYAREREWARDEDFORTHEIR
ADVISING SKILLS
STUDENTS HAVE LITTLE CONTACT WITH
EACH OTHER OUTSIDE OF CLASS
THEFACULTYARETVPICALLYATODDS
WITH THE CAMPUS ADMINISTRATION
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS ARE
OVEREMPHASIZED
THECLASSESAREUSUALLYINFORMAL
FACULTY HERE RESPECT EACH OTHER
MOST STUDENTS ARE TREATED LIKE
. "NUMBERS IN A BOOK9
SOCIALACTIVmESAREOVEREMPHASIZED
THERE IS LITTLE OR NO CONTACT
BETWEEN STUDENTS AND FACULTY
THESTUDENTBODYISAPATHETIC
AND HAS LITTLE SCHOOL SPIRIT
STUDENTS HERE DO NOT USUALLY
SOCIALIZE WITH ONE ANOTHER
FACULTY ARE REWARDED FOR BEING
GOOD TEACHERS
STUDENT SERVICES ARE WELL
SUPPORTED ON THIS CAMPUS
•FACULTY ARE REWARDED FOR BEING
GOOD RESEARCHERS

19.5

20.7

16.5

15.1

20.6

46.7

47.4

39.7

44.4

26.2

2.0

1.3

3.8

1.4

7.0

11.6

9.0

15.6

27.4

7.9

17.8

18.1

21.5

15.1

25.4

7.0

7.1

8.9

6.8

9.5

1.5

1.7

1.3

1.4

1.3

3.0

2.9

3.8

2.7

112

19.3

19.0

11.8

26.0

19.8

23.5

24.0

31.6

12.3

33.0

11.4
16.8
8.3

11.2
14.7
8.4

13.9
30.4
6.3

15.1
16.4
2.7

14.6
23.3
12.1

13.9
7.4

14.6
7.2

11.5
8.9

12.3
1.4

7.7
7.5

11.5

112

10.3

17.8

12.9

0.5

0.4

0.0

1.4

4.6

8.4

6.8

11.4

17.8

6.2

20.9

20.9

23.7

23.3

15.9

50.6

49.0

47.9

62.0

NIA

• Represents local option questions for which there was no public university figures.

11

10
TOTAL
BGSU

F-T
FAC

TOTAL
BGSU

P·T ACAD PUB
FAC ADlllNS FAC

GRADUATE COURSES:
FOUR
FIVE OR MORE

0.4
0.2

0.0
0.3

0.0
0.0

0.0
0.0

0.3

02

P·T ACAD PUB
FAC AOMINS FAC

TOTAL F·T
BGSU FAC

SCHOLARLY AND PUBLICATION ACTIYmES. conL:

INSTITUTIONAL PRIORmES, conL:

NUMBER OF DAYS DURING THE PAST (1988-89) ACADEMIC VEAR AWAY FROM
CAMPUS FOR PROFESSIONAL ACTIVITIES (MEETINGS, SPEECHES, CONSULT-

TO DEVELOP A SENSE OF COMMUNITY
AMONG STUDENTS AND FACULTY
TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP ABILITY
AMONG STUDENTS
TO CONDUCT BASIC AND APPLIED
RESEARCH
TO RAISE MONEY FOR THE INSTITUTION
TO DEVELOP LEADERSHIP ABILITY
AMONG THE FACULTY
TO INCREASE THE REPRESENTATION
OF WOMEN IN THE FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATION
TO FACILITATE STUDENT INVOLVEMENT
IN COMMUNITY SERVICE ACTIVITIES
TOHELPSTUDENTSLEARNHOWTOBRING
ABOUT CHANGE IN AMERICAN SOCIETY
TO HELP SOLVE MAJOR SOCIAL AND
ENVIRONMENTAL PROBLEMS
TO MAINTAIN A CAMPUS CLIMATE WHERE
DIFFERENCES OF OPINION CAN BE
AIRED OPENLY
TO INCREASE OR MAINTAIN NATIONAL
PRESTIGE
TO DEVELOP AMONG STUDENTS AND
FACULTY AN APPRECIATION FOR A
MULTl- CULTURAL SOCIETY
TO HIRE FACULTY STARS
TO ECONOMIZE AND CUT COSTS
TO RECRUIT MORE MINORITY STUDENTS
TO ENHANCE THE INSTITUTION'S
NATIONAL IMAGE
TO CREATE A POSITIVE UNDERGRADUATE EXPERIENCE
TO CREATE A DIVERSE MULTI-CULTURAL
ENVIRONMENT ON CAMPUS
TO ENHANCE THE OUT-OF-CLASS
EXPERIENCE OF STUDENTS

ING)

NONE
1-2
3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

POLITICAL ORIENTATION
FAR LEFT
LIBERAL
MODERATE
CONSERVATIVE
FAR RIGHT

F·T
FAC

3.7
41.7
41.1
13.0
0.5

2.6
43.6
39.7
12.8
1.3

4.3
41.7
39.7
14.0
0.2

6.5
42.1
37.9
13.1
0.3

0.0

352
54.9
8.5
1.4

11.7
12.1
172
32.9
20.7
4.5
0.9

27.3
182
14.3
23.4
10.4

10.7
12.4
192
33.3
19.8
3.8
0.9

5.8
4.3
72
39.1

10.1
9.0
17.7
33.8
19.0
7.9
2.6

362
72

52

o.o

1.3

HIGHEST LEVEL OF EDUCATION REACHED BY SPOUSE/PARTNER AND YOUR
PARENTS

EDUCATION GOALS FOR UNDERGRADUATE STUDENTS: PERCENT INDICATING ESSENTIAL OR VERY IMPORTANT

-

DEVELOP ABILITY TO THINK CLEARLY
INCREASE DESIRE AND ABILITY TO
UNDERTAKE SELF-DIRECTED LEARNING
PREPARE STUDENTS FOR EMPLOYMENT
AFTER COLLEGE
PREPARE STUDENTS FOR GRADUATE OR
ADVANCED EDUCATION
DEVELOP MORAL CHARACTER
PROVIDE FOR STUDENTS' EMOTIONAL
DEVELOPMENT
PREPARE STUDENTS FOR FAMILY LIVING
TEACH STUDENTS THE CLASSIC WORKS
OF WESTERN CIVILIZATION
HELP STUDENTS DEVELOP PERSONAL
VALUES
ENHANCE THE OUT-OF-CLASS
EXPERIENCE OF STUDENTS
ENHANCE STUDENTS'
SELF-UNDERSTANDING

SPOUSE/PARTNER'S EDUCATION:

99.4
91.3

99.4
90.7

98.7
92.4

100.0
93.1

99.3
92.4

55.7

55.8

55.7

51.4

55.4

46.8

46.4

41.2

48.6

48.8

48.4
36.2

46.7
32.4

55.0
46.2

47 2
36.1

47.0
29.7

15.6
35.8

14.3
35.4

20.0
40.0

13.9
34.7

11.1
33.0

60.7

58.5

65.8

65.3

54.9

42.0

38.4

55.7

43.1

35.3

64.8

63.2

67.1

68.1

60.2

PERSONAL AND PROFESSIONAL GOALS: PERCENT INDICATING ESSENTIAL
OR VERY IMPORTANT
ENGAGE IN RESEARCH
ENGAGE IN OUTSIDE ACTIVITIES
PROVIDE SERVICE TO THE COMMUNITY
PARTICIPATE IN COMMITTEE OR
ADMINISTRATIVE WORK
BE A GOOD COLLEAGUE
BE A GOOD TEACHER

68.6
49.8
33.0
23.7

71.1
48.7
31.7
21.9

58.7
61.2
43.7
28.7

70.8
43.1
33.3
55.6

78.6
48.7
35.8
23.0

77.4
95.9

77.8
96.8

79.7
100.0

84.7
94.4

75.9
97.6

8TH GRADE OR LESS
SOME HIGH SCHOOL
COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL
SOME COLLEGE
GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE
ATTENDED GRAD/PROF SCHOOL
ATTAINED ADVANCED DEGREE
DOES NOT APPLY

0.0
0.2
2.9
10.8
16.0
10.5
45.0
14.7

0.0

02
2.9
11.5
18.3
10.4
40.7
16.1

0.0
0.0
2.6
11.5
11.5
10.3
50.0
14.1

0.0
0.0
4.3
12.9
11.4
8.6
57.1
5.7

0.1
0.3
3.5
11.2
18.4
11.2
43.4
11.9

FATHER'S EDUCATION:
8TH GRADE OR LESS
SOME HIGH SCHOOL
COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL
SOME COLLEGE
GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE
ATTENDED GRAD/PROF SCHOOL
ATTAINED ADVANCED DEGREE

16.4
10.5
25.8
14.6
13.2
4.8
14.8

16.8
11.5
26.5
14.8
11.9
4.9
13.5

3.9
9.1
26.0
19.5
22.1
3.9
15.6

22.9
11.4
22.9
8.6
11.4
4.3
18.6

18.2
9.6
22.0
13.2
14.2
5.7
17.1

MOTHER'S EDUCATION:
8TH GRADE OR LESS
SOME HIGH SCHOOL
COMPLETED HIGH SCHOOL
SOME COLLEGE
GRADUATED FROM COLLEGE
ATTENDED GRAD/PROF SCHOOL
ATTAINED ADVANCED DEGREE

12.4
11.7
34.1
16.8
14.8
4.4
5.7

13.5
11.0
35.8
15.5
14.6
4.2
5.5

9.1
10.4
36.4
13.0
14.3
7.8
9.1

8.6
15.7
32.9
15.7
17.1
5.7
4.3

13.5
9.0
33.8
16.2
16.2
3.9
7.3

PERSONAL MISCELLANY: PERCENT REPORTING "YES"
SCHOLARLY AND PUBLICATION ACTIVmES
NUMBER OF ARTICLES PUBLISHED IN ACADEMIC/PROFESSIONAL JOURNALS
NONE
1-2
3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

17.8
17.0
10.3
20.5
17.3
13.3
3.B

16.0
16.8
10.4
22.6
17.5
12.6
4.1

42.5
20.0
7.5
3.7
15.0
112
0.0

42
8.5
8.5
19.7
29.6
26.8
2.8

10.7
12.3
11.4
192
182
182
10.0

NUMBER OF CHAPTERS PUBLISHED IN EDITED VOLUMES
NONE
1-2

3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

-,

56.6
24.7
102
7.3
12
0.0
0.0

56.B
25.8
9.7
6.7
1.1
0.0
0.0

72.5
12.5
10.0
5.0
0.0
0.0
0.0

35.2
282
21.1
12.7
2.8
0.0
0.0

46.5
24.1
14.1
10.4
3.5
12

02

NUMBER OF BOOKS, MANUALS, OR MONOGRAPHS WRITTEN OR EDITED
ALONE OR COLLABORATIVELY
NONE
1-2

3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

532
28.7
11.4
4.5
1.1
1.1

51.7
31.0
10.3
4.5
0.9
1.3

02

02

68.7
20.0
10.0
12
0.0
0.0
0.0

37.5
33.3
16.7
8.3
2.8
1.4
0.0

HAVE YOU EVER HELD AN ACADEMIC
46.7
44.1
36.2
98.6
ADMINISTRATIVE POST
37.2
402
27.5
33.3
HAVE YOU EVER RECEIVED AN AWARD
FOR OUTSTANDING TEACHING
IS YOUR SPOUSE/PARTNER AN ACADEMIC 38.9
33.9
49.4
38.8
14.2
12.5
28.7
11.1
DO YOU COMMUTE A LONG DISTANCE
TO WORK
24.4
23.7
25.3
23.6
HAS ANY OF YOUR RESEARCH OR
WRmNG FOCUSED ON WOMEN
OR GENDER
HAS ANY OF YOUR RESEARCH OR
20.5
20.1
21.5
20.8
WRmNG FOCUSED ON
RACIALJETHNIC MINORmES
DO YOU HAVE DEPENDENT CHILDREN
55.5
54.5
62.5
62.5
ARE YOU A U.S. CITIZEN
94.4
94.7
88.7
97 2
HAVE YOU EVER INTERRUPTED YOUR
9.4
6.8
24.1
42
PROFESSIONAL CAREER FOR MORE
THAN ONE YEAR FOR HEALTH OR
FAMILY REASONS
HAVE YOU EVER CONSIDERED A
44.0 40.1
38.7
88.9
CAREER IN ACADEMIC ADMINISTRATION
DO YOU PLAN ON WORKING BEYOND
33.7
31.9
40.0
36.1
AGE70

38.7
30.6
31.3
14.3
20.6

542
93.1
7.9

40.7
38.4

RECEIVED AT LEAST ONE FIRM
JOB OFFER
PARTICIPATED IN A FACULTY
DEVELOPMENT PROGRAM
DEVELOPED A NEW COURSE
CONSIDERED EARLY RETIREMENT
CONSIDERED LEAVING ACADEME
FOR ANOTHER JOB

322

302

41.2

37.5

31.6

462

492

28.7

48.6

32.5

53.3
37.3
36.0

58.9
39.6
33.4

28.7
21.2
50.0

40.8
37.5
34.7

67.3
29.7
37.9

NUMBER OF PROFESSIONAL WRmNGS WHICH HAVE BEEN ACCEPTED OR
PUBLISHED WITHIN THE LAST TWO YEARS
NONE
1-2

3-4
5-10
11-20
21-50
50+

31.2
33.0
20.0
13.8
1.7
0.2

02

28.6
34.4
20.1
152
1.3

02
02

57.0
21.5
152
3.8
2.5
0.0
0.0

27.1
22.9
32.9
12.9
4.3
0.0
0.0

21.6
27.6
25.1
21.0
3.8
0.9
0.1

IN$TITUT10NAL PRIORmES: PERCENT INDICATING PERCEPTION OF AS
HIGHEST OR HIGH PRIORITY
TO PROMOTE THE INTELLECTUAL
DEVELOPMENT OF STUDENTS
TO HELP STUDENTS EXAMINE AND
UNDERSTAND PERSONAL VALUES
TO INCREASE THE REPRESENTATION
OF MINORmES IN THE FACULTY AND
ADMINISTRATION

24.8

26.1

26.6

18.1

25.5

27.6

27.0

27.8

26.4

25.8

73.3

72.8

70.5

76.4

80.5

63.5
18.3

63.8
16.0

67.9
23.1

62.5
20.8

63.7
20.2

36.8

35.0

30.4

56.9

45.2

13.2

122

21.5

12.5

13.3

13.4

13.6

15.2

11.1

14.7

18.5

17.3

26.6

16.9

26.4

46.1

43.4

51.3

57.7

53.0

79.9

78.8

87.2

84.7

80.4

49.0

45.2

51.9

722

45.6

35.7
50.5
61.1
75.5

37.5
51.5
57.9
76.3

33.3
55.1
59.0
692

27.1
45.8
86.1
76.4

49.8
58.9
50.7
78.0

57.3

56.1

58.2

68.1

52.3

39.9

36.8

45.6

59.7

38.9

22.3

19.8

31.6

25.0

172

SOURCES OF STRESS DURING LAST TWO YEARS: PERCENT SELECTING
EXTENSIVE OR SOMEWHAT
MANAGING HOUSEHOLD RESPONSIBILITIES
CHILO CARE
CARE OF ELDERLY PARENT
MY PHYSICAL HEALTH
REVIEW/PROMOTION PROCESS
SUBTLE DISCRIMINATION INCLUDING
PREJUDICE, RACISM, & SEXISM
LONG-DISTANCE COMMUTING
COMMITTEE WORK
FACULTY MEETINGS
COLLEAGUES
STUDENTS
RESEARCH OR PUBLISHING DEMANDS
FUND-RAISING EXPECTATIONS
TEACHING LOAD
CHILDREN'S PROBLEMS
MARITAL FRICTION
TIME PRESSURES
LACK OF PERSONAL TIME

62.5
28.8
24.1
39.9
42.0
342

62.4
28.0
232
41.4
45.1
34.4

73.7
38.0
23.7
38.7
33.3
38.5

12.4
54.0
52.4
60.6
48.4
64.0
20.7
55.7
292
24.8
81.9
79.0

102
56.4
552
62.3
50.8
69.9
19.7
64.4
28.6
26.5
81.3
78.5

262
33.7
32.5
40.0
512
45.0
18.7
41.2
35.4
16.5
83.7
82.5

55.6
20.8
33.3
38.9
34.7
292

62.1
28.2
25.3
36.3
52.1
28.6

6.9
70.8
63.9
76.4
37.5
56.9
43.1
23.6
34.7
23.6
86.1
86.0

12.8
59.1
51.3
57.9
47.6
72.7
30.7
59.0
30.6
23.7
85.2
80.3

68.7

68.3

65.8

76.4

70.6

35.8

35.5

34.6

36.6

32-3

57.7

55.3

48.1

83.3

52.3

JOB SATISFACTION/WORKING CONDmONS: ASPECTS NOTED AS VERY
SATISFACTORY OR SATISFACTORY
SALARY AND FRINGE BENEFITS
OPPORTUNITY FOR SCHOLARLY PURSUITS
TEACHING LOAD
QUALITY OF STUDENTS
WORKING CONDmONS (HOURS.LOCATION)
AUTONOMY AND INDEPENDENCE
RELATIONSHIPS WITH OTHER FACULTY
COMPETENCY OF COLLEAGUES
VISIBILITY FOR JOBS AT OTHER
INSTITUTIONS/ORGANIZATIONS
JOB SECURITY
UNDERGRADUATE COURSE ASSIGNMENTS
GRADUATE COURSE ASSIGNMENTS
RELATIONSHIPS WITH ADMINISTRATION
OVERALL JOB SATISFACTION

502
52.8
52.4
30.8
66.5
82.7
67.9
58.6
41.5

50.0
49.8
49.7
26.8
64.0
81.7
64.8
55.9
36.5

37.5
59.5
57.1
38.7
70.0
88.7
80.0
762
52.3

69.4
52.2
64.9
32-4
79.2
80.6
61.1
61.8

44.3
53.3
58.3
38.0
66.4
85.0
69.0
64.6
45.5

73.9
71.4
71.1
49.9
65.3

762

46.1
69.4
68.6
64.4
64.6

90.3
73.5
76.0
57.7
68.1

73.5
76.8
75.1
48.4
65.6

70.4
68.5
47.6
64.1

62.5

STATEMENTS ABOUT CURRENT INSTITUTION: PERCENT AGREBNG
STRONGLY OR SOMEWHAT
FACULTY HERE ARE INTERESTED IN
STUDENTS' PERSONAL PROBLEMS
MOST FACULTY ARE SENSITIVE TO THE
ISSUES OF MINORmES
THE CURRICULUM HERE HAS SUFFERED
FROM FACULTY OVERSPECIALIZATION
MANY STUDENTS FEEL LIKE THEY DO
NOT "FIT IN" ON THIS CAMPUS
FACULTY ARE COMMITTED TO THE
WELFARE OF THIS INSTITUTION
MANY COURSES INCLUDE MINORITY
GROUP PERSPECTIVES

TOTAL F-T
BGSU FAC

P-T ACAD PUB
FAC ADMINSFAC

STATEMENTS ABOUT CURRENT INSTITUTION, conL:

20.2

DURING THE LAST TWO YEARS, HAVE YOU:
41.8
33.1
13.4
8.4
2.4
0.6
0.3

P-T ACAD PUB
FAC ADMINSFAC

59.7

58.9

60.8

58.3

58.4

56.6

57.6

59.5

45.8

64.8

46.1

46.3

41.8

60.6

42.3

22.7

22.5

21.5

15.3

28.8

68.1

68.2

71.8

66.7

67.5

25.2

24.1

312

21.1

33.2

ADMINISTRATORS CONSIDER STUDENT
57.6
CONCERNS WHEN MAKING POLICY
63.1
FACULTY HERE ARE STRONGLY
INTERESTED IN THE ACADEMIC
PROBLEMS OF UNDERGRADUATES
THERE IS A LOT OF CAMPUS RACIAL
21.7
CONFLICT
54.4
STUDENTS HERE RESENT TAKING
COURSES OUTSIDE THEIR MAJOR
STUDENTS OF DIFFERENT RACIAL/ETHNIC 36.1
ORIGINS COMMUNICATE WELL WITH
EACH OTHER
CAMPUS ADMINISTRATORS CARE LITTLE
29.7
ABOUT WHAT HAPPENS TO STUDENTS
THERE IS LITTLE TRUST BETWEEN
39.5
MINORITY STUDENT GROUPS AND
CAMPUS ADMINISTRATORS
FACULTY HERE ARE POSITIVE ABOUT
65.7
THE GENERAL EDUCATION PROGRAM
MANY COURSES INCLUDE FEMINIST
21.8
PERSPECTIVES
THERE ARE MANY OPPORTUNITIES FOR
32.5
FACULTY AND STUDENTS TO SOCIALIZE
WITH EACH OTHER
ADMINISTRATORS CONSIDER FACULTY
50.9
CONCERNS WHEN MAKING POLICY
19.8
FACULTY FEEL THAT MOST STUDENTS
ARE WELL-PREPARED ACADEMICALLY
60.5
STUDENT AFFAIRS STAFF HAVE THE
SUPPORT AND RESPECT OF FACULTY
INSTITUTIONAL DEMANDS FOR DOING
42.4
RESEARCH INTERFERE WITH MY
EFFECTIVENESS AS A TEACHER
• BGSU PROVIDES ADEQUATE SUPPORT
80.3
FOR THE DEVELOPMENT OF RESEARCH
PROPOSALS AND GRANT SUBMISSIONS
71.6
* THERE ARE ADEQUATE RESOURCES
(COMPUTERS, LIBRARIES, FUNDS, ETC)
TO SUPPORT YOUR RESEARCH EFFORTS
54.9
* BGSU SHOULD CONTINUE TO EXPAND
THE NUMBER OF PH.D PROGRAMS IT
OFFERS
*FACULTY RESEARCH WHICH UTILIZES
39.7
NON-TRADITIONAL METHODS IS
ENCOURAGED
•UNDERGRADUATE EDUCATION AT BGSU 39.1
HAS BEEN ENHANCED BY THE RECENT
EMPHASIS ON GRADUATE EDUCATION
23.4
* THERE IS GENERAL AGREEMENT
AT BGSU ABOUT THE DEFINmON OF A
-WELL-EDUCATED" PERSON
*THE DEVELOPMENT OF A CORE
72.9
CURRICULUM OF 10-12 COURSES
FOR UNDERGRADUATE GENERAL
EDUCATION IS HIGHLY DESIRABLE

57.2

62.3

76.4

51.7

63.0

67.1

66.7

61.6

20.8

21.8

15.5

20.8

56.3

50.0

48.6

41.3

36.1

35.1

30.0

50.2

30.5

24.1

19.4

30.8

39.6

39.5

32.4

41.0

64.6

78.2

62.5

63.0

21.3

29.7

15.7

28.4

32.1

27.8

39.4

28.0

47.5

64.1

74.6

45.9

20.3

23.4

22.5

23.7

59.0

66.2

62.3

54.5

44.9

32.5

26.4

44.4

78.6

83.1

87.5

NIA

68.8

77.4

75.0

NIA

52.8

63.5

54.2

NIA

37.5

54.6

35.3

NIA

38.1

50.0

38.9

NIA

22.0

31.5

23.6

NIA

69.1

83.7

72.2

NIA

DESCRIPTION OF COLLEGE OR UNIVERSITY: PERCENTAGE INDICATING
VERY DESCRIPTIVE
IT IS EASY FOR STUDENTS TO SEE
FACULTY OUTSIDE OF REGULAR
OFFICE HOURS
THERE IS A GREAT DEAL OF CONFORMITY
AMONG THE STUDENTS
MOST OF THE STUDENTS ARE VERY
BRIGHT
THEADMINISTRATIONISOPENABOUT
ITS POLICIES
THERE IS KEEN COMPETmON AMONG
MOST OF THE STUDENTS FOR HIGH
GRADES
COURSE WORK IS MORE THEORETICAL
THAN PRACTICAL
FACULTYAREREWARDEDFORTHEIR
ADVISING SKILLS
STUDENTS HAVE LITTLE CONTACT WITH
EACH OTHER OUTSIDE OF CLASS
THEFACULTYARETVPICALLYATODDS
WITH THE CAMPUS ADMINISTRATION
INTERCOLLEGIATE SPORTS ARE
OVEREMPHASIZED
THECLASSESAREUSUALLYINFORMAL
FACULTY HERE RESPECT EACH OTHER
MOST STUDENTS ARE TREATED LIKE
. "NUMBERS IN A BOOK9
SOCIALACTIVmESAREOVEREMPHASIZED
THERE IS LITTLE OR NO CONTACT
BETWEEN STUDENTS AND FACULTY
THESTUDENTBODYISAPATHETIC
AND HAS LITTLE SCHOOL SPIRIT
STUDENTS HERE DO NOT USUALLY
SOCIALIZE WITH ONE ANOTHER
FACULTY ARE REWARDED FOR BEING
GOOD TEACHERS
STUDENT SERVICES ARE WELL
SUPPORTED ON THIS CAMPUS
•FACULTY ARE REWARDED FOR BEING
GOOD RESEARCHERS

19.5

20.7

16.5

15.1

20.6

46.7

47.4

39.7

44.4

26.2

2.0

1.3

3.8

1.4

7.0

11.6

9.0

15.6

27.4

7.9

17.8

18.1

21.5

15.1

25.4

7.0

7.1

8.9

6.8

9.5

1.5

1.7

1.3

1.4

1.3

3.0

2.9

3.8

2.7

112

19.3

19.0

11.8

26.0

19.8

23.5

24.0

31.6

12.3

33.0

11.4
16.8
8.3

11.2
14.7
8.4

13.9
30.4
6.3

15.1
16.4
2.7

14.6
23.3
12.1

13.9
7.4

14.6
7.2

11.5
8.9

12.3
1.4

7.7
7.5

11.5

112

10.3

17.8

12.9

0.5

0.4

0.0

1.4

4.6

8.4

6.8

11.4

17.8

6.2

20.9

20.9

23.7

23.3

15.9

50.6

49.0

47.9

62.0

NIA

• Represents local option questions for which there was no public university figures.
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TOTAL F-T
BGSU FAC

34.5

34.9

342

33.9

27.3

39.5
35.9

37.8
35.3

47.3
44.0

45.9
31.7

42.6
35.3

EXAMS
MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUIZZES
SHORT-ANSWER QUIZZES
WEEKLY ESSAY ASSIGNMENTS
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS
TERM/RESEARCH PAPERS
STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF EACH OTHER
GRADING ON A CURVE
COMPETENCY-BASED GRADING
STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF TEACHING

12.0
212
12.7
31.3
36.7
16.0
25.5
45.4
89.9

11.6
21.1
11.6
30.0
34.8
14.4
26.1
45.5
90.5

15.3
29.3
26.0
33.8
47.3
28.4
14.9
50.7

882

11.5
14.8
11.7
37.7
41.0
14.8

262
33.3
88.3

10.0
19.0
12.0
24.8
35.6
10.1
292
53.0
91.2

UNDERGRADUATE INSTRUCTION METHODS: PERCENT USING IN ALL OR
MOST COURSES
CLASS DISCUSSIONS
COMPUTER/MACHINE-AIDED INSTRUCTION
COOPERATIVE LEARNING (SMALL GROUPS)
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING/FIELD STUDIES
GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS
GROUP PROJECTS
INDEPENDENT PROJECTS
EXTENSIVE LECTURING
MULTIPLE DRAFTS OF WRITTEN WORK
READINGS ON RACIALJETHNIC ISSUES
READINGS ON WOMEN/GENDER ISSUES
STUDENT-DEVELOPED ACTIVITIES
STUDENT-SELECTED TOPICS FOR COURSE
CONTENT

712
14.4
31.1
23.1
10.8
2.4

202
42.9
50.4
16.4
13.4
11.3
17.2
9. 1

69.2
14.5
30.1
22.7
10.7
2.8
19.6
40.6
50.9
15.0
13.4
10.4
15.8
8.5

82.1
18.4
40.8
29.3

92
1.3
25.0
55.8
43.6
29.3
14.7
16.0
26.3
13.5

n.4
18.0
27.4
16.1
11.3
4.8
16.1
48.4
50.0
9.7
6.5
4.8
17.7
3.3

65.9
11.4
23.5
18.4
17.8
2.6
15.6
34.5
61.3
11.3
10.9
10.3
12.3
8.1

SOCIAUPOLITICAL VIEWS: PERCENT AGREBNG STRONGLY OR SOMEWHAT
THE DEATH PENALTY SHOULD BE
ABOLISHED
A NATIONAL HEALTH CARE PLAN IS
NEEDED TO COVER EVERYBODY'S
MEDICAL COSTS

P-T ACAD PUB
FACADlllNSFAC

soaALIPOUTICAL VIEWS, cont.:

UNDERGRADUATE EVALUATION METHODS: PERCENT USING IN ALL OR
MOST COURSES
MULTIPLE-CHOICE MID-TERM/FINAL
EXAMS
ESSAY MID-TERM/FINAL EXAMS
SHORT-ANSWER MID-TERM/FINAL

TOTAL F-T
BGSU FAC

P·T ACAD PUB
FACADMINSFAC

47.7

45.1

53.7

52.8

48.6

79.6

n.3

83.7

83.3

81.7

ABORTION SHOULD BE LEGALIZED
GRADING IN COLLEGE HAS BECOME
TOO EASY
WEALTHY PEOPLE SHOULD PAY A
LARGER SHARE OF TAXES THAN
THEY DO NOW
COLLEGE OFFICIALS HAVE THE RIGHT
TO BAN PERSONS WITH EXTREME
VIEWS FROM SPEAKING ON CAMPUS
THE CHIEF BENEFIT OF A COLLEGE
EDUCATION IS THAT IT INCREASES
ONE'S EARNING POWER
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION IS NO
LONGER A PROBLEM IN AMERICA
COLLEGES SHOULD BE ACTIVELY
INVOLVED IN SOLVING SOCIAL
PROBLEMS
FACULTY UNIONIZATION HAS ENHANCED
THE TEACHING/LEARNING PROCESS
TENURE IS AN OUTMODED CONCEPT

81.0
80.7

82.3
82.0

n2

73.7

81.9
83.1

83.5
78.1

81.1

81.1

80.0

83.3

84.2

-

-

·- ..

- - - .................... - .. - - .... -

1990 Campaign Fact Quiz
Do you know how United Way serves Wood County residents? He<e's a quiz to
test your knowledge. H you answer three questions correctly, consider yourself
"reasonably .well informed.":.U you answer four correctly, you are 'Jlf!IY well
informed. If.You answer all five correctly, you should become a campaign chair!
(The answers are listed below)
1. How many BGSU employees are helped annually by programs funded by

10.7

10.4

11.2

11.1

12.6

the United Way?
a) 10-20

b) 20·50

c) 50-100

d) 100-200

19.8

19.9

17.5

21.1

20.2

4.6

4.7

8.7

1.4

6.8

n.9

75.9

82.5

80.6

74.8

b) Wood County residents use§ money than they .
contribute to the United Way.

20.9

19.6

33.3

8.3

28.0

39.1

37.2

47.5

45.8

35.9

c) Wood County residents
they give.

2. Which of the following statements is~?
a) Wood County residents
contribute.

use ~ United Way dollars than they

use virtually itm ~amount as

3. For each dollar contributed to the United Way, how many cents go directly
to agencies and services?
PERSONAL VALUES: PERCENT REPORTED AS ESSENTIAL OR VERY IMPOR-

TANT
BECOMING AN AUTHORITY IN MY FIELD
INFLUENCING THE POLITICAL STRUCTURE
INFLUENCING SOCIAL VALUES
RAISING A FAMILY
HAVING ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE WORK OF OTHERS
BEING VERY WELL-OFF FINANCIALLY
HELPING OTHERS WHO ARE IN DIFFICULTY
BECOMING INVOLVED IN PROGRAMS
TO CLEAN UP THE ENVIRONMENT
DEVELOPING A MEANINGFUL
PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE
HELPING TO PROMOTE RACIAL
UNDERSTANDING
OBTAINING RECOGNITION FROM MY
COLLEAGUES FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
TO MY SPECIAL FIELD

a) 50 cents b) 76 cents c) 85 cents d) 98 cents

4. Approximately what percent of Wood County's population is served by
United Way doftars?

76.2
20.0

69.4
23.6
50.0
84.9
62.5

73.9
19.7
42.1
73.2
11.5

35.7
63.1
42.6

28.7
722
47.5

41.7
73.6
40.3

36.1
62.4
40.9

75.8

74.4

n.5

81.9

n.8

Answers:

60.4

57.6

62.5

68.1

58.1

1. c) In a typical year, the United Way will help approximately 70 ~of BGSU.

56.4

57.8

36.2

56.9

65.0

2. a) In recent years, Wood County residents have received .Dl!B United W;q service
dollars than they have contributed. Donations by Wood County residents are needed to
support Wood County service$.

57.5
21.2

68.6
18.6
43.0
72.9
15.2

70.5
17.9
40.9
71.3
9.7

462

36.4
66.2
43.7

a) less than 10 per cent b) 10-25 percent
c) 25-50 percent
d) more than 50 percent

5. Who detennines the distribution of United Way funds?
a) United Way employees b) The federal government
c) local volunteers
d) National volunteers

3. d) 98 cents of each dolar donaled to the United Way goes direc::rly to agencies and
services.. The administrative costs of lhe Greater Toledo United Way are w ldelwi itten
through a separate ei ldawmenL

4. d) More than so pen:ent of residetits in a typical community are served by !he
dollaliol IS made to the United Way. In 1989, 62 percent of the Greater Toledo area was
served by !he Uni!ed W;q.

5. c) Approximately 180 local volunteers, knowledgeable about their commurity, meet to
determine how United W;q funds are alkrated

Children's literature workshop set Oct. 27

Appendix:
Institutional Participants - Public Universities
Institution
Bowling Green State University
Indiana University at Bloomington
Montana State University
Ohio State University
Oklahoma State University
Oregon State University
Texas Woman's University
University of Akron
University of Arizona
University of Hawaii at Manoa
University of Idaho
University of Louisville
University of Minnesota at Duluth
University of Mississippi
University of Missouri at Kansas City
University of New Mexico
University of Tennessee
University of Toledo
University of Utah

--

Carnegie Classlflcatlon
Doctoral I
Research I
Doctoral II
Research I
Research II
Research I
Doctoral I
Doctoral.I
Research I
Research I
Doctoral II
Doctoral I
Comprehensive I
Doctoral I
Doctoral I
Research I
Research I
Doctoral I
Research I

Institution
North Dakota State
Northern Illinois University
University of Alabama at Hunstville
University of Delaware
University of Massachusetts at Boston
University of W1SCOnsin at Milwaukee
Virginia Tech
Iowa State University
Rutgers University at New Brunswick
SUNY at Binghamton
SUNY at Buffalo
UC-Berkeley
UCLA
University of California-Davis
University of Cafdomia-lrvine
University of Caflfomia-Riverside
University of Cafdomia-santa Cruz
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Carnegie Classification
Doctoral II
Doctoral I
Comprehensive I
Research II
Comprehensive I
Doctoral I
Research I
Research II
Research I
Doctoral I
Research II
Research I
Research I
Research I
Research I
Doctoral I
Doctoral I
Research II
Research I

A workshop entitled "Diversity in
Children's literature" is being planned for
Saturday (Oct. 27). The continuing education sponsored program will take place
from 9 am.-4 p.m. in the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre in University Hall.
Workshops will focus on topics such as
using picture books in the classroom to
teach art; war and peace in books for children; from print to film; extending literature through activities; and new books for
children.

Participating in the workshop will be Ed
Young, illustrator and winner of the 1990
Caldecott Award, and Pam Pollack, senior
editor at Simon and Schuster Books for
Young Readers.
At 2:30 p.m. that day, children's opera of
"Fair Means or Four and "Chicken Little·
will be presented. The productions are
directed by Barbara Lockard-Zimmerman,
musical arts.
For more information, contact Joyce
Kepke, continuing education, at 372-8181.

~cstudies_trom~_1he_tront~~~~~~~~~~~~~
an academic center and the first to serve
panel by Dr. Stephen Sumida, professor
as associate vice president for academic
of English and comparative literature at
affairs.
A graduate of Oberlin College at age 18,
Sudarkasa has received numerous
grants, fellowships and awards in addition
to five honorary degrees.
·or. Sudarkasa was selected to give the
keynote address because of her accomplishments and the relevance of her
background to the ethnic studies department,· Dr. Wm Stone, associate dean and
director of graduate admissions and
associate professor of ethnic studies,
said. "She has been cited as one of the
five leading women charting the course of
historically black universities.·
The opening panel session at 9:30 a.m.
on Nov. 8 features "The History and
Evolution of Ethnic Stu<fies. • It will be
moderated by Dr. Joseph Scott, professor
of ethnic studies at the University of
Washington in Seattle. Panelists include
Dr. Maulana Karenga, chair of the black
studies department at California State
University; Dr. Darlene Clark Hine,
Hannah Professor of History at Michigan
State University, and Dr. Cartos Munoz
Jr., professor of ethnic studies at the
University of California at Berkeley.
Thursday's 2 p.m. panel is titled
"Broadening of the Intellectual Landscape:

the University of Michigan; Dr. Tiffany
Patterson, professor of history at Spelman
College, and Dr. Epifania San Juan,
professor of English and comparative literature at the University of Connecticut at

Storrs.

Individuals interested in pursuing a
career in the field of ethnic studies may be
interested in the 9:30 am. Friday (Nov. 9)
session on "Ethnic Studies: The Graduates." Dr. Alice Tait, associate professor
of joumafism at Central Michigan University will moderate the panel, which will
include several graduates of the University.
The fourth and final <ftSCl ISSion, at 2
p.m., is entitled "Ethnic Stucfies: Poficy Implications for the 21st Century" and will be
moderated by the Verta Mae Grosvenor,
host of National Public Radio's awardwinning weekly documentary series "Horizons." The panelists will include Susan
Harjo, president and director of The
Morning Star Foundation and the author
of more than 300 pieces of legislation advocating Native American rights; Robert
Newby, associate professor of sociology
at Central Michigan University, and Dr.
Lionel Maldonado, professor of ethnic
stu<fies at California State University in
San Maroos. . - .
. - . The ChaDengeforChange." Dr. ·Joann M.
Kealib oliomoku, pmfessuc of anthropol- · · · Fol' more il lfonnatiol1, contact the ethnic
ogy at Northern Arizcina University, will be studies department at 372-2796. -Amy
the moderator. She will be joined on the
Cole
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Applications solicited for China exchange
Applications currently are being solicited
for the University's faculty exchange
program with the Xi'an Foreign Lan·
guages University in China.
During the past eight years of the
program's existence. 19 representatives
of the University, both faculty and
graduate students. have spent an
academic year teaching and experiencing
Chinese culture first hand. Most recentiy
Dr. Thomas Wymer. English. and Dr.
David Roller, history, have returned from
their 1989·90 experience speaking
enthusiastically of their life and work in
Xi'an.
A formal application for the exchange
requires only a brief letter and vita. They
should be sent. no later than Nov. 15 to
Dr. Lester E. Barber, president's office.
coordinator of the program. General
expressions of interest and questions also
are welcome. For more information,
contact Barber at 372-2214.
Ordinarily, the exchange requires a
commitment for one whole academic
year. Under special circumstances,
however, one of the two or three positions
available each year may be filled by two
one-semester appointments instead of by
a single full year appointment. The onesemester arrangements are intended for
tenured and probationary faculty candidates.
Barber said that while members of some
departments are more likely than others to
be attracted by what is primarily a
teaching exchange with a language
university in the People's Republic of
China, all teachers who have flexibility of
interest and skill, particularly those who
have a generalist concern for American
thought and culture, could be appropriate
candidates for the exchange.
Xi'an officials have incficated specific

interest in several disciplines besides
English. Those subjects include comparative education, human geography.
American culture studies, popular culture.
history of the United States, education ..
psychology. ptblic speaking, libfary
science. instructional media and management.

Chinese films shown
A mini-series of three Chinese feature·
length films win be shown tnis semester at
the Gish Film Theater. It has been arranged through the special assistance of
Wu Xue wei, instructor of Chinese in the
German, Russian and East Asian
Languages department.
All of the films, which are in Chinese
with English subtitles. will be shown at
7:30 p.m.
· The series will begin Oct. 29 with the
film, "A Good Woman." It is a recent
award-winning color film from the Beijing
Film Studio on the position of women in
Chinese culture. It is about an 18-year old
girl who is married to a six-year old boy in
a common practice that brings labor
power into the husband's family.

On Nov. 12, "Black Cannon Incident" will
be shown. Set in contemporary China, the
film captures the life of the main character, a man who unexpectedly becomes a
target for the state and the police.
"On the Hunting Ground" will conclude
the series on Nov. 26. Set on the grasslands of Inner Mongolia (the province
directly north of Shaanxi, where Xran is
located), the color film explores the
importance of honesty and friendship in
the relationships among the hunters and
herdsmen of Ghengis Khan's old kingdom.

Minority recruitment.__trom_the_tront
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Peer relationships are very important in
recruit them, but he said it is worth it
both recruiting and retaining minorities.
"You're going to find that it is going to be
There are many subtle ways of asking
more difficult to recruit minorities below
people to leave an institution or telling
the age of 35, especially if they are
them they aren't wanted just through the
second generation college graduates,"
ways peers interact with them. Moore said Moore said. "This age group isn't taking
if a minority does not feel he or she can
the crap tolerated by former generations.
be a part of the institution's informal netIf things don't happen for them, they move
work, that person will not want to work
on. It used to be when a minority was
there.
offered a salary, he'd simply say 'thankHe offered four short range methods of
you.' Now when you do that with the
minority reauitment Thn:iugh an adoption
younger generation, they ask what more
program, he suggested University
can you offer?
"If America doesn't recognize the talent
departments adopt a high school or
college student to work as an intern in
of all of its people, we'll be a third world
their office. "An intern coming into your
country in 30 years," Moore said. "Everyt
ime a minority child ends up in high
office is worth about $25,000 in advertising, because when he goes back to his
school and can't read or ends up going to
jail, we are hurting ourselves.·
community to tell them how much he likes
Bowling Green State University, the word
As part of the recruitment process,
is going to get around; Moore said.
hiring supervisors have to realize that
Also under this program, a department
people can be retrained to the work environment. Moore said if the minority
could offer summer jobs to minority
students, or it could offer a permanent
candidate has the degree and qualificaposition in the office when the intern
tions a department is looking for, then he
graduates from the University. "It's a
or she can be trained to adapt to the job.
golden opportunity and a pertect pool to
"Sometimes we've made up our minds
draw from; he said. "You've had the
three minutes into the interview if we are
going to hire the person or not,• Moore
chance to see that person develop during
the previous years and you've been able
said. "It is hard to overcome the bias.
to teach him or her the skills necessary for Maybe the person didn't dress just right or
the job. You11 probably have a better
said a word wrong. We have to close our
chance at retaining that person in the
minds to our biases and look at the qual"diposition, too:
cations because these other things can be
overcome through training.·
Under the "back.door program; Moore
He suggests the University adopt the
suggests recruitment methods such as
following minority recruitment program:
developing a speakers bureau of minori-Develop a clear statement of goals
ties, developing a computerized database,
and plans;
using individuals or organizations on
-Designate one individual to coordinate
campus who influence students, and
minority recruitment; and
assisting in the development of influence.
Wrth the "high visibility program; efforts
-Require an annual review of the
minority recruitment program.
include better use of miliority news media;
He also emphasized that departments
a networking with minority community
have to develop pre-recruitment strateleaders; hiring supervisors with a clear
gies. Do not wait until a job opens up to
vision of the institution's needs; promoting
begin looking for minority candidates. He
a positive image in the minds of minorisaid the hiring supervisor should establish
ties; using a marketing program that
keeps the University's name ir. the minds
a database of people at other institutions
of minorities; and generating a clear vision who have the necessary skills. He also
and its opportunities and needs as often
suggested offering tours of the department's facilities or advertising themselves
as possible to as many as pos51ble.
One of the most important aspects of re- in some way. When minorities are on
cruiting is image building. "You have to be
campus for other reasons. they should be
able to tell the individual coming in that
given tours and shown the University's
assets.
you really want him. Minorities have to be
convinced you have something to offer
"look down the road and start the
process. Be ready for it when it happens
them; he said. "But the image must be
because if you don't, it will be too late,"
consistent with reality. Avoid mixed
messages or lhat will.destroy )'DUI: entire
. Moore said. "Get same reswnes on hand
effort..
and be ready~ move on them when a jotL
He said it may be necessary to pay
opens ~- These are the things lhat wit
make the difference."
larger salaries to minorities in order to
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TOTAL F-T
BGSU FAC

34.5

34.9

342

33.9

27.3

39.5
35.9

37.8
35.3

47.3
44.0

45.9
31.7

42.6
35.3

EXAMS
MULTIPLE-CHOICE QUIZZES
SHORT-ANSWER QUIZZES
WEEKLY ESSAY ASSIGNMENTS
STUDENT PRESENTATIONS
TERM/RESEARCH PAPERS
STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF EACH OTHER
GRADING ON A CURVE
COMPETENCY-BASED GRADING
STUDENT EVALUATIONS OF TEACHING

12.0
212
12.7
31.3
36.7
16.0
25.5
45.4
89.9

11.6
21.1
11.6
30.0
34.8
14.4
26.1
45.5
90.5

15.3
29.3
26.0
33.8
47.3
28.4
14.9
50.7

882

11.5
14.8
11.7
37.7
41.0
14.8

262
33.3
88.3

10.0
19.0
12.0
24.8
35.6
10.1
292
53.0
91.2

UNDERGRADUATE INSTRUCTION METHODS: PERCENT USING IN ALL OR
MOST COURSES
CLASS DISCUSSIONS
COMPUTER/MACHINE-AIDED INSTRUCTION
COOPERATIVE LEARNING (SMALL GROUPS)
EXPERIENTIAL LEARNING/FIELD STUDIES
GRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS
UNDERGRADUATE TEACHING ASSISTANTS
GROUP PROJECTS
INDEPENDENT PROJECTS
EXTENSIVE LECTURING
MULTIPLE DRAFTS OF WRITTEN WORK
READINGS ON RACIALJETHNIC ISSUES
READINGS ON WOMEN/GENDER ISSUES
STUDENT-DEVELOPED ACTIVITIES
STUDENT-SELECTED TOPICS FOR COURSE
CONTENT

712
14.4
31.1
23.1
10.8
2.4

202
42.9
50.4
16.4
13.4
11.3
17.2
9. 1

69.2
14.5
30.1
22.7
10.7
2.8
19.6
40.6
50.9
15.0
13.4
10.4
15.8
8.5

82.1
18.4
40.8
29.3

92
1.3
25.0
55.8
43.6
29.3
14.7
16.0
26.3
13.5

n.4
18.0
27.4
16.1
11.3
4.8
16.1
48.4
50.0
9.7
6.5
4.8
17.7
3.3

65.9
11.4
23.5
18.4
17.8
2.6
15.6
34.5
61.3
11.3
10.9
10.3
12.3
8.1

SOCIAUPOLITICAL VIEWS: PERCENT AGREBNG STRONGLY OR SOMEWHAT
THE DEATH PENALTY SHOULD BE
ABOLISHED
A NATIONAL HEALTH CARE PLAN IS
NEEDED TO COVER EVERYBODY'S
MEDICAL COSTS

P-T ACAD PUB
FACADlllNSFAC

soaALIPOUTICAL VIEWS, cont.:

UNDERGRADUATE EVALUATION METHODS: PERCENT USING IN ALL OR
MOST COURSES
MULTIPLE-CHOICE MID-TERM/FINAL
EXAMS
ESSAY MID-TERM/FINAL EXAMS
SHORT-ANSWER MID-TERM/FINAL

TOTAL F-T
BGSU FAC

P·T ACAD PUB
FACADMINSFAC

47.7

45.1

53.7

52.8

48.6

79.6

n.3

83.7

83.3

81.7

ABORTION SHOULD BE LEGALIZED
GRADING IN COLLEGE HAS BECOME
TOO EASY
WEALTHY PEOPLE SHOULD PAY A
LARGER SHARE OF TAXES THAN
THEY DO NOW
COLLEGE OFFICIALS HAVE THE RIGHT
TO BAN PERSONS WITH EXTREME
VIEWS FROM SPEAKING ON CAMPUS
THE CHIEF BENEFIT OF A COLLEGE
EDUCATION IS THAT IT INCREASES
ONE'S EARNING POWER
RACIAL DISCRIMINATION IS NO
LONGER A PROBLEM IN AMERICA
COLLEGES SHOULD BE ACTIVELY
INVOLVED IN SOLVING SOCIAL
PROBLEMS
FACULTY UNIONIZATION HAS ENHANCED
THE TEACHING/LEARNING PROCESS
TENURE IS AN OUTMODED CONCEPT

81.0
80.7

82.3
82.0

n2

73.7

81.9
83.1

83.5
78.1

81.1

81.1

80.0

83.3

84.2

-

-

·- ..

- - - .................... - .. - - .... -

1990 Campaign Fact Quiz
Do you know how United Way serves Wood County residents? He<e's a quiz to
test your knowledge. H you answer three questions correctly, consider yourself
"reasonably .well informed.":.U you answer four correctly, you are 'Jlf!IY well
informed. If.You answer all five correctly, you should become a campaign chair!
(The answers are listed below)
1. How many BGSU employees are helped annually by programs funded by

10.7

10.4

11.2

11.1

12.6

the United Way?
a) 10-20

b) 20·50

c) 50-100

d) 100-200

19.8

19.9

17.5

21.1

20.2

4.6

4.7

8.7

1.4

6.8

n.9

75.9

82.5

80.6

74.8

b) Wood County residents use§ money than they .
contribute to the United Way.

20.9

19.6

33.3

8.3

28.0

39.1

37.2

47.5

45.8

35.9

c) Wood County residents
they give.

2. Which of the following statements is~?
a) Wood County residents
contribute.

use ~ United Way dollars than they

use virtually itm ~amount as

3. For each dollar contributed to the United Way, how many cents go directly
to agencies and services?
PERSONAL VALUES: PERCENT REPORTED AS ESSENTIAL OR VERY IMPOR-

TANT
BECOMING AN AUTHORITY IN MY FIELD
INFLUENCING THE POLITICAL STRUCTURE
INFLUENCING SOCIAL VALUES
RAISING A FAMILY
HAVING ADMINISTRATIVE RESPONSIBILITY
FOR THE WORK OF OTHERS
BEING VERY WELL-OFF FINANCIALLY
HELPING OTHERS WHO ARE IN DIFFICULTY
BECOMING INVOLVED IN PROGRAMS
TO CLEAN UP THE ENVIRONMENT
DEVELOPING A MEANINGFUL
PHILOSOPHY OF LIFE
HELPING TO PROMOTE RACIAL
UNDERSTANDING
OBTAINING RECOGNITION FROM MY
COLLEAGUES FOR CONTRIBUTIONS
TO MY SPECIAL FIELD

a) 50 cents b) 76 cents c) 85 cents d) 98 cents

4. Approximately what percent of Wood County's population is served by
United Way doftars?

76.2
20.0

69.4
23.6
50.0
84.9
62.5

73.9
19.7
42.1
73.2
11.5

35.7
63.1
42.6

28.7
722
47.5

41.7
73.6
40.3

36.1
62.4
40.9

75.8

74.4

n.5

81.9

n.8

Answers:

60.4

57.6

62.5

68.1

58.1

1. c) In a typical year, the United Way will help approximately 70 ~of BGSU.

56.4

57.8

36.2

56.9

65.0

2. a) In recent years, Wood County residents have received .Dl!B United W;q service
dollars than they have contributed. Donations by Wood County residents are needed to
support Wood County service$.

57.5
21.2

68.6
18.6
43.0
72.9
15.2

70.5
17.9
40.9
71.3
9.7

462

36.4
66.2
43.7

a) less than 10 per cent b) 10-25 percent
c) 25-50 percent
d) more than 50 percent

5. Who detennines the distribution of United Way funds?
a) United Way employees b) The federal government
c) local volunteers
d) National volunteers

3. d) 98 cents of each dolar donaled to the United Way goes direc::rly to agencies and
services.. The administrative costs of lhe Greater Toledo United Way are w ldelwi itten
through a separate ei ldawmenL

4. d) More than so pen:ent of residetits in a typical community are served by !he
dollaliol IS made to the United Way. In 1989, 62 percent of the Greater Toledo area was
served by !he Uni!ed W;q.

5. c) Approximately 180 local volunteers, knowledgeable about their commurity, meet to
determine how United W;q funds are alkrated

Children's literature workshop set Oct. 27

Appendix:
Institutional Participants - Public Universities
Institution
Bowling Green State University
Indiana University at Bloomington
Montana State University
Ohio State University
Oklahoma State University
Oregon State University
Texas Woman's University
University of Akron
University of Arizona
University of Hawaii at Manoa
University of Idaho
University of Louisville
University of Minnesota at Duluth
University of Mississippi
University of Missouri at Kansas City
University of New Mexico
University of Tennessee
University of Toledo
University of Utah

--

Carnegie Classlflcatlon
Doctoral I
Research I
Doctoral II
Research I
Research II
Research I
Doctoral I
Doctoral.I
Research I
Research I
Doctoral II
Doctoral I
Comprehensive I
Doctoral I
Doctoral I
Research I
Research I
Doctoral I
Research I

Institution
North Dakota State
Northern Illinois University
University of Alabama at Hunstville
University of Delaware
University of Massachusetts at Boston
University of W1SCOnsin at Milwaukee
Virginia Tech
Iowa State University
Rutgers University at New Brunswick
SUNY at Binghamton
SUNY at Buffalo
UC-Berkeley
UCLA
University of California-Davis
University of Cafdomia-lrvine
University of Caflfomia-Riverside
University of Cafdomia-santa Cruz
University of Massachusetts at Amherst
University of North Carolina at Chapel Hill

Carnegie Classification
Doctoral II
Doctoral I
Comprehensive I
Research II
Comprehensive I
Doctoral I
Research I
Research II
Research I
Doctoral I
Research II
Research I
Research I
Research I
Research I
Doctoral I
Doctoral I
Research II
Research I

A workshop entitled "Diversity in
Children's literature" is being planned for
Saturday (Oct. 27). The continuing education sponsored program will take place
from 9 am.-4 p.m. in the Eva Marie Saint
Theatre in University Hall.
Workshops will focus on topics such as
using picture books in the classroom to
teach art; war and peace in books for children; from print to film; extending literature through activities; and new books for
children.

Participating in the workshop will be Ed
Young, illustrator and winner of the 1990
Caldecott Award, and Pam Pollack, senior
editor at Simon and Schuster Books for
Young Readers.
At 2:30 p.m. that day, children's opera of
"Fair Means or Four and "Chicken Little·
will be presented. The productions are
directed by Barbara Lockard-Zimmerman,
musical arts.
For more information, contact Joyce
Kepke, continuing education, at 372-8181.

~cstudies_trom~_1he_tront~~~~~~~~~~~~~
an academic center and the first to serve
panel by Dr. Stephen Sumida, professor
as associate vice president for academic
of English and comparative literature at
affairs.
A graduate of Oberlin College at age 18,
Sudarkasa has received numerous
grants, fellowships and awards in addition
to five honorary degrees.
·or. Sudarkasa was selected to give the
keynote address because of her accomplishments and the relevance of her
background to the ethnic studies department,· Dr. Wm Stone, associate dean and
director of graduate admissions and
associate professor of ethnic studies,
said. "She has been cited as one of the
five leading women charting the course of
historically black universities.·
The opening panel session at 9:30 a.m.
on Nov. 8 features "The History and
Evolution of Ethnic Stu<fies. • It will be
moderated by Dr. Joseph Scott, professor
of ethnic studies at the University of
Washington in Seattle. Panelists include
Dr. Maulana Karenga, chair of the black
studies department at California State
University; Dr. Darlene Clark Hine,
Hannah Professor of History at Michigan
State University, and Dr. Cartos Munoz
Jr., professor of ethnic studies at the
University of California at Berkeley.
Thursday's 2 p.m. panel is titled
"Broadening of the Intellectual Landscape:

the University of Michigan; Dr. Tiffany
Patterson, professor of history at Spelman
College, and Dr. Epifania San Juan,
professor of English and comparative literature at the University of Connecticut at

Storrs.

Individuals interested in pursuing a
career in the field of ethnic studies may be
interested in the 9:30 am. Friday (Nov. 9)
session on "Ethnic Studies: The Graduates." Dr. Alice Tait, associate professor
of joumafism at Central Michigan University will moderate the panel, which will
include several graduates of the University.
The fourth and final <ftSCl ISSion, at 2
p.m., is entitled "Ethnic Stucfies: Poficy Implications for the 21st Century" and will be
moderated by the Verta Mae Grosvenor,
host of National Public Radio's awardwinning weekly documentary series "Horizons." The panelists will include Susan
Harjo, president and director of The
Morning Star Foundation and the author
of more than 300 pieces of legislation advocating Native American rights; Robert
Newby, associate professor of sociology
at Central Michigan University, and Dr.
Lionel Maldonado, professor of ethnic
stu<fies at California State University in
San Maroos. . - .
. - . The ChaDengeforChange." Dr. ·Joann M.
Kealib oliomoku, pmfessuc of anthropol- · · · Fol' more il lfonnatiol1, contact the ethnic
ogy at Northern Arizcina University, will be studies department at 372-2796. -Amy
the moderator. She will be joined on the
Cole
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Applications solicited for China exchange
Applications currently are being solicited
for the University's faculty exchange
program with the Xi'an Foreign Lan·
guages University in China.
During the past eight years of the
program's existence. 19 representatives
of the University, both faculty and
graduate students. have spent an
academic year teaching and experiencing
Chinese culture first hand. Most recentiy
Dr. Thomas Wymer. English. and Dr.
David Roller, history, have returned from
their 1989·90 experience speaking
enthusiastically of their life and work in
Xi'an.
A formal application for the exchange
requires only a brief letter and vita. They
should be sent. no later than Nov. 15 to
Dr. Lester E. Barber, president's office.
coordinator of the program. General
expressions of interest and questions also
are welcome. For more information,
contact Barber at 372-2214.
Ordinarily, the exchange requires a
commitment for one whole academic
year. Under special circumstances,
however, one of the two or three positions
available each year may be filled by two
one-semester appointments instead of by
a single full year appointment. The onesemester arrangements are intended for
tenured and probationary faculty candidates.
Barber said that while members of some
departments are more likely than others to
be attracted by what is primarily a
teaching exchange with a language
university in the People's Republic of
China, all teachers who have flexibility of
interest and skill, particularly those who
have a generalist concern for American
thought and culture, could be appropriate
candidates for the exchange.
Xi'an officials have incficated specific

interest in several disciplines besides
English. Those subjects include comparative education, human geography.
American culture studies, popular culture.
history of the United States, education ..
psychology. ptblic speaking, libfary
science. instructional media and management.

Chinese films shown
A mini-series of three Chinese feature·
length films win be shown tnis semester at
the Gish Film Theater. It has been arranged through the special assistance of
Wu Xue wei, instructor of Chinese in the
German, Russian and East Asian
Languages department.
All of the films, which are in Chinese
with English subtitles. will be shown at
7:30 p.m.
· The series will begin Oct. 29 with the
film, "A Good Woman." It is a recent
award-winning color film from the Beijing
Film Studio on the position of women in
Chinese culture. It is about an 18-year old
girl who is married to a six-year old boy in
a common practice that brings labor
power into the husband's family.

On Nov. 12, "Black Cannon Incident" will
be shown. Set in contemporary China, the
film captures the life of the main character, a man who unexpectedly becomes a
target for the state and the police.
"On the Hunting Ground" will conclude
the series on Nov. 26. Set on the grasslands of Inner Mongolia (the province
directly north of Shaanxi, where Xran is
located), the color film explores the
importance of honesty and friendship in
the relationships among the hunters and
herdsmen of Ghengis Khan's old kingdom.

Minority recruitment.__trom_the_tront
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __
Peer relationships are very important in
recruit them, but he said it is worth it
both recruiting and retaining minorities.
"You're going to find that it is going to be
There are many subtle ways of asking
more difficult to recruit minorities below
people to leave an institution or telling
the age of 35, especially if they are
them they aren't wanted just through the
second generation college graduates,"
ways peers interact with them. Moore said Moore said. "This age group isn't taking
if a minority does not feel he or she can
the crap tolerated by former generations.
be a part of the institution's informal netIf things don't happen for them, they move
work, that person will not want to work
on. It used to be when a minority was
there.
offered a salary, he'd simply say 'thankHe offered four short range methods of
you.' Now when you do that with the
minority reauitment Thn:iugh an adoption
younger generation, they ask what more
program, he suggested University
can you offer?
"If America doesn't recognize the talent
departments adopt a high school or
college student to work as an intern in
of all of its people, we'll be a third world
their office. "An intern coming into your
country in 30 years," Moore said. "Everyt
ime a minority child ends up in high
office is worth about $25,000 in advertising, because when he goes back to his
school and can't read or ends up going to
jail, we are hurting ourselves.·
community to tell them how much he likes
Bowling Green State University, the word
As part of the recruitment process,
is going to get around; Moore said.
hiring supervisors have to realize that
Also under this program, a department
people can be retrained to the work environment. Moore said if the minority
could offer summer jobs to minority
students, or it could offer a permanent
candidate has the degree and qualificaposition in the office when the intern
tions a department is looking for, then he
graduates from the University. "It's a
or she can be trained to adapt to the job.
golden opportunity and a pertect pool to
"Sometimes we've made up our minds
draw from; he said. "You've had the
three minutes into the interview if we are
going to hire the person or not,• Moore
chance to see that person develop during
the previous years and you've been able
said. "It is hard to overcome the bias.
to teach him or her the skills necessary for Maybe the person didn't dress just right or
the job. You11 probably have a better
said a word wrong. We have to close our
chance at retaining that person in the
minds to our biases and look at the qual"diposition, too:
cations because these other things can be
overcome through training.·
Under the "back.door program; Moore
He suggests the University adopt the
suggests recruitment methods such as
following minority recruitment program:
developing a speakers bureau of minori-Develop a clear statement of goals
ties, developing a computerized database,
and plans;
using individuals or organizations on
-Designate one individual to coordinate
campus who influence students, and
minority recruitment; and
assisting in the development of influence.
Wrth the "high visibility program; efforts
-Require an annual review of the
minority recruitment program.
include better use of miliority news media;
He also emphasized that departments
a networking with minority community
have to develop pre-recruitment strateleaders; hiring supervisors with a clear
gies. Do not wait until a job opens up to
vision of the institution's needs; promoting
begin looking for minority candidates. He
a positive image in the minds of minorisaid the hiring supervisor should establish
ties; using a marketing program that
keeps the University's name ir. the minds
a database of people at other institutions
of minorities; and generating a clear vision who have the necessary skills. He also
and its opportunities and needs as often
suggested offering tours of the department's facilities or advertising themselves
as possible to as many as pos51ble.
One of the most important aspects of re- in some way. When minorities are on
cruiting is image building. "You have to be
campus for other reasons. they should be
able to tell the individual coming in that
given tours and shown the University's
assets.
you really want him. Minorities have to be
convinced you have something to offer
"look down the road and start the
process. Be ready for it when it happens
them; he said. "But the image must be
because if you don't, it will be too late,"
consistent with reality. Avoid mixed
messages or lhat will.destroy )'DUI: entire
. Moore said. "Get same reswnes on hand
effort..
and be ready~ move on them when a jotL
He said it may be necessary to pay
opens ~- These are the things lhat wit
make the difference."
larger salaries to minorities in order to
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Datebook
Monday, Oct. 22

.J.

HI.spank: Alt Exhibit, reception al 7 p.m. in
the McFaD Center Gallefy. The exhibd will run
ttvOtJgh Oct 27. Gallefy hours are 8 a.m.-5
p.m. weekdays.

Planetarium Show, "The Voya1Jt!r Encoun·
!efs." 8 p.m. Tuesdays and Fridays and 7:30

c ...

j

Tuesday, Oct. 23
Philosophy l.ec:ture, David Novitz,

The Windmills seminar, a program that
focuses on working with handicapped, will
be held from 9 am.4 p.m. Thursday (Oct
25) and repeated Nov. 1. Both sessions
will be held in Room 1 College Park Office
Building.
The program is designed for supervisors
who may have to deal with any aspect of
the three major types of cfisabilities:
physical, emotional or intellectual. The
seminar is being presented by Sue Wikoff,
employer services coordinator with the
Bureau of Vocational RehabtTrtation in
Toledo.
To register, call Karol Heckman at 3722225 or Ruth Milliron at 372-2237.

Obituary
Harold E. Fogt
Harold E. Fogt. 74, a retired employee
of WBGU-lV, died Oct 8 in Piqua
Memorial Medical Center.
Fogt began his career at the University
in 1965 as a radio technician. He retired in
1981 as an assistant lV-racflO project
administrator.
He also was a farmer.
Fogt. a World War II Army veteran, was
a member of the Jackson Center American Legion and Grace Lutheran Church,
Jackson Center.
Memorials may be made to the church.

'~Turn

back clocks
t'"~~,St1nday, .Ocf. 28

Series rescheduled
The series of seminars on rombining
careers and famifies will begin Oct 31.
They will continue on Nov. 7, Nov. 14,

Nov. 28, Dec. 5 and Dec. 12. Each
session will be held from noon to 1 p.m. in
Room 1 College Park Office Bwlding.

The seminars are designed for parents
who are feefmg stressed, wish they had
more time or are concerned about career
planning. Topics to be rovered include:
-rune: What is it Worth?; ·Enhancing
Chikl Development.· "Guidance and
Disciprme,· "Selecting and Maintaining
Chikl Care· and "Children Home Alone:

For more information or to register,
contact Karol Heckman at 372-2225 or
Ruth Milliron at 372-2237.

Faculty I Staffpositions
The following faculty positions are available:
College of Business AdmklJstralion: Assistant/associate professor of intemaliol 131 business.
Contact Fred Wiliams (2-2747). Deadline: Nov. 15.
nrelands CoUege, Nabral and Social Sciences; lnslrudortassistant professor of 111a1he111a1ics ~ylfull.time). Also, instnJdDr of QeD!Japhy (temporary, ful-1ime). For both posiliol IS,
contad the Office of the Dean (433-5560). Deadines: Nov. 15.
llalliematk:s and 5'atlstk:s; Eugene Wcacs VISiling Professor (terminall!ul-time). Contact
Hassoon Al-Arriri (2-2636). Deadline: Jan. 15.
T ec:hnology Systems: Assistant professor, aJnSlruction. ITICll iagement and teen IOlogy. Contad John Erion (2-7581 ). Deadline: Nov. 15 or until filed.

s.

The followi ig amrlit iSbatiW posiliol is are available:
College of Tec:taiolog)"': Tech IOlogy store manager. Contact John Sim (2-7581 ). Deadline:
Nov.15.

Fli•ICllll Aid and Student Employment: Assistant director. Comac:t Sam Ramirez (2-2558).

Deidne: Nov. 14.

• dtii coleglale Alhletic:s: Assislanl sports information director. Contact the chair of the search
and SCI eei i IQ <Xii I. Iittee, cJo aDlletic: depai b nent (2-2401 ). Deadline: Ocl 22. Also. diredor of
academic and regulatory affairs. Comac:t chair of search and saee11i11g cormittee (2-2401).

Exieoded de1d11e: Oct 8.
Reglstn1llon and RecaNs: Oiredor of systems implemei 1tatioo and ~ Contact Judith
Biren (2-8441). Oeacline: Nov. 2.

ment Strategies of Female College and Univer·
sity Vice Presidents and Presidents in a Selected State." by Chris!ina M. Anglis. EDAS. 10
am.-noon. 444 Education Building.
Falcon Club luncheon, noon, Ice Arena

Computer Services Seminar, spreadsheets
(Mac), covers the basics of creating and
managing a spreadsheet using the Microsoft
Works package, 1 :30-3:30 p.m., Technology
Building ~er lab. Call 372-2102 for
reservat~ and more informa!ion.
Sodology Lec:tute, James Coffman,

Theater.

professor of philosophy. University of Canter·
bury, New Zealand, presentS "Seduction. Art
andReason,"11 a.m.-1 p.m .• 114Business
Administra1ion Building.

Computer Services Seminar, "Intro 10
MultiMate (IBM)," introduces the basics of
aeating, editing and formatting documerrts.
1:30-3:30 p.m., 312 Hayes Hall. Call 372-2102
for reseivations and more information.
WBGU-lV Program, "'Ohio Business," host
George Howick visits cal1on in Bowling Green,
5:30 and 11:30 p.m., WBG~·TV, channel 27.

Men's and Women's Swimming, Tom
S!ubbs Relays. noon and 6 p.m., Cooper Pool.
Student Recreation Center.

Division of Enforcement. Securities and
Exchange Convnission, Washington D.C., will
speak on "WaD Stree1 Crime," 2:30 p.m..
Convnunity Suite. University Union.
Alt Exhibit Opening, "Myth and Reality:
Objects and Imagery of the Black S~." 5-7
p.m., Fine Arts Gallery. The exhibit runs
through Nov. 16. Gallery hours are 9 am.-4:30
p.m. Monday through Friday and 2·5 p.m.
Sundays. Free.
WBGU-TV Program, "'The University
Forum," explores the world of ideas with experts from BGSU's faculty and other special
guests, 5:30 p.m., WBGU-TV, channel 27.
Opera lheatre, under the direction of F.
Eugene Dybdahl, will present "The Bartered
Bride." 8 p.m., Kobacker Hall. Moore Musical
Arts Center. Also runs Oct. 27.
Hispanic: Heritage Month Dance, featuring
lhe music of Impact Nuevo. 9 p.m.-1 am.• Ma·
sonic Temple, 4645 Heathen:fowns Ave.,
Toledo. Admission Is $12 and will profit the
University"s Miguel Ornelas Scholarship Fund.

Saturday, Oct. 27
Preview Day, Lenhart Grand Ballroom.
Children's Literature Workshops, 9 am.-4
p.m., Universi1y Hall.
WGBU-TV Program, "Amish Cooking from
Ouil1 Country: host Man::ia Adams cooks up
sauerkraut soup and fried apples, noon,

WBGU Uve Telec:Onferenc:e, "Substance
Abuse and Depressive Illness," 6:30-8 p.m.,
150A Jerome Lbaiy.
.
Jazz Combos, 8 p.m., Blyan Reci!al Hall,
Moore Musical Arts Center. Free.

WBGU-TV, channel 27.
FaJc:on Football, vs. Miami (Varsity BG
Day}, 1:30 p.m, Perry Stadium.
Hispanic: Fiim Festival, 7 p.m., Gish Film
Thea!er.
Hockey, vs. Ohio Stale, 7:30 p.m., Ice

Wednesday, Oct. 24

Arena
Reggae Party, 9 p.m., Lenhart Grand Ballroom. University Union. Sponsored by the
BGSU Carribean Associatioo. Donation is$1.

Aerobics ClasseS The "30-minu!e Noon
Workout" is gea;:edf(; faculty and staff and will
be held every Monday and Wednesday
1hroughout the semester in the ContJativesl
Dance Room, Student Recreation Center. To
oblain information about other classes at the
center, pick up a schedule at the SRC.
Computer Services Seminar, "Advanced
Commands and Functions in Lotus 1-2-3
(IBM)," rise isses advanced commands,
functions, formulas and <Xliicepts, 1 :30-4:30
p.m. 312 Hayes Hall. Call 372-2102 for reserva!ions or more information.
Soccer, vs. Michigan Stale, 3 p.m., Coctvane Field.
WBGIJ...lV Program, "Art Beat," host Becky
Laabs spotlights internationally known pianist
Jerome Rose, 5:30and11:30 p.m., WBGU-TV.
channel27.

Freshman Theatre Production, "Spoon
River Anthology," 8 p.m., Joe E. Brown The-

atre. Also shown at 8 p.m. Ocl 25-27 and 2
p.m. on Oct 28. ReselVed seat tickets are $3.

Thursday, Oct. 25
WlndmiDs Sen*aar, a progiam designed for
supervisors who have to deal wilh <isabilities, 9
am.-4 p.m., 1 CoRege Park Office Building.
Gal Karol Heckman at 372-2225 !D register.
llic:roc:onlpCllel' Users Roundtable, the
spotlight 1opic wil focus on "Software Seminars, Classes and Other Trairing Opportunities.· 1 ::30-2:30 p.m., Ohio Suite, University
Union.
AIDS Education Workshop, 1 ::30-3 p.m.,
FacU!y Lounge, Unillersily Union.
WBGU-lV Progrwn, •Journal 1990," host
Judy Pasc:halis rise ISSes levies !hat finance
services tor senior citizens. 5:30 and 11 :30
p.m., WBGU-TV, channel 27.
Fil elands Theatnt Peifol Dl8I ice, "The
Noble Spaniard.. 8 p.m., McBride Aldlorium.
Firelands campus. The show runs through
Oct.27.

Lenhmt Ctnslc: Flm Serles, features

Alfred HikJICIJCk"s "Rear Window; 8:45 p.m.,

Gish Fim Thealer. Free.

Friday, Oct. 26.
Rural Bull ErMrol aent Caldel ecic:e. l"M>day c.onlelerice on techniques tor oodemallding and doaJmenting the sigl i."ic:al ICll of the
rural Wit environment, Perrysburg. Registra-

Bowling Gleen, Ohio

in1ormation.
PhD. Final Exam, "The career Advance-

Preschool Programs for the Handicapped in
Ohio's Public School Districts Prior 10 the
Mandated l~ntalion of Public Law 99-

Arena
lntemationaJ Alm Series, "Germany, Pale
Mother," with subtitles, 8 p.m., Gish Fdm

Windmills seminar set

Pennit No. 1
lion fee is $30. Call 433-5560 for more

Lounge.

case:

The dOg above may look three-dimensional, but it is actually part of a painting
included in an exhibit of traditional and modem Hispanic art in McFall Center Gallery.
The art is on display between 8 a.m.-5 p.m. daily through Oct. 27 as part of Hispanic
Heritage Month activities on campus.

U.S. Postage Paid

p.m. Sundays. BGSU Planetanum. The show
runs ttvough Nov. 18.
PILD. Final Examination, Cynthia Beck.
EDAS. presen!S ·A Study of the Sta!us of

457," 10 am.-noon. 444 Education Building.
Aerobics Classes, The "30-mioote Noon
Workout" is geared for faculty and staff and will
be held every Monday and Wednesday
ttvoughout lhe semester in the Cormalivesl
Dance Room. Sluden1 Recreation Center. To
obtain information about other classes at the
Center, pick up a schedule at the SRC.
Ph-0. Final Examination, Argelia Tejada
Yanguela. sociology, presents "Women. Work
and Fertility: The Dominican
1-3 p.m.,
Aidah Tomeh Libraty (second floor, Williams
Hall).
Men's Bowling League, 7 p.m .• Buckeye
Room. Call Jay at 372-8701 to reserve a spot
Hockey, vs. Western Ontario. 7 p.m., Ice

l~

Nonprofit Organization

Sunday, Oct. 28
Fan Wind Ensemble, directed by Mark S.
Kelly, 3 p.m., t<obal:ker Hall, Moore Musical

Arts Center.
Hispanic: Rim Festival, 7 p.m, Gish Film
Thea!er.

The Smithsonian Conc;ert, a preview of a
program io be presen!ed Nov. 2 by Jerome and
Maria Rose at the Smithsonian Institute. 8 p.m.•
Kobacker Han, Moore Musical Arts Center.

Monday, Oct. 29
luncheon Workshops, fealUres "What
Difference Does Difference Make?" by Marshall
Rose, affirmative action director, noon-1 p.m.,
Alumni Room, University Union.
Soccer, vs. Wright State, 3 p.m.. Cochrane
Field.

Watch your· weight
The next 10-week Weight Watchers
Program wiD be offered starting Nov. 8
and will run through Jan. 17. Each
session will be held from noon to 1 p.m. in
Room .1 College Park Office Bwlding.
Fees for the program can be charged to
the employee's bursar account
To register, call Karol Heckman at 3722225 or Ruth Milliron at 372-2237.

For sale
The Office of Student ActMties and
Orientation has a list of mailing labels
avaBable for departments wanting to send
mailings to ~ed student organizations officers and advisers. Sets of labels
may be purchased by contacti IQ the
student aclivities office at 372-2843. A $5
fee is required for each set of labels.

The Center for Academic Options has
for sale one Panasonic KX-E700m
typewriter for $250. f'or more information,
call Diane at 372-8202.
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Most people
Arboretum lake is named for University alumnus are ignorant
James McBride
of fire dangers
no
Parker was active supporter of Fire/ands College

The lake in the
H.
Arboretum at Firelands College is
longer just a body of water. It has
been named in honor of the late Wiiiiam J. Parker, a University alumnus
and active supporter of BGSU.
Parker, who died in 1984, served on
the BGSU Foundation Board from
1979-1983 and was a member of the
Ftrelands College Advisory Board
from 1979 until his death. During his
tenure on the board, he served in
many capacities and was a member
of the executive committee.

He and his wife Ruth also established an endowed, full tuition scholarship for Firelancls students. After his
death, his wife established an additional endowed scholarship in his
memory. Recently, she also donated
$50,000 to the arboretum in addition
to a $25,000 matching grant
The lake was decficated in recognition of the Parkers' years of service
and commitment to the college in a
ceremony Oct 14. Dr. T. Richard
Fisher. a nationally recognized expert
on arboretums, spoke on "The
Arboretum as a Community Resource."
The three-and-a-haH acre lake is
surrounded by contoured mounds,
trees and shrubs. A SO-foot. arched
bridge will span the neck of the lake
and connect the paths which run
along its perimeter.

Al Predmore's biggest fear is that
people are not afraid enough of fire. It's
not that he is trying to scare anyone, but
in his role as the campus' fire safety officer, he is attempting to drum up some
respect for the dangerous element.

An aerial view of the Firelands College campus shows how the fields around the
campus are being developed into the arboretum.
The arboretum, which is located on the
northwest comer of the campus and
encompasseS apjlroximately 20 acres, is
named after James H. McBride, the first
dean of the college. It has been designed
by Cleveland landscape architect William
A. Behnke Associates Inc.
To date, more than $200,000 in cash

and services have been donated or
pledged toward the construction of the
educational and recrea1ional facility.
Phase I of the arboretum, which
included the excavation of the lake and
the contoured mounds, as well as the
grading of the site, was completed in
December 1989.

Can the University provide feasible child care?
Two new committees are told to find the answer
ThequestionofwhetheraUniversity
child care facility is feasible will be
closely examined by two newly-formed
committees. While the issue already has
undergone a preliminary study and has
been a frequent topic in consti1uent
groups. Faaitty Senate Chair Harold
Lunde said the new investigation will
take a close look at facts and figures to
detennine whether the University
adlJaJly can offer affordable child care.
The Ad Hoc Chikl Care Committee
was jointly estabrished by President
Olscamp and Faailty Senate, and will
study several proposals on how chikl
care can be provided to University
employees and students, as
as
a>mmunily members. The University
Advisory Committee on Child Care was
formed by the Faculty Senate to serve
as a somding or advisoly board by the

wen

other~.

and to advise on the im-

plemeula!ioi 1 of a plan if one is ap-

proved.
"No decision has been made yet to go
ahead yet with a day care center on
campus,· Dr. Lester Barber, executive
ass;stant to the piesident, said. "The
president is positive about the idea, but
woni make any final dedsiOi is until a
feasibiity study is COllducted. They (the
C011U1ittees) may find that it isn1 feasi>le
to have one here. One potential negative
factor is the worsening state financial
piclure."
In February 1989 Faculty Senate
appointed an Ad Hoc Child Care Feasibility Convnittee chaired by Dr. Saly
Kikner, aJlPied lunan ecology_ The
COllWTittee conOJcled 3 SUM!)' to
determine the need for child care on
campus. examined faciities at olher
in5:!ilutions, prepared. a cost analysis,

and recommended some options the University could investigate further.
"That group looked at the issue mainly
from a user's point of view and determined there definitely were enough
people on campus and in Bowling Green
wouk:I be interested in such a facility
for their children,· Barber said. -Tuey also
developed an ideal configuration for such
a faCITrty. The new study wiR look at how
feasible this would be and at other

woo

possible options:
The Ad Hoc Chikl Care Planning
Committee is being chaired by Gaytyn
Finn, University treasurer, and its
membership includes ~lmer, Robert
McGeein, capital planning. Dr. Philip
Mason, vice president for University
relations, and George Howick, management center. Among the committee's
charges are: to define a complete program which would meet child care cent~
accreditation standards of the National
Association for the Education of Young
Children; propose the location and design
of the necessary physical facility; survey
the private development maJket and talt
cireclly with developers who might be
interested; check the Faculty Senate and
Chamber of Commerce lists of potential
users for accuracy; study other day care
facilities to ~ estimate user fees; and
prepare detaied financial plans, including

cost analyses, user fee schedules and
other poteulial sources of funcing with the
goal cf a6ating a self-supporting auxiiary
enlelpl ise.
The advisory COilillittee COi ISisls of
Barber, Robert Martin, vice piesident for
opeiatious, Dr. J. Christopher Dafton, vice
president for planning and bl Klgeting,
'
Mason, Ed Miller, mayor of the City of
Bowli ig Green, and 1ep ese datiwes from

the College of Education and Allied
Professions, the Faculty Welfare Committee, the administrative and classified staff.
the BG Chamber of Commerce, two other
faculty members, a graduate student and
an undergraduate student Lunde said it
is expected that this committee will offer
advice and aeative suggestions to the ad
hoc committee.
One issue concerns the location of a
center, since currently there is no building
on campus available for use as a day
care facility. But the big questioo marll is
funding. Lunde said several options have
been discussed, including making a
request to the state to provide funds for
the center through the capital budget. The
University would not be able to make
such a request until the next biennium
which could staD any plans for two to
three years. Nevertheless, a day care
facility will be placed high on the next
capital budget request fist unless another
viable alternative surfaces sooner. Barber

said.

.

Another option would be for the
University to provide land to a private
developer who would build the facility and
run a program, or to lease it to private day
care managemenL
"I'm fuDy ~that we will someday have a child cam facility, but we have

Predmore frequently can be found
lugging various kinds of fire extinguishers to different sites on campus for talks
he gives on fire safety. He is willing to
talk to resident hall staffs, students,
department employees, custodial workers. anyone who will listen, because in
his opinion, everyone has room to be
educated a little more on how to deal
with fires.
Whenever he speaks to groups, he
passes out a paper entitled "The Enemy." It reads:
·1 am more powerful than the combined armies of the world. I have destroyed more men, women and children
than all the wars of all nations. I massacre thousands of people every year. I
am more deadly than bullets, and I have
wrecked more homes than the mightiest
guns. In the United States alone, I steal
over $500 m171ion dollars each year. I
spare no one and /./ind my victims
among the rich and poor alike... I am
your worst enemy- I am rampant fire.·
As a former firefighter, Predmore does
not take fire lightly. He has seen its
devastating results, the charred remains
of homes and the lifeless bodies of children. He puts the blame on the fact most
people are ignorant of fire safety and
unaware of fire potentials in their homes
and work places.
"We have a very lucky track record
here at the University with fire safety;
Predmore said. "We have a fine inspection program and we have a good
working relationship with custodial and
maintenance personnel and the poftce
cflVision. We seem to be nipping the
hazards in the bud.·
But his biggest concern at the University is vandalism. Almost any student
who has ever lived in a residence hall
can tell of the time he or she had to
stand outside in the middle of the night
during a prank fire alarm. Predmore and
the majority of studer.ts do not find these
incidents amusing, especially when
some halls are affected more than a
couple times a month.
The other problem is vandalized
extinguishers. Predmore said some extinguishers in the residence halls are
stolen while others are vandalized to

make them inoperable.
"What we need are for more students
to watch out for their fellow man; he
said. "There is a smal group of people
who think for some reason it is funny to
puD a false alarm or to vandaize fire
safety equipment But what happens ii
there is a real fire and no one believes it
so they donl leave the building? What if
someone goes to put out a fire and finds
the extinguisher doesnl work? It is
probably going to take a death on this
campus to get people to wisen up.·
To spread his safety message,
Predmore speaks to~ of rasidelice
hal staffs and tels lhem to pass on lhe
woro that the maxinun fine for puling a
false aJann is $5,000. He also tels them

to be palient; Wlde said "There are a
lot of pooesses to go through and many
details lo work out.
"I see lhe child care industry as growing
and beconi11g an iq>ortant one in the
'90s. I'd like to see Bowing Graen State
University as being at the foiehont of
providing this care for children of employees and possilly the commmity. At the

puling the alarms or vandaiZing
equipment Predmore said he amlf1lly

Contiooed on page 3

ConlimBd on page 3

to enauage lhe residents of IW hals
to tel the trulh if they know who is

